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Pownal.
of l’ownal are requested to

Republicans

at the Town House on Saturday,
at 3 o’clock iu the afternoon to
choose delegates to the First District Convention to be holden at Portland May 4th, 1892.
Per Order, Town Committee.

April 16th,

Pownal, April 7th, 1892.

MSS. NETTIE A. RIVERS.
“

Can You Write f
That is, can you write a story ?
If so, you will be interested in
this offer:
In order to attract attention to

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound,

a clean, pure, honest

medicine,

offer to the story writers of
this state, prizes to the amount
of $100 IN GOLD, as follows:
For the best story submitted,
$50 IN GOLD; second best,
$25 IN GOLD; third best, $15
IN GOLD; fourth best, $10 IN
GOLD.
The rules governing
this new, copyrighted contest,
are attached to every bottle of
Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.
Buy a bottle, read the rules,
and try for a prize.
we

Midden’s
is KING.

Magnetic Compound
All

druggists

sell it.

TRY IT.
BUY IT.
GOODYOU
DO
’TWILL
BIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,

Hewauryport, Mass.
IstplycM

marl4

With Heart quivering with
Agony I realized that
I must Die.”

PHYSICIANS OF AO AVAIL!
Dana’s

Mighty

Save!

to

Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 9,

’91.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Kind Benefactors:—I feel that I must
tell you how much your SARSAPARILLA has benefited me. Some over two

GUARANTEED 23

began to be troubled with a deathly
Saint feeling in my stomach, followed
by a foaming sensation, then a violent SJieA ISeadaeiie would set in
and what I would suffer I can never describe—this continued for some time then
my siefe Eeadacise would be followed by fainting sj»ei£s. which
left me just the
foi-eatSl
of
until I weighed
life. I lost fiesh a
hut 62 lbs. Could take only weak
beef tea, or a little cijictecn broth
into my stomach, and sometimes even
that would distress me. My husband
used every dollar he could spare in emnloA’inp- flip

YPlfo vsapSfi

avail; they could not help

tbp,.

lint,

About the

shape of oar store;
perhaps you recognize it, having
already been in it.
if. may not be the ideal shape
for is drag and paint establish-

ment, but this natural disadvantage makes us all the more earnest in our endeavors to make it
attractive to you, in the quality
of goods we offer and prices at
The
which we place them.
Junction of Middle and Free
Streets, we think, you will find a
centra! and square dealing Drug
and Paint house.

H. H. HAY & SOM.
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Suspicion The
Number of Suspic-

Custody,

—

on

a

Fires Which Have

Good

Alarmed the

of Hath.

People

[Special

to

the Press.]

Bath, April 10.—Friday* night, about
10.30, John Mahancy, foreman of tbe
rope-walk, discovered fire in Houghton
Bros.’ salt shed, at the foot of South
street.

Previous

to

this he had met

the

me aoor

blaze,

oi

lot of

a

which

was

just in-
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cotton waste saturated

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM
-OF-

& CO.
EJ. ROBINSON
1847.)
(ESTABLISHED

constantly have a supply of oily waste
ready for use, and that he always carried
some in his pocket.
The prisoner was removed to the lockup, his trial being set for Monday mornIlis companions, Everett Smith
ing.
and John Stephen, were later on also
There have been a
taken into custody.
large number of mysterious fires within

Barns suffered
the past two years.
worst of all. The people became excited
Several times have reand alarmed.
wards been offered, but to no purpose.
Last Saturday the old block shop burned.
A reward of $1000 was immediately offered for the capture of the firebug. The
authorities are not sure that they have
the right man, but the evidence seemed
to v,'arrant his arrest and trial.
The supposed firebug is a son of Enos
Whiteliouse, of the Board of Engineers.
Both father and son are in the employ of
the water company'. “Sam,” as he is
called bv everybody, was married about
...i'

7__„i,ji,i

r

me.

Jo J...4

22 years old. The greatest interest is
felt in his coining trial, opinions as to his
guilt or innocence being about equally
divided. Some think he is a member of
a gang and will be
frightened into
“squealing” on his accomplices.

aif^gtwvabuu

Vile cod-liver oil has lost
its vileness in Scott’s Emulsion and gained a good deal
in efficiency.
It is broken up into tiny
drops which are covered with
glycerine, just as quinine in
pills is coated with sugar
You do not get
or gelatine.
the taste at all.
The hypophosphites of
lime and soda add their tonic
effect to that of the half-dip-ested cod-liver oil.
O
Let us send you book on
careful living—free.

Mr. Reed

removed to their elegant ivarerooms,

400 Congress St.,
and offer high grade JPXA.PJOS and
0!E:&.C3-.A.3>J'SB at prices that defy competition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
for sale.
febl3eodly

Expected.

of the Harvard

Club

will

THE

deliver adof the

Frosts

WEATHER.

May Be Expected Tonight
Skies Promised.

—

Washington, April 10.—[S p. m.]—
following is the forecast of the
weather for Hew England: Fair till
Tuesday; northwest gales. Signals displayed from Sandy Hook to Eastport.
Boston, April 10.—Local forecast for
Hew England: Monday, continued fair;
cool; west and northwest winds. Frosts
Monday night. Tuesday,fair and slightly
warmer.

are

excited

over

the

73.

D2.

10.—Shipping

NW

vei. wind.. -‘1 -> vv

Maximum ther.. .44.0|Total precip.... Trace
Minimum tiler... 31.0|

the German

Weather

Observations.

steamship Alarich, Capt. Eggers, Huelva
The following are the observations of
February 22d for Philadelphia or New the Agricultural Department Weather
York, the Italian bark Immaconeta, Capt. Bureau for yesterday, April 10, taken at
29th for this 8
Murro, A Cienfugos January
p. m., 75th meridian time, the ob'Towlm’ onrl M’d/H'llS
...

.....

servations for each station

being given
Norfolk, March 2d for New York. The
British steamship
Walby, Bermuda, this order: Temperature, direction of
March 3d, for this port is slightly over- the wind, state of the weather:
due.
Boston, 38°, W, cloudless; New York,
38°, W, cloudless; Philadelphia, 38°, NW,
She Was Sick and Despondent.
cloudless; Washington, 38°, NW cloudDamariscotta, April 10.—Miss Eliza- less; Albany, 36°, W, cloudy; Buffalo,
beth Gazette, an aged lady, committed 32°, FW, cloudy; Detroit, 32°, W, cloudy;
32°, E, cloudless; St. Paul, 24°,
suicide by drowning in Damariscotta Chicago,
calm, cloudless: St. Vincent, missing;
this morning.
o’clock
11
about
at
river,
Huron, So. Dak., 42°, SE, cloudy; BisThe cause was despondency on account marck, 30°, SE, snow; Jacksonville, 50°,
SE, cloudless.
of illness.
in

___

HAVE

It is

YOU

SMOKED

very mild and delic*
ions cigar,

a

i.o

Augusta, April 10.—The house and
stable owned by I. C. Englis of this city,
burned tonight. The loss is .f3000.
Washington by Sea.
Gardiner, April 9.—Heath Post, G.A.
R., of this city, have chartered the large
Boston steamer Kennebec to take them
and their comrades from the Maine posts
to the coming annual encampment at
To

5Ci
is of

CIGAR
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extraquality and pleas*
es the majority.
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SALE

them.

EVERYWHERE.
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The Flour

Fire in Augusta.
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The Xon Forfeitable and Incontest{natures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL L1FK INSUKANCK COM PA NY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liberable

ality.

ator
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Stanton Replies to Sen-

Sherman’s Recent Remarks

on

the

Sherman-Johnston Armistice—His Account of Its Rejection and the Treatment of General Sherman—What Grant
Said of the Affair.

Washington, April 10.—Hon. Geo. C.
Gorham, custodian of the private papers
Vi kJVVIVUMJ.

his

J

UUtUWll

biography, has

U'U«

iivu

h

v“

written an open letter

The letter quotes
from the senator’s recent address in New
York on Gen. Sherman the following refto Senator Sherman.

■

Mr. Gorham then says: “WhatLincoln might have recommended to Congress lor the restoration
of the Confederate States to their relations with the Union, none know better
than you that he would never have undertaken to usurp the powers of Congress on the subject, much less to allow
a military
subordinate to guide him in
the work by an authorized arrangement
made under the supervision of Jefferson
Davis and his cabinet.”
To show that Lincoln left no room for
doubt on this point, Mr. Gorham quotes
the following sent to Gen. Grant by Secretary Stanton a fortnight before the
Sherman-Johnston negotiations ? “The
President directs me to say to you that
lie.wislies you to have no conference with
Gen. Lee unless it he for a capitulation
of Leo’s army, or on solely minor or
He instructs
purely military matters.
me to say to you that you are not to decide, discuss or confer on any political
questions. Such questions the
war.
ever

policy

and will submit them to no military conferences Or conventions. Meantime, you
are to press to the utmost your military

advantages.”
remarks that though
Mr. Gorham
Gen. Sherman had not seen this order
when he made his arrangement with
Johnston, it is none the less absolute
proof that Lincoln would have disapproved of his aiTangementf. The General, he declares, needed no such admoni-

of

Barometer. 29.304'29.548
Thermometer...38.2 |38.5
20.
DewPoint. 28.

Humidity...

are

Biographer

Meau daily tner..

JlJs p. M.
I

the probable loss

The vessels

edly rejected by Mr. Lincoln and formed
no lasting basis of peace.

Mr. Gorham quotes a letter written to
Mr. Stanton by Senator Sherman himself, on April 27, 1805, in which the sena“I am distressed
tor says:
beyond
measure at the terms granted Johnston
inadmisby Gen. Sherman. They are
sible. There should now be literally no
We should not only
terms granted.

brand the leading rebels with infamy,

The

12
Velocity.7
Weather...cloudy jCl’dles

8 A.

of three vessels, with crews numbering
forty-eight persons and property valued
at $248 000.

COIN’S WAR SECRETARY.

tion to teach him that the discussion of
public policies in a military convention
was an invasion of civil authority and
whollv outside the powers and duties of
Mr. Gorham
a military commander.
also states that Gen. Sherman, in a letter
to Secretary Stanton, written after receiving tlie government’s disapproval of
“I admit my folly in
his terms, said:
embracing in a military convention any
civic matters.”
Mr. Gorman refers to the account

Report.
Portland, Mb, April 10,1892.

Local Weather

Feared.

Philadelphia, April

DEFENCE OF THE ACTION OF LIN-

President Holds in His Own Hands,

Wind.W

circles

Clear

The

DROWNED1
Met

10.—Prcpara-

dresses, and President Stimpkins
club will preajde.

Underneath the water the electric
comes from a powerful electric
storage battery. The present boat was
built only as an experiment. It is shaped
like a thick cigar, 40 feet long, 14 feet
deep and 9 feet beam. Its inveutor is
Geo. C. Baker, of Chicago.

Fate

UIOUUOV.

held on Tuesday, April 19, are steadily
going on and every indication points to a
largely attended meeting and a great political success. The committee hopes to
have Hon. Thomas B. Reed present.
Senator Dolph, Civil Service Commissioner Roosevelt and President Dodge

face.
force

If These Overdue Vessels Have

wio

eions for the second annual dinner of the
Republican Club of Matsachusetts, to bo

Detroit, April 10.—The sub-marine
boat building here the past winter was
given a thorough trial yesterday and
proved a success in every particular.
With a crew of three on board, the boat
started from the dock on the river Range
just below the city. At first she skimmed
along over the surface toward the Detroit river. The craft was
submerged
going down gradually and under the perfect control of the pilot. Under water
the boat was able to attain a speed of
over ten miles an hour, turn around and
with the greatest ease.
rise or sink
The boat was submerged several times
under difEerentcircumstances and proved
that the peculiarly constructed propeller
is well adapted to its purposes. In sinking of rising the boat maintained a horizontal position. The boat is equipped to
run by steam power while on the sur-

FORTY-EIGHT

VUVl

Boston, Mass., April

Actually Moves Beneath
the Water.

^

Scott & Bo wan, Chemists, 133 South 5th Avenue,
New Yorh.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—ail druggists everywhere do. $1.

Boat Which

oy

U'llU

About one hundred vessels were in the
harbor of Santos. Business at Rio Janeiro is very brisk owing to the shipment
of the coffee crop.

JULES VERNE’S DREAM.
A

-.

hands of the rebels, which might be used
to conquer the loyal statos, that it would
enable tho rebels to re-establish slavery,
that it might make the federal government responsible for rebel debts, that it
would put in dispute the existence of
loyal state governments and that it practically relieved the rebels from all penalties for their crimes, gave terras repeat-

but the whole rebellion should wear the
badge of the penitentiary so that for this
generation at least no man who has taken part in it would dare justify or palliate.” The senator says that he feels a
gross injustice has been done Gen. Sherman, especially by the press. The most
that can be said about him is that he
granted the rebels too liberal terms.
In conclusion, Mr. Gorham says that
while he honors Gen. Sherman’s memory, he cannot remain silent when he believes that Secretary Stanton’s course has

been

misrepresented.

PRICE THREE

ROYAL CHAPEL DESERTED.
Palm Sunday Services Omitted for
Fear of Dynamite.
MADRID BADLY FRIGHTENED BY
THE ANARCHISTS.

Tlie

Bill

Theft

of

Cartridges

Two

Hundred

Does Not Make

Dynamite

People Feel

Safer—French Poachers Have Be9orted
to

Violence—They Use Gunpowder In-

Dynamite

stead

of

Some

Window

and Have Broken

Glass—Other Foreign

News.

Madrid, April 10.—Munoz, the Anarchist, was examined in prison today.
The judge ordered a close watch on all
the dynamite prisoners.
In an interview

Bagging

CENTS.

todav.

the

Drisoner Delboche

re-

Passed.

peated his statement that Munoz had
Washington, April 9.—In the House given him bombs and professed Anarbill
was
the
cotton
bagging
passed chist
erence to the terms proposed by Gen.
today,
Delbocho declared
principles.
to 46. The following is the text of
Sherman for the surrender of the forces —166
himself a follower of “Prudhomme Darthe bill as passed:
of Gen. Joseph Johnston and other com“That the following articles, when im- win,” and spoke with contempt of Ravamanders at the close of the Civil war: ported, shall be exempt from duty, name- chol as a
“criminal, not an Anarchist.”
Bagging for cotton; gunny cloth
“Gen. Sherman believed in and sought to ly:
A bag containing explosives, grenades,
material suitable for
similar
and
all
carry out the policy of Lincoln. The
covering cotton, composed in whole or in and more formidable projectiles, was
terms of surrender were tentative and
part of flax jute or jute butts; cards; found Saturday night at tho gate of the
the conditions entirely subject to the proving
frames,
winding
frames,
hospital for army pensioners. Alarm
softeners and other machinery purchased
supervision of the executive authorities, abroad
and used in the manufacture of has been revived by news that 200 dynabut, instead of being submitted to the bagging for cotton, gunny cloth and all mite cartridges have been stolen from the
generous and forgiving patriot who had similar materials suitable for covering mines near Linares.
fallen, they were passed upon, in the cotton, cottin gins and parts thereof; ana
The customary Palm Sunday services
shadow of a great crime, by stern and re- also
hoop or band iron or hoop or band were omitted in the royal chapel today,
lentless enemies who would not have conaccount of Anarchist
to lengths or wholly or partially ostensibly on
sented to the conditions imposed by Gen. steel,cut
manufactured into hoops or eyes for threats. Further Anarchist arrests have
Grant upon Gen. Leo and who would
made
in
the provinces, and in Bilbaling purposes, with or without buckles been
have disregarded them had not Gen.
bao. The Anarchist Diaz, who was aror fastenings.”
their
reGrant threatened to resign upon
The vote was a strict party vote, ex- rested in Bilbao the other day, has been
When the
fusal to carry out his terms.
cept that Messrs. Coburn of Wisconsin sent here to be confronted with other
was
Gen.
Johnston
with
arrangement
and O’Neil of Missouri,
Democrats, prisoners.
submitted to President Johnson and Mr. voted in the
as he found I was an American, receive
negative.
insultthe
with
it
was
Stanton
rejected
We
me without question as a friend.
GUNPOWDER IN THIS CASE.
The Pension List.
from
shall see more of them here next year ing intimation that it proceeded
old
The
or
either
cowardioe
Broken
Windows Show Poachers’ Enmity
treachery.
followand I hope every American to whom the
Washington, April 10.—The
against Gen. Sherman was again ing pensions have been granted to people
to a Magistrate.
opportunity may come, will exert him- cry
even imputed that he
in Maine:
self to make them feel as much at home started. It was
to play the
would
10.—A tin cylinder, filled
attempt
original.
Pams,
April
made
us
as
we
have
ouralways
among
Frank Nash,
selves and bqen at home among them.”
Stephen Young,
with gunpowder, exploded on the winPart of a Cromwell or Milit ary Usurper.
Ambrose Rowe,
Daniel Gould,
dow sill of a house occupied by a magisThos. C. Leeman,
The generous kindness of Grant came to John L. Molly,
YELLOW JACK ON BOARD.
Isaac L. Spaulding,
Henry
Gordon,
trate at Campeigne today. The windows
terms
were
his relief. New
agreed upon David King,
Henry L. Mclntire.
were shattered, and the house otherwise
Seamen of the Phidias Took the Fever and the war closed.”
SUPPLEMENT.
in Brazils
damaged, but nobody was hurt The
Mr. Gorham states that the senator Charles G. Pendexter.
INCREASE.
magistrate recently imposed severe senwould have it understood that while
James L. Meserve,
Chas. F. Cohum,
tences on poachers.
New Yobk, April 10.—Capt. Cowan Gen. Sherman was
in a praise- Daniel C. Wormell,
A.
Snowman.
David
engaged
of the steamer Phidias, which arrived worthy military act which the President
REISSUE.
he
him
to
have
desired
would*
perform,
THINKS ENGLAND WILL WIN.
George H. Farnum.
today from Brazilian poi-ts, reports the was insulted and his
arrangement set
Issue of March 30, 1802:
A Frenchman’s Ideas of the Behring Sea
sanitary condition of Santos and Rio
ORIGINAL.
Janeiro very bad. Yellow fever is still tary Stanton in a mean and narrow spirit
Arbitration.
David Brickley,
Chase L. Leavitt,
prevailing at those ports to an alarming of revenge, because of the assassination Hiram Emerson.
10.—Ex-Minister H. HilPams,
April
kindness
of
Gen.
that
the
of
The Phidias lost three of her
extent.
Lincoln,
INCREASE.
Grant interposed between him and those Jeremiah
lare, reiemng to ine neuiiiig sea aruicrew of the disease on the trip here.
Donaghue, Frank E. Stickney.
Three w ere left at Santos, ill with fever. alleged enemies and that the two generREISSUE.
tration, said: “Seven members is a large
The heat was very iuuSRfe, which greatly als^agreed or. new terms and ended the John Harriman.
number to hav6 in the court of arbitra-

Samuel Whitehouse, a young man employed by the Water Supply Company,
who was apparently anxious to avoid being seen. The fire department easily ex-

fn

Completely clSsecuragejS, I looked upon
little
child, and with my
iny husband and
heart quivers-ag with ^ a » ih> fr*3
agony 2realized tliat^ W rS
E must die.
One day a package of your Papers was
left at the house—I read them—a ray of
hope seemed to appear. I got a bottle.
Before it was half gone, I began to
improve. I continued using the
PILLS with your SARSAPARILLA. E
gained so rapidly that E feecam® an object ©g wonder.
I
am now taking iny ninth bottle, and
weigh 127 lbs., aud feel that I have
fully recovered every way.
Accept mv heartfelt thanks,
MRS. NETTIE A. RIVERS.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.. Belfast. Maine.
no

—

Have

in

Arrests Follow
ious

Son of One

Fire Engineers—Two Others Are

of the
Also

a

Learning of Whitehouse being around there, and acting as
he did, the suspicion of the authorities
was aroused, and an investigation deemed necessary. Captain Kittredge, of the
night police, called at the house where
the young man lived and arrested him.
His overcoat pockets smelled of kerosene and bits of waste still adhered to
them.
This circumstance he explained
by saying that his work required him to

CAUCUS.

THEmeet

Samuel Whltehouse,

He Is

revealed

NOTICES.

French

NewYoek, April 9.—The Ohio Soof New York, gave a dinner at
Delmonico’s tonight in honor of Whitelaw Reid, American minister to France
who recently returned to this country
for the purpose of resigning his office
and returning to the editorial manageThe
ment of the New York Tribune.
society is a purely social institution
organized among natives of Ohio resident
in this city. Among the guests at the
six tables in Delmouico s were Senator
Calvin S. Brice, Ex-Judge Noah Davis,
John F. Dillon, G. M. Dodge, Chancellor
H. M. McCracken, Wm. H. McElroy, Gen.
Horace Porter, B. H. Bristow, Col. John
A. McCall, Franklin Edson, Albert Bierstadt. Thomas T. Eckert, Col. John J.
McCook, J. y. A. vvaru, maiuon Chance,
E. B. Harper, John W. Vrooman, William J. Coclcran, S. K. Breckwith and
Edwin Gould. Letters of regret were
read from M. Patenotre, French Minister
at Washington, Vice President Morton,
Senator Hiscock, Senator Hawley, Secretary Rusk, Edward J. Phelps of Vermont, G. M. Curtis, Joseph Pulitzer and
Frank Hatton. General Wager Swavne,
president of the Ohio Society, presided.
Speeches were made by the guest of the
evening, Secretary Elkins, Chauncey M.
Depew, Col. A. K. McClure, St. Clair
McKelway and others. In the course of
“Who that
his speech, Mr. Reid said:
has ever known France or the French
will not join me in urging the duty, not
merely of perpetual friendship, but of
warmest oppreciationfor that fascinoting
and chivalric people who, for many
centuries, have commanded the admiratiod and wonder of the world and who
now are well entered on the second century of unbroken and most helpful
friendship for the United States. I never
met a Frenchman who did not, as soon

with kerosene oil.

Jottings,

the

The Senator’s Eulogy of the Soldier
Brings Out a Reply.

ciety

OF BEING BATH’S FIREBUG.

siue

personals.

to

Minister Keid’s Tribute

YOUNG MAN ARRESTED SUSPECTED

tinguished

William T. Harmon Drowned.
A fine collection.
Grand Trunk bridge.
His fiftieth anniversary.
At Chestnut street church.

AMERICA’S CHIVALRIC FRIENDS.

Fire in Progress.

a

ylJMffili&Sii-rrzil

1892.

STANTON AND SHERMAN.

people.

help

season.

ailor’s fearful fall.

Brief

aud

PRESS.

ments includes A. W. McCausland, Gustavus Moore, E. D. Haley, William Wiley

and B. S. Smith.

whole year from liver comsaved

me, and having tried three other
proprietary medicines without benefit, I
at last took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. The
result was a complete cure. Since then
I have recommended this medicine to
others, and alwavs with success
to

1200, but the party will be limitThe committee of arrange-

ed to 400.

Odor of Kerosene About His Coat

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
my
fe. The best physicians being unable
Blaint,

April caucuses.
Woman’s Literary Union.
for the

a

carried

WASTE IN BIS POCKETS.

Using

AYER’S Sarsaparilla. Mary Schubert, Kansas City, Ks., writes:
I am convinced tliat after having

5.

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
Complimentary Dinner.
New England Order of Protection.
Mile Track Association.

Arrangements

LIf¥

Is possible only when the blood is
pure and vigorous. To expel Scrofula and other poisons from the circulation, the superior medicine is
AYER’S Sarsaparilla. It imparts
permanent strength and efficiency to
every organ of the body. Restoration to perfect health and strength

Results from

Personal and Peculiar.
Editorials.
Page

PORTLAND, MAINE, MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 11,

30.

'

City’s Invitation.

with
JohnSherman’s “MeThe Confederate Secretary of

negotiations

moirs.”

War, John C. Breckinridge, participated
These terms
in arranging the terms.

armistice to continue
until 38 hours after the notice of either
The Confederside for its termination.
ate armies were to disband, their arms
and ammunition were to be turned over to
the several states of the Confederacy,
the governments of which were 1o be
recognized by the President and inhabitants of the South were to be guaran-

comprehended

an

teed all their
Highs of Property, including Slaves,
anti all political power they possessed
before the Rebellion and to be relieved
of all consequences of the rebellion by
of general
a proclamation
amnesty.

Minneapolis, Minn., April 9.—One

of

beautifully decorated
trains ever sent out of Minneapolis was
hauled today from the Washburn-Crosby

mill by tho Chicago, Milwaukee &
It contained 20 cars
St. Paul road.
loaded with flour for Boston. Each car
is decorated in some color of the rainbow
and on every car is an invitation from the
city to the coming convention.

Drowned.
Columbus, Miss., April 10.—Fourteen
persons are known to have been drowned
Fourteen

it is

Will

Handle the Mails.

Washington,

April 9.—These post-

masters have been appointed: J. D. McCray, East Knox, Me; M. Z. Santelle,
Lake Shore, Me.; H. E. Lindsay, North
iut/umuuiu,

au.Pi

A smaller number would decide
tion.
the issue quite as well, an.< more quickPresident Carnot will appoint a
ly.
juris-consult of ability. None is so high
above the others as to enable me to indicate the choice. I think the case of the
United States is weak, and that the decision is likely to favor England.”

BRIEFLY TOLD.
Our

Finances

as

Seen by German Eyes,

The poach crop, according to Delaware

Frankfort, April 10.—The Actionar,
a leading financial paper here, attributes
despatches, is promising.
Fire in the Passaic chemical works at the increase in the igold reserves in the
Newark, N. J., caused a loss of $50,000 Reiclis Bank and the banks of England
and France to the silver law in America
yesterday.
The Actionar says
away gold.
Snowden, the American, finished the driving Mackay
and Vanderbilt are sendvictor in the 72-hour roller skating race Gould,
ing much of their fortunes to Europe to
in London, Eng.
escape threatened loss through depresRev. Rollin Hack, of Belfast, Me., has sion in silver.
declined the call to the First CongregaQuiet and a State of Siege.
tional Church of Lowell, Mass.
Buenos
the
W.
house
owned
A
Ayres, April 10.—The elecJames
by
tion for presidential delegates to electa
Davis estate at Ellsworth was damaged
by fire to the extent of $700 Saturday eve- president passed off quietly. The Radining. The loss is covered by insurance. cals abstained from voting and the conAfter
ciliation' party was victorious.
Captain Middleton, a well known rider, the
elections,'a state of siege was rewas killed in the House of Commons
steeple chase races Saturday. He was imposed*

Tokio Visited by Fir*.
thrown from his horse.
London, April 10.—Despatches from
The shops and 86 cars of the Reading
railroad at Wayne Junction, Pa., burned Japan announce that Tokio has been
No particuvisited by a disastrous fire.
yesterday. Loss, $60,000. Henry Sum- lars
are given.
ner’s house also burned; loss, $18,000.
The Cambridge (Mass.) Tribune anTHE ITATA AGAIN.
nounces that Rev. Dr. James F. Spaulding of Cambridge has returned to the
Episcopal church from the Roman Cath- Appeals from the Decision in FaTtrtr
olic, which he formally entered last winThat Famous Vessel.

ter.

The river and harbor bill has been reto the House of Representatives.
The last river and harbor act appropriated $24,0S4,299, or $3,090,820 more than
the one now reported.

ported

The management
cific railroad are

of the Canadian Paendeavoring to make

arrangements with connecting

lines for
the running of a fast train between Halifax and Boston, the journey to be made
in 23 hours.
For the 26th time since the inauguration of the Oxford-Cambridge boat race,

the crew of Oxford University passed
the winning line ahead of their oppo-

nents Saturday.
Altogether, 49 races
have been rowed, one of which, that of
1877, terminated in a dead heat.

John A. Beaton, formerly of Bangor,
now of the State of Washington,

San Francico, April 10.—Two appeals have been filed from the decision
of Judge Ross in the case of the steamer
Itata and her cargo of munitions of war,
which played so prominent a part in the
controversy between the United States
and Chili. One appeal is for a re-hearing
of the case dismissed by Judge Ross, and
it also prays that his decision be reversed
ana tne itara oe conaemnea.

appeal asks that
Ross, given at the
2000 cases of rifle
and 5000

bayonets

the

ine

omer

decree of Judge

same time, regarding
cartridges, 5000 rifles
on

the

Itata be

versed and that these munitions of
be condemned to the United States.

re-

war

Me.,

met a pleasant man in Boston, Saturday,
and lent him $130 to pay a freight bill.
The man then disappeared, and Mr. Beaton is informed by the police that his
friend is a bunco steerer.

The Anarchist Ravochal told the French

judge who was examining him the other
Mr. Gorham, continuing, says that day that he was tired of life. Then he
Gen. Grant condemned Gen. Sherman’s threw a copper-colored cylinder to the
acts before consulting either President floor. Judge, jury and spectators tum-

He wrote
or Secretary Stanton.
at once to Gen. Sherman
and
said: “I
the
the receipt of
agreement
read it carefully before submitting it to
the President and Secretary of War
and felt satisfied that it could not
As a matpossibly bo approved.”
and
of
ter
necessity,
prudence
Stanton telegraphed Gen. John A. Dix,
then in New York, with permission to
publish the same, a copy of the ShermanJohnston agreement, with the reason for

Johnson

acknowledging

the most novel and

Washington, D. C., in September. The
trip will occupy ten days, giving four in the flood in this section, and
days in Washington. The steamer has feared many others perished.

the

ston contained in Gen.

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
Sewell Gilpatrlck,father.
Esther F. Lawrence,

its

disapproval by the government. These

Sherman had
reasons were that Gen.
exceeded his authority, that it was practhe
rebel
practicaily acknowledging
Government, that it undertook to re-establish the rebel state governments and
of war in the
placed arms and munitions

bled

over each other in their haste to escape. They returned rather crestfallen
when it was discovered that the suppos-

ed infernal machine was a banana, and
that they were the victims of the Anarchist’s little joke.
Mrs. Hutchins, the New Jersey widow
whose liusband left his whole property
of $30,000 to Henry George, has been
taken to the poor house. She contested
the will and lost even her dowry to the
lawyers. The lawyers also got all but
about $580 of the $30,000 that was to go
Mr. George, and one of the lawyers has
his clutches on that, and it will cost Mr.
George quite the $5S0 to get it away
from him-

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.—Latest United Slates
Government Food Report.
Royal Basing Powder Co., 100 Wall St- Ji.Y.
A cream
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THE LAST LINK.

M W ADVERTISEMENTS.

Win. D. Little, Esq., the Last of Portland’s

|

Morning*
Noon

|

Night 11

Good all the time. It removes a
languor of morning, sus- r
£ tains the energies of noon, lulls ?
the weariness of night.
#
a

V the

$

ff-ils^c’R001?
inirCS Beer?
f
A.

V

m

>

delicious, sparkling, appetizing, £
Don't be deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind
is “justas good"—'tis false. No imitation
is as good as the genuine Hires'.

\
Q

\

M,W&F4mcd

.null

Legislators

To the Editor of the Press:
The recent decease of our old friend
and fellow citizen, Col. S. R. Lyman, who
this city in
so many years represented
the legislature of this State, and who,
with the writer, was in the House of
Representatives in 183S, has led to some
reminiscences of the State government of
that year, by which it appears that not a
member of the same is now known to be
living, Col. Lyman being the “last link”

(except the writer) of that entire body.
The Governor, (Kent) his councillors, the
senators, representatives, clerks, treasurer, secretaries of state and of the senate, and messengers are all gone “beyond
the “bounds of

time.” In the exective
council were Tappan Robie, of Gorham;
Daniel W. Lord, of Kennebunk; Wm.
Pope, of Machias; B. W. Hinckley, of
Bluehill; and other prominent men. In
the Senate and House of Representatives
were many distinguished men, such as
Timothy Boutelle, of Waterville; EdJob
ward Robinson, of Thomaston;
Prince, of Turner; John T. P. Dunmont,
of Hallowed; Thos. Robinson, of Ellsworth* TTirn.m

Accept
No Substitute.

of 1838.

’RAlohftr.

of Fa,rrmn<rton:

Nathan L. Woodbury.of Minot; N. S. Lit.
tlefie d, of Bridgton; Roscoe G. Greene,
of Portland; Rufus Soule, of Freeport;
Benj. R ndall, of Bath; and others. N.
S. Littlefield was president of the Senate,
Wm. Trafton secretary and Robert Marston messenger
In the House

of Representatives were
Elisha H. Allen, of Bangor, speaker;
Hannibal Hamlin, of Hampden; John S.
Tenney, of Norridgewock; R. A. L. Cod-

Ask for
-

L

Tobaccos,
And Be Sure You
Get It.
It Is the Greatest Chew

on

Earth.

man, Gen. Jas. Appleton and Chas. Fox,
of Portland; Rufus H. Goodenow, of
Paris; John T. Paine, of Sanford; Wm.
Buxton, of North Yarmouth;David Dunlap, of Brunswick; Geo. F. Patten, of
Bath; Henry W. Paine, of Hallowell;
Richard H. Vose, of Augusta; Abner
Coburn, of Bloomfield; Milford P. Norton, of Canaan; Lyman Rawson, of Rumford ; Increase S. Kimball, of Lebanon;
Samuel Fowler, of Lubec; Parker Sheldon, of Gardiner; Wm. M. Reed, of
Ph psbnrg; Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, of Winthrop; ana Virgil D. Parris, of Buckfield.
Geo. C. Getchell, of Anson, was clerk,
Wm. D. Little, of Portland, assistant
clerk, Samuel P. Benson, secretary of
state, Jas. B. Cahoon, treasurer, and Abner B. Thompson, adjutant general.
The Senate having a, Democratic mar
jority and the House of Representatives
a Whig majority and there being no choice
for Governor by the people, it was several weeks before the question was settled.
Edward Kent (Whig) bad 34,358 votes
and Gorham Parks (Democrat) 33,879.
with 286 scattering. In consequence of
imperfect returns the votes of a number
of towns were rejected, hence there wras
uetween
disagreement
branches. Mr. Kent was

a

TBaam&WLa 'Tiinwai—m——

GOLD COIN SWEATING.
John

Chinaman

is Ex-

pert.

Whigs. There was very little acrisharp discussion on the gubernatorial or other questions during the
session, which closed on the 28th of
mony or

March.
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It was
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Jonas H.

auu

ON

Perley.

...

merchant in Portland between the years
1850 and 1870. He was born in Gray but
moved to this city when a young man
and entered into the West india trade
with Stephen D. Hall under the firm
name of Perley & Russell.
After the
dissolution of that firm he went into the
cooperage business with Elihu Hasty
under the firm name of Perley & Hasty.
When that firm was dissolved Mr. Perley
continued alone under his own name.

apr9__

fToTbailey

Trade.
Mr.

and

Perley was interested in politics
always a Democrat. He served

was

term as an alderman from Ward 7
under the administration of Mayor
Cahoon in 1853. The house now occupied by Hon. Albion Little, on the Western Promenade, was built by Samuel
Chase and first occupied by Mr. Perley.
In 1870, Mr. Perley left Portland and
went into business in
Detroit, from
whence, after a few years, he went to
to
South Bend where
Arkansas, and then
He leaves a large family of
he died.
The remains will
children in the West.
be brought to Portland and the burial
will take place tomorrow.
one

David Robinson.

David Robinson, brother of the caterer
G. D. Robinson, died Saturday at his
residence in Dorchester, Mass., at the
Mr. Robinson formerly reage of 73.
sided in this city, carrying on a large dry
in Lancaster
goods and carpet store
building. Later on he made a change
and engaged in the boot and shoe business on Union street, which business he
continued until hi departure to MassaMr. Robinson owned conchusetts.
siclerable property nere, including rue
large block at the corner of Center and
Congress streets, now occupied by DougHe was one of the
lass the shoe dealer.
five charter members of the Odd Fellows
with J. N. Winslow, Edward Wheeler,
Jr., Alvin P. Pratt and S. E. Townsend.
He leaves a wife and four sons now enHis regaged in business in Boston.
mais will be brought to this city today
and interred at Evergreen cemetery.
The members of the Odd Fellows will
attend the burial.
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Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

DRIVES^THE

IT

demon

BEFORE

of DISEASE

IT.

THE UFE-GIVINQ COMPOUND.
Thousands have been saved from Disease and Death by this marvelous
remedy
it is guaranteed to cure Diseases of the BLOOD, STOMACH,
Sold by All Dealers.
KIDNEYS ana LIVER.
The

I

128 DOSES,
Cheapest and Best

CENTS.

50

Medicine

In

I

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO.,
iii

jiii

ii

in

■

■

in

mi

m

CAN

\

AUGHT-

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good

Be

more

more

(

PIANO ?

WOOOFORD8, ME.

i

W.ALLEN.

_

,

Market.

the

C.

r. O BAILEY.
marl4

ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA;

Mr. Perley was one of the original organizers of the Portland Board of Trade,
May 9th, 1853, and was elected its first

iui

mon

Bankrupt Stock of Hardware, Kails. &c.
THURSDAY, April 14tli. at JO A. M. at
salesroom, Exchange St-, we shall sell the
Osmond Emery stock of Hardware, consisting
of general line of Hardware; 40 Kegs Nails,
Hinges,
Tools, Locks, about 350 Gross Screws,
Draw Pulls, Butts. Wrenches, Twist Drills.
and
Spoke
Chisels,
Castors,
Cartridges,
Bitts,
Draw Shaves, Screw Drivers, Bevels, Dividers,
Hatchets,
Irons,
Plane
Files,
Squares, Rasps,
Gun Shells, Tliermometers, Hooks and Staples,
Brackets, Curry Combs and Brushes, Window
Locks, Door Knobs, Blind Fastenings, Tacks,
Rivets, Crayons. Playing Cards. Rules, Pencils,
Scissors, Knives. Hot weather Strips, Sheathing Paper, &c., &c.

telegram was received in this city
yesterday announcing the death of Jonas
No parH. Perley at South Bend, Ind.
ticulars were given.
Mr. Jonas H. Perley was a prominent

treasurer. He served with great acceptHe was made viceance for seven years.
president in 1867, and elected president
When the
in 1868 serving two years.
Merchants’ Exchange was organized in
i860 he was elected chairman of the
He was at one time
board of directors.
a large shipowner and manager, and
agent of the Eastern Packet Co. until
that organization was merged into the
Portland, Bangor and Machias Steamship Co. when he was succeeded by Ross
& Sturtevant.
Mr. Perley was also treasurer for many
years of the Portland Duck Co. now the
He was
Westbrook Manufacturing Co.
a genial man of great push and energy
him
in
measure
to
and it was due
great
that Portland opened up the eastern
waters of Maine to her trade to such
great advantage. He was well posted in
Portland’s advantages for business and
was chosen as a delegate to the Chicago
convention in April, 1863, which met to
consider the enlargement of the canals
from the Missippi to the Atlantic. He
took a prominent part in the arrangements for the reception of the western
beards of trade in this city the same
summer, and his speech delivered in City
hall on that occasion drew marked attention. Mr. Perley was one of the committee of the Board of Trade on the inspection of flour, which at that time was
wholly in the hands of the Board of

Auctioneers.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

A

VUU
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AUCTION SALES.

MISCEIXANEOUS.

OBITUARY.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
------

Charles L. Fox.

during this winter thattlie Hon.
Jonathan Cilley, of Thomaston, who was
the
House in 1836, and who was
clerk of
VUliiViJLUW)
a representative in Congress, was killed
at
the
of
late
troubled
many light-weight in a duel with
Graves, of Kentucky, near
$2 it gold pieces which are found in Washington, for words spoken in debate.
almost every shipment of gold that comes The intelligence reached Augusta and
Mr. Hamfrom that State. At first it was thought produced intense excitement.
lin, who was a warm personal friend of
that the friction of the coins against each
Ciliey, and others shed tears. Of the
other during the railway or steamship men
the
Obituary Notes.
in
then
legislature
Gen. Charles W. Field, who served in
journey caused the loss of weight, but several subsequently received prominent
appointments. Mr. Speaker Allen was the Conferate army in the Rebellion and
soon various suspicious features were
ambassador to the Sandwich later saw service under the Khedive in
appointed
noticed which make it all but certain
Islands, and afterwards was made prime Egypt died in Washington, Saturday.
that the coins are subjected to a “sweat- minister by the king. Mr. Tenney was
Arrival of Vessels in the Plate.
chief
ing” process by eleotricity, which will appointed a judge and afterward
of the Supreme Court of this
The bark Ella, owned by R. Lewis &
extract as much as 75 cents or $1 from justice
State. Mr. Hamlin was Governor, senaeach $20 gold piece, without materially tor and Vice President. Mr. Goodenow Co., of this city, and commanded by
affecting the face of the coin. The ex- became a member of Congress, Mr. Nor- Captain Merriman, has arrived at Rosaagent, Mr. Rawson was made rio, in the River Plate, after a voyage of
perts at the United States treasury office ton land
of probate for Oxford county, Job less than 60
judge
such
so
seen
have
days. She did not touch at
many
light-weight Prince was elected president of the SenBuenos Ayres, and so was not reported
coin during the last few weeks that they
ate in 1S39, R. H. Vose was president of
This gave rise to the
can now tell one almost immediately
the Senate in 1841 and Hamlin was speak- from that point.
without going to the trouble of weighing er in 1837-39-40. At the time of adjourn- rumor quite frequent of late, that the
ment the roads were in such a condition Ella was
it. A representative of the Evening Post
long overdue.
that the stage coaches leaving Augusta
The Annie Lewis has arrived at Bueexamined several such $20 gold pieces at 7 a. m. did not arrive in Portland until
nos Ayres with her passengers, Mrs. W.
that had come to the office of Zimmer- 8
p. m., or 13 hours, the passengers hav- H. Lewis. Miss Margaret Mattocks and
man & Forsyth at No. 11 Wall street.
and
slush
mud
in
many Mr. Ernest Lewis.
ing to disembark
By examining them under a magnifying times on the passage, which was a hard
the
of
the
see
that
face
could
one
miles.
for
50
a
glass,
pull and long pull
De Lesseps’ Sorrowful Old Age.
coin had become somewhat blurred by a
It will be seen by the foregoing that
Ferdinand de Lesseps earned the gratinumber of infinitesimal pores which cov- more than a half century has passed
ered the whole face, while the edges away since these things transpired and tude of the civilized world many years
were rounded or beveled as though by
probably very few of those now active on ago by constructing that “silver lin.c”
At the same time, however, the
wear.
the stage of life have any recollection of
known as the Suez canal. Now he is, in
that
looked
so
were
coins
they
bright
the men or transactions of those days. It the winter of his life, according to the
like new. It was also noticed that spe- is therefore well that our memories be
document which has been sent to
cial care had been taken by the “sweat- occasionally refreshed while there are official
the United States, “accused of swindling
ers” to select new coins, none of those those living who may be able to do so.
and breach of trust.”
W. D. L.
tampered with dating further back than
1891.
It is specifically claimed that the great
It is believed that this fraud is being
Mr. C. I.. Fox’s Pictures.
engineer manipupracticed on a large scale in California, To the Editor of the Press:
lated a deal by
probably by the Chinese, who have the
which he caused
me a little space
Will
kindly
grant
the
cleverest
you
counterreputation of being
feiters. In a recent shipment of $60,000 in reference to three of my pictures now
teroceanic Panato one of the largest banks of the city, on exhibition?
These pictures have
ma Canal comwhich does business with California,
first
is
called
The
dedications.
there were no less than 40 such under- special
to purchase
pany
a
It
and
Tares.”
represents
weight gold pieces. These coins are, of “Wheat
for the sum of 95,Around him lie
course, thrown out by the treasury, dis- farmer cradling wheat.
598,740 francs the
iaigc
vuuopit/uuuo
Ilguicu
the fallen grain and the tares. A child,
Panama railroad,
no more than one-half of 1 per cent light
the
bloom
of
attracted by the purple
which is asserted
weight is ever allowed in a coin. Notholmwo tA 4-1-iq
CJVVnflll nf
been
to
have
ing remains, then, but to sond them over
to the assayer’s office to be turned into
beautiful flowers which he has reaped.
worth only about
de LESSEES.
bullion, or to sell them to the various The reaper smiles, but his smile has a
35,000,000 francs.
small brokers who handle such coin.
De Lesseps is accused of having, with
in it, for men must mow and
sadness
One dollar taken out of each $20 piece
the aid of others, absorbed the very neat
children must eat.
means a good profit to be gained by the
“difference” of about 60,000,000 francs.
to
the
aris
is
dedicated
simple process of sxxspending the coins
picture
[This
For the purpose of ascertaining the
for a short time in an acid fluid charged tocrats of art. It is intended to humanwith electricity. The “sweaters” natutrue facts of the case, letters rogatory
of Schiller, “To live again
that
ize
saying
have been issued by Judge H. Prinet, of
rally prefer to do this to larger gold
it is needful
pieces because more can be gained from in the serene beauty of art,
the French court of appeals, and affirmed
most
and
because
esThese
in
each coin,
persons,
that things should die
reality.”
by A. Fallieres, “keeper of seals, minispecially in the Eastern States, are less words should read: To be born in art ter of
justice and of religious sects,”
familiar with those particular coins, and
one must live in the spirit of divine unwhose signature was vouched for by
therefore less able to detect the fraud bj
clie mere look and touch of the gold
rest.]
xdenry Vignaud, first secretary of the
United States legation in Paris. These
The second picture is called “Pride,”
piece.
The government is powerless, because
letters rogatory will have the effect of
The
and is dedicated to students of art.
in itself the practice of subjecting a gold
compelling Americans who had particiscene is laid in a stone cutter’s shop,
piece to electrolysis, be it for gilding pur where a
man begins his career as
pated in the transaction in one way or
young
a
offense
poses or otherwise, is not legal
At its very beginning, even
a sculptor.
another to testify concerning De Lesso that even if a “sweatei’” or band 01
the
he encounters
“sweaters” were caught in their work in his first lesson,
seps’ methods. Evidence is now being
his
It
to
comes
problem of pride.
taken in New York city.
shop, it would be difficult to indict them great
of
of
form
a
cast
the
out
life
in
modest
The legal offense is only committed by
of
storehouse
the
that
early
pride,
great
the man who passes the coin, and ever
The schools in Japan are always well
A workman, wise in
then the intention of fraud has to b< Florentine school.
attended in the autumn, for almost
his
of
this
the
world,
knowledge
stops
proved. Nothing can be done therefore work and smiles
cynically at the ardent every teacher devotes one day of that
meanwhile
the under-weigh
In the
season to a rabbit hunt, in which only
as shown in this, his
of
lad
nature
the
double eagles keep pouring in, to be re
irst encounter with the world.
he and his pupils participate. The obturned again by the treasury with the de
The third picture is called “Mowci ject of this
practice is not stated.
facing L stamped on them.
(N. Y. Evening Post.)
Several large banks in this city, which

■

lwo

finally declared
elected and qualified. Mr. Hamlin and
Mr. V. D. Parris of the House, with Mr.
Littlefield and Mr. R. G. Greene of the
Senate, were the leaders of the Democratic party at that time and Mr. Speaker
Allen, Col. Lyman, Mr. P. Norton, Mr.
Codman and J udge Tenney leaders of
the

An Art in Which

tue

MISCEI-EAMEOPS-__

against Mill.’’ It represents the coming
spirit in the great .question of this age;
the struggle between capital and labor.
As the combinations of capital become
greater, so the danger increases that
men shall turn scythes into swords.

NAUGHT CAN.
THURSTON’S
PIANO HOUSE
these in

Supplies

perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
Conic and see or send for Cata-

logue.
TUNIWO TO ORDER.

S. THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,rortland.
dt£
dec2L
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

PIANOS.

and Desirable Styles,

1. Stilt k Sons Go.

50, breast measure, a great array of styles
The largest Piano House In the World.
and sizes foryoung men; sizes for FAT MEN and LARGE
Wholesale and retail represenMen.
tatives in the New EngWe have been considering the hundreds and hundreds
We very cordially invite
land States for
of buyers of Spring Overcoats, and have made unusually
and
examFESTI- your
large preparations for the EASTER and FAST DAY
line STEINWAY,
of our
VALS. The Overcoats we are now selling are fresh from ination
WEBER,
well- of
our workshops, and for good fitting garments,
HARDMAN,
the
of
the
cream
are
country.”
made, nice styles, they
CABLER,
can
Over 350 FOR SELECTION, which means that you
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.
get most anything you could ask for.
ELEGANT Custom Made TROUSERS for EASTER, $5,
$6.50, $7, S8 and $9 per pair—Perfect Fitting, in fact
the nicest trousers, ready made, ever produced.
Catalogues mailed free.
Sizes 30 to

inspection
elegant
iFUNns

Overcoats.
Spring
SIZES
30 TO 50.

PRICE.

©YE

STRICTEY

Portland Branch 540 Congress
T. O.

____cltf

apr8

LINWORTH

S0LD.rLY
Mauson G.

Larra,ice-1 Stocking.
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

A

TheCreatlnventionin Hosiery
The process of constructing the Linworth consists in reinforcing the heel and
extra thread of linen, the most
toe, the parts subjected to the greatest wear, with an
serviceable of all fibers, which results in a stocking of great practical merit, posOne
sessing more durability and comfort than any that has ever been produced.
is guaranteed to outwear two pairs made the old way.
of
the
Linworth
Stocking
pair
To introduce these new goods we shall make our Popular Middle Street price.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE.

BOSTON PRICE.

37 l-2c.

quality

-

-

50c.

44

75c.

«...

■

■

MANSON

in all tlie

new

shades and

Have the

colorings. Sizes especially
PRICES $5

largest

men.

to $9.

sale et
any mixed

The most elegant styles
we have ever shown.

as

the World.
W. W. WHIPPLE & GO.,
21 Monument Sq.

HOSE!

PRICES $8 to $25.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices,

Special lines of fine
Dress Suits for Large Men
at $20.

Special bargains in Light
Suits, sizes 33 to 44, at $8 CHASE & SONS
and $10—sack and frock.

37 l-2c*

$18

and

A. R. & E. A.

el

shions.

Estate

Real

STANDARD
Clothing Company,
Me.

$50,000
In large

DOTEN,

and Loans.
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL

PAPER.

and 4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STRE E T

Rooms 3

dtf

98

NO.

jut_eodly

|

NEW BARBADOS

240 Middle street.

3J*

d6m

jan!9_

On

_

C«.,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

$20.

255 Middle St., Portland,
apr6

&

57 and 59 Kennebec Street

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

5c.

dtf

mar 26

4.4

Young Men’s English
Cutaway Suits at $12, $15,

LARRABEL

ougnCQ

olIHUtd.

Paints in

SINGLE AND D. B,
SUITS

25c.

They come in Ladies’, Gents, Misses’ and Children’s, also out sizes and extra
long lengths.
I have the exclusive sale in this city of the Linwortli Stocking at present.
Special sale of Hosiery and Underwear Friday and Saturday.

G.

JOIENTS

in Tan, Wood
Colors,
Shades of Brown and
Cray, very dressy. Sizes

PRODUCT ©F CrEYIUS.

eodtf

niauaser.

FINE TROUSERS ASBESTOS PAINTS
adapted for young

255 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

Street,

McGrOULDRIO,

dec2

PRICES $10 to $25.

Standard Clothing Co.,

Polishing

and

Repairing

Tuning,

promptly attended to.

Including sizes for Boys
of all ages and for Large
Men.

MOLASSES
Cargo Sell. Francis A. Kice.

Lamson & Hubbard

303

Puncheons.

23 Tierces.

Our New

Styles of Ladies’

20

SPRINGantlSUMMER

The

“LAWSOA
South

fashionable

Cloaks.
»pr6eod9t

HOUSE,”

Harpswell,

Me.

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing.
Open for guests
June 15tli, 1892. Special rates for parties.

For Sale by

HARFSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

THIS

BOSTON.
for

Twitchell, Champlin Co.

ap6dlw

are row

Headquarters

landing and for sale by the Import’

era

GARMENTS
ready.
SPRINGER BROS.,
500 Washington Street,

Barrels.

Now

teb8

Leading Deaiers.
eod3m*
°

For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. POO-LJL.il, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-t£

J.

quit liim, but at the same time, is it fair,
is it just, is it right between man and man

Oolliaia Comments by a Bright and
Vigorous Pea,
Hcrrl'olo Example—lwmahtasr Run Wild—Philosophy of Legislation for 3windiors—A Wreath

Btage-Wrrtirit—A

for Whitman's Grave.

[OOPYUIGHT, 1892.1
■*Tcdy” Hamilton of Barnum’s circus
always has a good story to relate of interest to the public, and, as might be

expected, his stories usually have more
or less bearing on the circus itself. Not
the least interesting of his narratives
relate to people who want to join the
circns, and a great deal of Mr. Hamilton’s time seems to have been taken up
by these ambitious persons. It is a
does not
very poor country town that
produce at least one young man who
has been allured by tho gay spangles
and trappings of the ring and is satisfied that a circus life is the life for him.
Hot infrequently it is a young woman
who is fascinated by the glamor, and
wishes to become a great circus rider
and bow to the plaudits of tho multitude. To these persons Mr. Hamilton always has a stereotyped form of reHe
points out tho dangers
ply.
such
a
life
and
hardships of
remuneration that
and the small
for
so
much
a
reward
comes as
effort. There is no black spot in the
picture to which he does not call particular attention. “Sometimes,” says
Mr. Hamilton, “my efforts to deter
these people are successful, and sometimes they are not. In one very well remembered instance they decidedly were
not,” and he went on to tell about it.
“It was not exactly a case of a person
wanting to join a circus,” said he. “It
was a Brooklyn young woman of good
family, well educated and exceptionally
handsome, whose ambition was to go
She was tho stepupon the stage.

daughter of

a

friend of mine,

lawyer,

a

who loved her as his own child. Knowing that I had had experience with such
eases he came to me for advice and assistance. Ho proceeded under my direction for a time, but finally reported
that all his efforts were likely to be in
vain; that while he was doing all he
could to dissuade tht* young woman
she was goeonrso
a
such
from

ing right
rangements
career.
My

ahead
making her arto enter upon a dramatic
friend asked me as a final

effort to call upon his stepdaughter and
urge her if possible to abandon her intention, and I took the first opportunity
to do so. I went to his homo in Brooklyn, and, as an old friend of the family,
TaXJK

LHo

11

LRU

s.^'

LU

U

VJU.lt

bu

BUO

young lady the folly of the step she was

She had
been accustomed to the comforts of a
good home, and I h*d much stress upon
the hardships she might have to endure
in the event that the dramatic profession proved disappointing in a pecuniary sense. I believe I even went so far
as to suggest to her that it did not in-

seriously contemplating.

so

.uently happen that actresses were
obliged to pawn their wardrobes to satisfy the demands of pinching poverty,
and that the chronicles of the profesi

sion showed that the best of them after
a bad season were often obliged to
in order to
railroad ties’
‘count
drew
In fact, I
get back home.

the hardattended
even moderate success, and went away
from the house believing that I had saved
this young lady from a life of wretchedness and want. To my horror,” continued Mr. Hamilton, “I soon afterward
learned that, notwithstanding all that
had been said and done, she had actually gone upon the stage. And now what
do
suppose has become of her?” and

harrowing picture of
ships and poverty which
a

yon
Hamilton’s voice grew almost
husky with emotion. “Poor child! poor
child!” he moaned. “She was Edith
Mr.

Eingdon, and she had not been on the
stage a great while until she was the
wife of George Gould.”
“Tilon she is not counting railroad
ties as yon feared?” I suggested.
“Counting railroad ties!” chuckled
Mr. Hamilton. “Why, she is actually
counting railroads that she owns, or expects to own.”
LAWMAKOra WITH A

YEJtQEAJTCE.

Since the New Jersey legislature has
the

Reading-,

legalizing
passed
Lehigh Valley and Jersey Central coal
conspiracy, and the New York legislaa

law

ture has amended the insurance code so
as to let in the cret-rich-quick endowment
societies it would seem that almost anything might reasonably bo expected
from a state legislature, at least from
these two state legislatures. In both
these cases the process may simply be
characterized as passing laws to make
The public awaits the
fraud legal
next step with breathless interest and
will be surprised at nothing. By the
time tips correspondence is in type
these extraordinary laws may have
been repealed or vetoed, but others
equally extraordinary may have taken

their place. Those endowment societies,
which have just been legalized by the
York legislature against the
Kew
earnest
protest
of
ent
Pierce,

of
tire

Superintendstate

insur-

department, promise to pay $100
for $25, and pay nothing. Their prospectuses are always alluring and they
catch gudgeons by the thousands. It
who goes
may bo urged that anyone
into a scheme where $100 is promised
for $35, deserves to be swindled, but at
the Game time a state legislature should
hesitate before it passes laws to legalize
this sort of thing. The gentlemen who
business
carry on the “greao goods”
under some disadvantage should come
in and demand legislation in their behalf.
The bunco men dannot always
depend upon the courtesy of the police
and under the new order of things
ance

should ask that their business and their
persons be hedged about with the aegis
of the law. Likewise the horse thief.
What protection does the red-eyed law
afford to him? To be sure, after he gets
into court ho has a chance to prove that
be is not

equine
fto

horso thief, but simply an
kleptomaniac, and has been
a

from birth

Tliig,pf

eourse.

will

ac-

that his business should be discriminated against by the legislature? Any
Of
reasonable person will wot not.
course, there is another view of this
matter.
While many are condemning
the legislature for doing those things,
there are others who take the same
view that the legislature does, namely,
that every swindle that is duly legalized
and made proper reduces the number of
swindles just that much. This, it is

claimed, is in the interest of public
morals, and should be encouraged alike

press and pulpit.
By legalizing all
the swindles it will then become impossible for anyone to be swindled. And
there
are
no
when
longer any
swindles there will be no inducement for anyone to be a swindler and

by

will all become upright and honorable by law. This will place all on a
common level as to honesty and the very
rich man will, by statute, become quite
as good as a poor man.
By this means
wo

no man may be so
t.Tirnnrrh the eve of

rich but he can get
the celestial needle.

Sir Thomas More’s Utopian government will therefore become a beautiful
reality. Hero is where the publicist
rises superior to the preacher and moralist. While the latter is wasting his
time trying to persnado men to be honest the former passes a few laws makall crimes legal and all men respectThe law is a great thing, but it
requires a politician to apply its beauties so as to work the greatest good to

ing

able.

the greatest number.
THE LATE POET

WH1TMAW.

It i3 safe to say that dear old Walt
Whitman has been more talked about
iu NewYorksincehis death than he was
during the last ten years of his life.

When the news came that he had gone
over the dark river there were a score
of well-known men in New York who

If there is
week to $000.
annals I have
any parallel case in stage
John F.
yet to hear of it. Manager
Pool, a veteran now living in retirement
with his books and his recollections,
had the Olympic theater then, on Broadfrom $40

Spring street. He saw
drawing powers and predicted his popularity. Engaging this

way,

near

Rooney’s

morning asleop “dead drunk” in a literal Broadway gutter in those days. He
was an

I recall one

illiterate fellow.

good story that used to be told of him.
Remarking one day to a friend that he
proposed to visit Australia professionally, he was remonstrated with upon
the ground that there was nothing out
there hut kangaroos. “What do I care,”
replied Pat, “their money’s just as good
as anybody’s.”
A

chooses a pending newspaper controversy for a text can insure
himself an advertisement in the col-

preacher who

of some sensational journal winch
happens to espouse the same side of the
question. Mr. Peters preached against
the trotting track, but he didn’t come
out and own up that he drives a trotter
umns

himself, and used to dust his Philadelphia parishioners and arouse the censorious thereby. A queer clerical colony
this is which the Quaker city has of late
lent to New York, including Waldo
the one-eyed Greek, Margasai
peculiarity
jMessaros,
the age of forty he was a magnificent iMangasarian, the two-eyed Greek, and
specimen of physical manhood with jMadison C. Peters, the sulky-driven All
heavy shoulders, full, rounded chest, jmen of ability, too.
sturdy, (
well-developed biceps and
A journalist's kbw departure.
Ho' had adopted as
sinewy legs.
Mr. Julius Chambers, who, for twenthe
his
twentieth
as
year
early
has been intimately idenhabit of wearing his shirt open, ty-two years
with daily journalism in New
tified
This was his
exposing las chest.
Work, has assumed the editorship oi
custom winter and summer. And no
Once a Week, an illustrated weekly
matter how the winds blew or how hot
The importance of this
newspaper.
the sun shone his health never appeared
is that it is the departure of a comto be affected. In all his songs Whit- step
paratively young man from daily jourman was fond of sounding the praises of
nalism, a field with which he has been
the
the virility and vigor of men and of
'very
closely associated. It is therefore,
gentleness of woman. He was a strong >a
very radical change in his life, and
A
man himself, and he gloried in it.
one that ho has no doubt considered
friend who knew him well in Camden,
It will be remembered
tells me that the poet excited some very seriously.
’that Mr. Chambers scored his first point
comment and perhaps a little criticism
as a reporter on the Tribune in the fall
at Iris home in Camden some years ago
gray poet” as he was
thirty years ago. He was a familiar
figure on Broadway in ante-magnifioent
physique as he was in later years by the
of much of his poetry. At

“good

the

by his disregard for the conventionalities supposed to hedge around and
environ a genius, for he insisted upon
making companions of deck hands on
the ferry boats, and car-drivers on the
street cars. “Uncle Walt,” as they used
to call him, paid no more heed to these
gossipy animadversions than he did to
the winds that blew every day across his
chest. Just as long a3 he was
able to hobble, he walked from his home
rode to tne
a block to the street cars,
ferry, crossed the river to Philadelphia
and after half a dozen trips returned
home .again and retired to his den,
where he finished his work for the day.
On pleasant summer days up to his
sixty-fifth year Mr. Whitman daily indulged in the luxury of a sun bath.

brawny

that he divested himself of
his clothing in the little attic room adjoining his study and rubbed himself
vigorously while he walked about in the
warm rays that shone through the win-

This

means

ha always claimed, invigorated Mm and gave him greater menHe had often been adtal activity.
vised to try Gen. Pleasanton's blue
glass theory which was just at that
time about dying out. But the old gentleman laughingly
replied that he

This,

dows.

wanted

no

strained sunbeams,

nor

did

he want any cblored ones. He preferred to take his sun bath pure as he
had always done, and he continued until he became too feeble to rub himself.
LOTTA AJVD THE POOH PLATE B.

JEobert Dunlap, the hatter, told ms
yesterday a story about Lotta Crabtree,
the actress, wMch has never been seen
Some years ago when E. L.
in print.
Davenport and James W. Wallaek were
playing the legitimate through the
country they made an appeal to the intellectuality of CMcago in the famous
Crosby opera house. They had as opposition little Lotta, at that time a genuine song and dance variety actress. It
was about the period that she introduced the banjo to the American stage
outside of burnt-corlcism. McVicker’s
theater was packed every night by people who went wild over Lotta’s childish
tricks and banjo playing, while Daven-

port and Wallaek presented themselves
to empty seats. On Saturday night Mr.
Davenport being called before the curtain—he was always famous for his
after-play speeches—indulged in some
rather questionable criticism of Chicar
go’s taste. Ho referred to tho fact
that tho legitimate had not been appreciated by Chicago, and suggested that
when he next visited the town he would
In™ Vr W nil nek do a soar and dance.
while he would, in the meantime, learn

play the banjo. This being published
in the newspapers, somewhat nettled
Lotta. A tew days afterward one of the
regulation autograph fiends called at
Lotta’s hotel and asked for her autograph. When she passed over her album Lotta opened it and the first thing
that greeted her eye was: “E. L. Davenport, a poor player.” It was Mr. Davto

custom to modestly write himself down thus in everybody’s album.
Picking up her pen Lotta wrote below
Davenport’s signature thus: “Charlotte

enport’s

a good banjo player.”
When
Davenport afterward heard of this he
enjoyed it very much and remarked
that if Lotta would forgive him he

Crabtree,

would call the affair even.
ROONEY’S $300.
of the newspaper obituaries
of Pat Rooney, the Irish grotesque actor, whoso brogue was the thickest
ever heard in this country, seems to
have brought out the interesting fact
that on h:3 appearance) in New York his
PAT

Wot

salary

one

was

in three weeks increased

when

of 1870,

he

made his

visit

to

Bloomingdale asylum,and subsequently
published his book in England, foi
which

Charles

the

distin-

preface.

As

Reade,

ugished novelist,

wrote a
has
he

a

done

some

can

judge

which
his
the
sale
from
his
have had. Of one of
the first edition printed was
His success
five thousand.

stories,
twenty-

story writer
effective work,

Bloomingdale

if,

we

investigation

books

in

LOW
Never Before Have We Opened a Spring Season With Such A Flattering Outlook. It Is a Fixed Fact That OUR
Prices Are Lifting Our Business Mountainward. We Have Thrust Ourselves Into Deserving Popularity
By Offering Only the Best at the LOWEST PRICES.

Men’s fine Spring
$10, $12 and $15.

Lot No. 3.
Overcoats at

Young Men’s

Lot No. 4.

Spring Overcoats

by

colors at $4.50,
Lot No. 5.

an invitation from James Gordon
Bennett to join the Herald. Mr. Bennett sent him to the source of the Mississippi river, saying as he did so; “J
a young
fellow named Stanley
searching for the source of the Nile.
Why would it not be a good thing tc
know something about our own great

very'

xiooier

The result was the expedition to Lake
Itasca, and the discovery by Mr. Chambers for the Herald of Elk lake, the foi
source of this longest river in the world

recognized by the
last report of the Historical society oi
Minnesota. This is, perhaps, the most
important personal achievement in Mr.
Chambers’ career, and it belongs to
—a

fact which is

now

He remained fifteen years

journalism.

with the Herald, and occupied literally
every desk upon that journal.
He was Washington correspondent in
’74 and ’75, London correspondent in ’75
and ’76, city editor in ’77, and later he
was sent to
Philadelphia, ostensibly,
for six weeks, to investigate the corrupt
gas tru3t ring. He was so successful in
the work that he landed several of the
conspirators in jail and drove several to
Canada. The work took three years instead of six weeks, and from Philadelphia Mr. Chambers was again sent to
Washington to succeed Joseph Howard,
whence ho was translated in October,
'83, to the managing editor’s chair.
There he remained until he joined
The
World.
fact
the
should
be
mentioned that
while in Washing-

ding ceremony of President Cleveland
and Frances Folsom, almost without
assistance.

The article filled one entire pege of the Herald.
When called
to the chief executive chair in the Herald office, the paper, by inactivity, had
been permitted to take second rank in
circulation to the New York World;
but Mr. Chambers turned it in the other
direction, showing improvements in
every department and a wonderful increase 'in circulation.
His success was
so great that in the following year Mr.
Bennett called him to Europe to establish the Paris edition, which has always
been successful, and which is to-day
worth fifty thousand dollars a year to

its

owner.

Chambers' experience with Mr.
Joseph Pulitzer was that of other men
who have rendered him zealous service.
In his new field he will have abundant
opportunity to utilize the experience
which he has recently had as the editor
of the Sunday World.
JoHrT A. COCKERILL.
Mr.

The

light

in

worth $6.

Young

Spring Overcoats

at

Men’s
and

$6, $8

Men’s Working
Lot No. 1.
Lot No. 6. Young Men’s line
2.00.
worth
at
Pants
$1.50,
at
Overcoats
15,
$12,
•Spring
18 am! 20.
Men’s Working
Lot No. 2.
Men’s all Wool Pants at $2, worth 2.50.
Lot No. 1.
Putnam Overcoats at $5.98 all
Men’s Working
Lot No. 3.
ivool and fast colors, others ask
and
3.00
at
Pants
$2.50
$8 and $10 for the same thing.
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 2.
Spring Overcoats at $8 worth

Boys’ Long

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

200
150
500

4.

age 4 to
age 4 to
“at
Pants from

pairs Odd “Knee Pants,
“
“

“

“

Boys’ Odd Long

Pant Suits

$5

at

to 15.00.

Men’s all wool
Sawyer Suits at $10, others ask
$15 for the same garment.
Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 5.
are a bai’gaiu.
Suits
Dark
Worsted
Men’s
at$12, $15,
2.
Bine
Slater
Lot No.
Suits at $8, worth $10.
$18, $20, $22 and $25.
Lot No. 6.
Young Men’s
Lot No. 3. Men’s Blue Worumbo or Assabet at $10, worth Nobby Spring Suitings at $8,
12.
10, 12, 15, 18 and 20.
Lot No.

Lot No. 1. 50 Men’s all Wool
Suits at $6 a Suit, these garments are strictly all wool and

Men’s Dress Pants
4.00.

Lot No. 4.

$3.50, worth

at

Men’s Dress Pants

Lot No. 5.
at

$4, worth

5.00.

at

Lot No. 6.
$5, worth

6.00,

Men’s Dress Pants

BOYS’ MB CHILDREN’S SCIT DEPARTMENT.

$10.

$10.

Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits,
wool, at $8, worth 10.00.
Boy’s

Three Piece Suits

from

All

$2.50,

Wool Short
worth 3.50.

Children’s All

$3.50,

Pant Suits at

Wool Short
worth 1.50.

Combination Suits, extra Pant
and Hat at $5, worth 6.00.

$5 to 12.00.

at
Suits
Fine
Children’s
Children’s Short Pant Suits at $6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00
12,00 and 15.00.
at $1.25, worth 2.00.

14,
14,

25 cents

*

a

“

j»®
75c, $1.00,

pair,
“

1.25,

*

■

•

all

Children’s
Pant Suits

worth 50c
“

1.50 and 1.71»
$1 to 5.00

GENTS’ FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.
50 Dozen Windsor Ties at 10c
each, 3 for 25c.
25 Dozen Suspenders at 15c
each, worth 25c.
50 Dozen Cotton Hose at 7c a
pair, 4r pairs for 25c.

60 Dozen Seamless
llca pair, worth 20c.

Hose at

50 Dozen Shirts and
at 25c each.

Drawers

Balbriggan Shirts

40 Dozen

i

md Drawers at 23c each.
50 Dozen Laundered G and I
White Shirts 48c each worth 75c
60 Dozen Unlanndercd C an* I

H White Shirts at 37 l-2c

each

worth 50c.
Fast

Dozen

50

12 l-2c

a

Black

Hose

pair.

nais at jam r nee*.

line oi men s ana isoys

large
We have tlie largest line of Men’s Clothing, the largest line of Youth’s Clothing, the largest line of Boys
to be
Clothing, the largest line of Children’s Clothing and the largest line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods
found in the city and at LOWER Prices than any other store of the East.
A

STOHB

OI^DEDNT SS"V33XCI3STC3rS.

IRA F. CLARK 8c
The Reliable One Price

have

01 which we iuiuw

Nob-

DEPARTMENT.

MEN’S ODD PANT

SPRING OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT.

the

brought

him

river,

Establishment

Our

EPIDEMIC.

QT7EEE CLERICAL COLOZTT.

a
Rev. Madison 0. Peters,
rosycheeked young preacher who emigrated
to the metropolis from Philadelphia
some years ago, said in a sermon on tne
recent attempt to lay out a trotting
park in Central park: “The Lord made
So he did, but not in any
fast horses.”
different sense from the making of fast
men and women.
Things have now so
shaped themselves that any New York

INDUCEMENTS

IRRESISTIBLE
Throughout

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

“flannel-mouth” Irishman, who was
bom in England, by the way, at $40
ho
advanced him rapidly in salas to prevent
ary, but not so rapidly
rival managers from bidding the young
took his prosma.n
up to $500. Rooney
perity in good part, but he drank up a
great deal of his money. He was seen
moro than once at one o’clock in the

recalled many interesting reminiscences

of

miscellaneous.

a

Difference.

Pugh—Oh, yes; just because it
is a little damp out, you won’t go to
church. The pouring rain didn’t keep
Mrs.

you home from the theater the other

night.

Mr. Pugh—If I had remained home
from the theater the other night, I
would have lost the four dollars I paid
for the tickets; but if I stay home from
church this morning, I’ll be in fifty
cents.—Puck.

PROPOSALS FOR GRANITE PAVING BLOCKS
AND GRANITE GROUTING.
the

furnishing
City
hundred and fifty thousand, or ten thousand
square yards, more or less, of granite paving
blocks, of the following dimensions, viz.:
Length, 10 to 14 inches; width, 4 to 5inches;
depth, 7 to 9 inches; said blocks to be delivered in the City of Portland at the Portland &
Rochester railroad yard, or at the Union St»tion on St. John street, or on Commercial street
as may be required by the Commissioner of
Streets.
The granite grouting to he delivered at the
stone crusher on St. John street. The quantity
of granite grouting to be bid for is six thousand
tons, more or less. The right is reserved to reject any or all bids. All proposals should be directed to the Chairman of Committee on Streets
Sidewalks and Bridges, and left at the Commissioner cf Streets’ office. Citv Building.
DANIEL (JALLAGHER,
Chairman,
Portland, April 5,1892.

aprfltd

dredging—u. s.
Engineer Office, 537 Congress street. Port
March
12,1892. Sealed proposals
land, Maine,
in triplicate, for dredgingin the Kennebec River
at Beef Rock Shoal, will be received at this of13,
fice until 3 p. m., on Wednesday, April
1892. The attention of bidders is invited to
the acts of Congress approved February 2«,
1885. and February 23, 1887, Vol. 23, p. 332,
For
and Vol. 24, p. 414, Statutes-at-Large.
specifications, forms of bid and other information, apply at this office. PETEK C. IIA1NS,
Lieut. Colonel of Engineers.
for

mar24,25,26,2Saprll,12

Proposal for Building Bridge
-OVER-

CO-PARTNERSHIP

Cape Neddiok River, York, Maine.
will be received until Friday
April 16tli, 1892. Committee reserves
right to reject any or all bids. Plans and specifications can be seen at E. B. BLAISDELL’S,
Yorit Village, Me. Address all communications
to II E EVANS, Chairman, York Village. Me.

PROPOSALS
aprG

Announcement of

Tlie Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
tlie Phillips and Rangeley Railroad Company,
will lie held at ihe office of the Maine Central
Rrailroad Company, Portland, Me., on Wednesday, April 20th. at 10 o’clock a. m., to act upon

the following articles:
To hear the report of the Treasurer and act
thereon.
To elect Directors for the ensuing year.
To act upon any other business that may
come before the meeting.
GEO. W. YORK, Clerk.

hp5___d2w

a* HAYNES
"ARABIAN

Balsam
One of the Best Medicines Eves
5nvented fer

PERFECT AND MEDIATE RELIEF
IN CASES OP PAIN AND INP1AH3ATI0N.
This excellent compound 19 achieving the most
ngnai triumphs'., astontahing many who have occasion to uae it by tbe certainty with which it relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and inv=rn*:lly. It is safe and certain in its aotiOR.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys: 7a#, Inflammation
of the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness. Rheumatism, Pains in Bide, Back o) Shoulders, Piles.
tivXp

Vf

pries 25c. and

Ji! U/K-mtl

$1

at e!

druggists

£■ MORGAN & SONSv Prop’s
PBOVIBENCE. K. I

Dr 3E3. B. Reed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

To Thomas B. Haskell of the Town of

Cape Elizabeth, in the

County of

a cure.

Greeting:

Cumberland.
the name of the State

IN hereby required to

notify

of Maine, you are
and warn the in-

habitants of said town of Cape Elizabeth, qualified bv law to vote iu town affairs to assemble
the
at the Town Hall in said town on Friday,
fifteenth day of April, A. D. 1892, at two o’to
act
clock in the afternoon, then and there
udon the following articles, to wit:
Art. 1.—To choose a moderator to preside at
hear proposition of the Standish
SaAr™2?—'IT*
to supply the
Construction
a

Company
Water and
town with Sebago water for domestic purposes
fire
Al t, 3.—To see it the town will vote to instruct the selectmen or a committee to contract
with the Standish Water and Construction Company to supply the town with water in accord-

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if von can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are'strlckly pure and put up to suit
eacli case, he thinks lie can tell tile difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a

person becoming
has been

a

great

an

entranced medium.

many

people

who

protection.

with the proposition dated March 31,
1892, of said Standish Water and Construction
Company or otherwise.
Given under our hands this 7tli day of April,
A 1) 1892.
Selectmen
GEO. c. MOITNTFORTM
of
K C. ROBINSON
M. B. FULLER,
j cape Elizabeth.
Attest.
A true copy
THOMAS B. HASKELL
ti7t
aps

There

have

lost

their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. in., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

CITY

this day announced. Offices No. 36 Exchange Street, Portland, Me, (Offices lately

is

occupied by Hon. William L. Putnam.)
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
DAVID W. SNOW,
CHAS. SUMNER COOK,
apldtf
April 1st, 1802.

To the Honorable County Commissioners of the County of Cumberland:
The undersigned responsible persons respectfully represent that the alteration, grading and
discontinuance, either wholly or in part of that
part ot the county road leading from Deering to
Westbrook in the county of Cumberland, known
as the "Congin” road and now called ‘'Rrjghton
street,” namely, that part of said road beginning at the junction of the “Capisic road” now
called Church street, at “Nason’s Corner,” so
called, in Deeriug, to the Westbrook line is desired.
We therefore, request you to alter, grade and
discontinue said part of said road either wholly
or in part as in your opinion the public convenience and necessity require, and as in duty
bound will ever pray.
Dated this twenty-third day of March, A, D.,
1892.
Charles E. Goold,
Smith C. Goold,
Charles W. Smith.
Wm. E. Trask,
A. C. Trask,
J. E. Trafton,
O. G. Chipman,
E. D. Harmon,
Wm. G. Davis.
_

XSCClIIig

UII

ium.r

day the twenty-eighth day of April, A. D., 1892,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and flint the
Petitioners give notice to all persons Interested,
by causing ail attested copy of said Petition and
this Order of Court thereon, to be served upon
tlic City Clerk of the City of Deering, and also
by posting up copies of the same in three public
places in said City, and publishing the same
once a week for three weeks successively in the
Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in
Portland, in said Countv, the first of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at
least thirty days before the time of said meeting; at which time and place, (after it has been
satisfactorily shown that the above notice lias
been duly given,) the Commissioners will proceed to view tlie route set forth in said Petition,
and other routes and roads connected therewith, and alter such view, they will give a hearing to the parties and their witnesses at some
convenient place in the vicinity, when and
where all persons and corporations interested,
may appear and show cause, if any thev have,
wliy the prayer of said Petition should not he

granted.

B. C. Stone, Clerk.
Attest,
Copy of the Petition and Order of Court there-

on.

ance

_

B, C. Stone, Clerk.
dlaw3wM

A-ttest,
mch28

STEPHEN BERRY,
NOTICE.
persons holding hills against the City of
requested present
BOOK AND 00B POTTER, ALT,toDeering
4, Lewit
L.
.TONES, Treasurer,
are

once

No. 37 FTU3S STREET.

F.

Building, Woodt'ords, Me.

them

to

as

room

apr7dlw*

PORTLANlh~

Assessors^

Notice.

of the City of Portland here
by give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city, that they will be in session
every secular day from the first to the fifteenth
day of April, inclusive, at their room in City
Hall, from nine to twelve o’clock in the fora
noon and from two to five o'clock in the after
noon, for the purpose of receiving lists of tht
polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified tx
make and bring to said Assessors, true and per
feet lists of all their Polls and Estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor. administrator, trustee or otherwise, on the
first day of April, 1892, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have
changed hands from any cause, the executor,
administrator, or other person interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of such change,
and in default of such notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid

THE

Assessors

over.

The Assistant Assessors will be required to
return information on the following points:
1.
Name of head of family.
2. Names of sons, or other male relatives
over twenty-one years of age,
residing in
3.

4.

the family.
Names of persons absent at sea, or who
are out of town for any cause, belonging
to the family, who are legally citizens.
Names of all boarders (excepting those
who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents here April 1,
1892.

The full first name, as well as the surof each person, xvith the initials of
middle name, should always be given.
When there are persons who are aged
and infirm, and have no means of support the facts should be stated.
A full list of all children that were born
between January 1, 1891, and January 1,
1892, giving their names, sex. date of
name

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberlard, ss.
At the Court of County Commissioners begun ami holden at Portland, within
and for tlie County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, Anno Domini, 1892, to
wit. at a regular session thereof on the first
Tuesday ot March. Anno Domini, 1892,
On the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily shown to tire Court, that the Petitioners
are responsible, it is hereby ordered. That the
Countv Commissioners will meet at the house of
iiauicooiu,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF

Copartnership.

SYMONDS, SNOW AND COOK

lUCiiara

Congress Street, Portland.
For tlie treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all eases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
No 399 1-3

notices.

THE LAW FIRM OF

IU

Maine.

Portland,

■

■

MEETING.

ANNUAL

Q(/7o XlkTUWt,

■

Why wear out with coughing, at night, when
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral will relieve and cure?

received

by
proposals
SEALED
undersigned until April 15th. 1892, at 5 p.
of Portland with two
the
for

m..

Proposals

■

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

PROPOSALS.

will be

Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers.

Street,

Congress

482

CO.,

6.

im in rtiiu buc umuca

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ox

iuuu

i>u*vuu.j.

Household furniture exceeding two hundred dollars in value.
Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars in value.
Number of horses and their value.

Number of carriages and their value.
Number of cows and their value.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to
tile laws of the state, and be barred of the right
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that lie was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished the assistant assessors for delivery where satisfactory
information is not obtained; and persons receiving the same w ill be expected to return
them, properly tilled out, to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furnished at the office of the assessors on application.
Iggr'In uo case Wbere the assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of making a
doom will the possession of govermnent bonds
or deposits in the savings banks be allowed as
a

plea

in

mitigation

apldtf

of such doom.

JOHN AV. YORK.

WILLIAM O. FOX.
ARTHUR L. FARNSWORTH,
Assessors.

is hereby given, that, the
been
subscriber has
duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Adminins-

Notice

trator of the Estate of

PHINEHAfiFOX VARNUM. late of Portland,
tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons havlug demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same ;an(t all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
BYRON T>. YFKRII.L. AdmT.
Portland, March 22nd, 1892. mar281a.woW*lI
in

|

[
ft

I

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

people, but in this business
accountably lagged behind

AND

Subscription Kates.

an

$7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents tor trial subscriplion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of then1
papers change.! as often as desired.

through
mon

csiUvul

advertisements §1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Soles. $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
Half square

in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
Notices

similar adin advance,

amusement.

About three-fourths of the delegates
to the Massachusetts convention were
The remaining oneCleveland men.
fourth which were for Hill contained for
the most part the baser elements of the
party, known i n Massachusetts as the
“Turks,” the same kind of people that
But
are shouting for Hill in New York.
the proportion of the Turks to the “better element”
means

in

the

Boot and Shoe
_

1

ana attenu La Lilt;

;

uusme&&

wuilu

no

wao

in these

no more

!

fnxrAclirra.tinn

stnAATO

fl.fi a.

KftaTCh

for til A

of the investigation
a

heavy

coat

was

administer

to

whitewash

of

to a

judge

whose character was badly spotted.
For the committee therefore to admit
testimony that was calculated to take
the whitewash off as fast as they could
it on would have been the height of

put
absurdity.
Dr.

Bailey’s convincing
the prevalence of tuber-

report

should be

no

delay

in

asking

for the im-

statutes.” The apparent apathy of Massachusetts on this
subject heretofore has been very puzzling

provement of the

The Bay State is ordinarily
ali movements to advance

intellectual

i

or

a

leader

in

the moral,
physical welfare of its

notice,

however,

trust will reach you in

advantage

to take

I wish to inform you that the
Gents
treatment consisting of SKODA *S REMEDIES you sent me for Piles, has, as you
stated in youi letter accompanying the
same, actual y cured me.
Why, gentlemen, I can hardly realize it,
_when
I
stop to
thinkof the long
E2
Fk
B aB
E3G S
oi
sufferyears
ing I have endured, of the Pile Remethe
dies I have tried; of
Physicians employed ; of the two surgical operations
Pile Tumors
the
performed (having had
removed twice with the knife) and all 1
could get was temporary relief- But
taking seven
now after kwr «
SKOBA’S DISBottles of
■ w Three
■
K «
Boxes
COVERY,

as

25

WEARING
that

doiuo.

from

Switzerland, with

deli-

cately embroidered edges,

we

KODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.|
kuuaraniee

|

bit of color

a

SHOES for

living,

articles

of

APPAREL

see

for your-

self, and while making a
saving you will be conferring a favor on
Yours faithfully,
The

and others

design

boys—the

most

line we’ve

ever

attractive
had.

Hosiery in fine cotton,
Onyx dyed, silk, lisle
for

the

present

wearing; in every made
fabric—and a great line
of dress Shirts.

New
Fans
of silk,
feather, satin and paper.
Novelties

Only

Department
Store in Maine,

in

Jewelry.

Metal ribbon bow Pins.
Pins, Fillets for the

hair in

silver, cut steel and

imitation shell. New laces
and

veilings.

ens,

Ribbons and Wind-

sor

MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
up4

eoU&wijurin

And the Jannury 1,1892 assessment is. 93,012.94
Outside revenue. 2,000.00
The number of services added each year is
shown by the following figures:
559
1886
1887 .1103
953
1888
985
1889
..
1891.

Scarfs, Canes

i

and

All the

new

things

for

babies and small children
will be ready this week,

including Cloaks,
Bonnets,

Dres-

Sun-hats,

etc.,—a superb
show of exclusive novelBaskets,

ties.
The Tennis

ready,

so

are

goods
the

are

Ham-

mocks, and our line of
both is larger and better
than

ever.

can

get every-

carry

a

BicyWe

complete stock of

suits,

ISAAC C.
apll

ATKINSON, GEN’L MANAGER.
Utf

trunks, jerseys,
sweaters and stockings in
the league color and we

make to order anything
in this line that may be

desired.

ol the

SPECIAL

our

DISCOUNT

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

SALE

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

oI the

dtf

jly25

INCREASE YOUR INCOME. STOCKBRIDGE
Call at Ouoe.

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.
Piliil

nn

Pnnitnfl

(&AAA

AAA

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of £100, $200, $250,
£500. $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

Duff Opera Co.,
Gilmore’s J ubilee,
Primrose & West,
and Herrmann.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

Evening tickets to all above, 60. 75 cts., Sn<l
Course tickets for 3 of
S1.00, now on sale.
the above (your choice) $1.60 and $2.26, on
sale Monday morning for one week.

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

lUAXJIJlJKIfiS.

EVERETT

SMITH,

98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
2wteod3m

dec29

Municipal

Security

Company,

coupons due April 1st from series C
bonds of the Municipal Security Companj
will be paid upon presentation at the office ol
Woodbury & Moulton on and after that date.
FEEDEK1C F. TALBOT, Secretary.
tf
mch29

ALL

-T1X33-

Duff’s Opera Co.,
Cilmore’s Jubilee,
Primrose & West.
Matinee tickets 35, 50 and 75 cts., now on

sale.

Course tickets for the three, $1 and $1.50.
On sale at Stockbridge’s. Half fare on the railroads to all holding any of the above tickets.

12th STOCKBRIDGE.
Thursday evening, April 14th, Lecocq’s Beautiful Opera.
“THE QUEEN’S MATE,”

616
623

Friday Evening, April 15th, Suppe’s Charming Opera,

The company is earning.$95,000
The expenses and interest on $1,200,000 of bonds. 85,000

Leaving

a

-OF-

wishing a

3VHEJ.,

EXTRAS.

Incorporated 1824,

T

WOODBURY

Saturday Evening,

"Paolo."

i=tT

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
ap5

BONDS.

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

on

time

deposits.

R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
We Offer, Subject to Stephen
Cashier.
President.

Satie,

dtf

febl*±

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of .Saco 4’s due 1901.

City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due

ICE I
"If* ^SL,

^ Jji*

Saturday Afternoon, April 16th,

“The Queen’s Mate.”
All presented by

DUFF’S

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dft
dec29

■

W
JJ,

attention to business and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Respectfully Tours,

hope by prompt

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.,
CUMMINGS BROS. ICE CO.,
98 Exchange Street,
a

Telephone

limited amount of

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,
First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.
The Athol Water Company is organized under
special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,

which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Athol is one of the most prosperous and rapidly growing towns in the State of Massachucntte

bavimr

o

nrosont

rtnrm

1otinn nf fi Klin

The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the higlila ds above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to tne town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and interest

charges.
The present and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors desiring a safe as well as proiitable investment.

Furtherpartlculars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 16th,
marls

City
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,
ot Bath

■

*

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Wafer Go.
5’s
Bath Water Supply Co.
5’s
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock
Merchants National Bank Stock

Also, several issues of Water Co. 6 PerCent,
Ronds, Principal and Interest GUARANTEED.

r*or

Sale

lay

If. H. PA YSOY A
SASTISKRS.
marll
NOTICE ! ASK

dtf

TOUR DRUGGIST FOR

iSootf’s

o-u.it©

Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other I.amenoss.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
ieb22dti
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.
For

Foot

of Park

Easter Cards,
Easter Books,
Easter Booklets
anil

Fancy

many

Goods

for

EASTER

GIFTS,

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

Lessee and Manager

MONDAY,
ONE

APRIL 18th.

NIGHT ONLY.

Cleveland’s Minstrels
THE BIG

CITY SHOW.

TUESDAY, APRIL 19th.
FEOHMAN’S CO., IN

Ball

Oliarlty

With the New York Cast.

Wednesday and Thursday, April

30th

and

31st, Thursday Matinee.

FRANK CURTIS IN SAM'L OF POSEN.
Saturday, April 22d and 23d*
Saturday Matinee.
Lost in New York.,
With its large Tank, Steamboats, Sail Boats
and Tugs.

Friday

and

Tickets for all attractions on sale one week
In advance.
_aprlldtf

MIKADO!
Tickets 50'and 75 cts.
Stockbridge’s,

at

sale

On

Saturday

Morning, April 19th, at 9 o’clock.
dlw
apr7
asiiia

na#%AB4«aa

mt rAoolUn
REV. J.

J.

aw

rLAT.

LEWIS,

Who witnessed the performance at Oberammergau last summer, will deliver his celebrated lecture. Illustrated by over
one hundred
finest steropticon views, in

CONGRESS

SQUARE CHURCH,

Wednesday Evening of Passion Week,
April 18th, at 8 o’clock.
Tickets 35 cents, or 3 for SI.00. Can be obtains at Stockbridge’s and at the door.

AT-

Loring, Short & Hanoi’s,
apr6

474

Congress St.d2w

TastebTTT
We Display

a

Choice Line of

BY REV. N. T. WHITAKER, D. D.,
Of

Lynn, Maes., at the Chestnut Street
M. E. Church Vestry,

Wednesday Even’g April 13.
Subject: Success; How Won.
25 cents.

Tickets at the door.

Admission

apll-3t*

AT GILERT S.

EASTER BOOKLETS ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING.

—

CO.,

Wharf,
Street,

WE ARE READY TO SHOW

dtf

6’s
5’s
5’s
5’s
7’s
41-2's
6’s
5’s

•

No. 543—2.

on

G. E. LOTHBOP,

aptdtf

1892.

"BONDS.
City of Portland

OFFICE—Deake’s

60.

Orchestra, Great Cast,
Elegant Costumes, and Special
SSenery.
Evening Tickets, 50, 75 and $1.00. Matinee
35, 50 and 75 et3. On sale at Stockbridge’s,
the IE C. it. B., G.
to ail holding opera
apriiaiw
trams._

for the very best ice to be had.
Now, we have cut our ice fr om one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. This pond is fed by mineral springs and
makes the best ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.
We

Artists

60

Grand Chorus and

A Card to the People

SWAN &BARRETT,

COMPANY

OPERA

Music store. Half fare
T. R’v and P. & B. E. E.
ticKets. Late

1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort6’s due 1909.
These warm days remind us of the fact that
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort. the hot Summer weathar is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
6’s due 1908.

Offer

April 16th,

The new and beautiful opera by the
author of “Erminie,”

10ULT0N,

-FS A -reTTg-FTFS

City

Use No. 12 tickets in both courses in place
of “Bostonians.”

home investment.

Price par and interest.

to Africa.”

“Trip

Surplus after paying in-

terest and expenses of.$10,000
These bonds have been soid to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds and recommend this security
to those

POFILAR.

12th

Total number of services Jan. 1,1892...4839
The nature of this property is such that there
will bo a constant annual increase in revenue.

a

thing in the way of
cle Clothing here.

Middle, Pearl Jine Sts.,

87,699.25

1891

New Lin-

Umbrellas.

You

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest i
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having tho
NONE SUCH brand.

Mortgage 5 per
April 1,1931.

This company owns and operates the water
companies in Waterville and Fairfield, Bath,
Calais and St. Stephens, Gardiner. Brunswick,
Dover and Foxcroft, which places have a population of over 50,000.
The earnings of the companies comprising
the Maine Water Company are as follows:
1886 .$ 3,675.18
18,389.58
1887
41.317.30
1888
1889
67,714.24
1890
75,650.96

Stick

could enumerate.

Come and
b

with

some

es,

CHAS. EMMET.
every

etc.

Jr

Gratefully yours,
win

each,

ser-

BUT THERE!

—

Bangor, Me.

of

sands

work cutting timber.
^
You freely gave me
B
the medicine but I
^
want to partially pay
you for what yon have done. Enclosed find 820, which is about what I
paid for one operation that did me
really no good at all.

Handkerchiefs

right weight

popular prices; and thou-

LITTLE TABLETS, and using Five Boxof SKODA’S PILE CURE, I am
es
cured.
Iam now able to work every day. and
shall start for Virginia in a few dayB to

f!OB

cents

$1.00;

the MILLIONS at

T Hilt PI

lengths.

GOOD TROUSERS

BOOTS and

fP= E?

as-

in

sortment includes all the

U nderclothing;

$1.65 the pair; VESTS

at

Help!

The

opened.

thread and cashmere.

vicable ISLAND SHIRTS

upon
culosis in Massachusetts has had the
good effect of rousing the newspapers of
The Boston
that state on the subject.

Advertiser commenting on the report
denied that the
says: “It can hardly bo
tuberculosis does exist among Massachusetts cattle, and it is in every way
important that infected cattle should not
be allowed to communicate the disease
If the laws of this
to other animals.
Commonwealth already offer a perfect
cattle
system for the protection of the
and citizens against contagion, the fact
does not seem to be generally understood.
If, however, there is need of amendment
to meet the needs of the situation, there

they meant

Physicians, Pits Remedies and the Knife

oururaei

George II.

PONDERED

to match at

£?

suedes

been

cele-

Jouvin Gloves in
and glace nas just

brated

and

“I AM CURED!”
UTTERLY FAILED!

of the

fresh stock

household.

at

_

paper and made here.
The line of Kid Gloves
for Easter is ready and a
sue

plain, 25 and 50 cents.
Neckwear for men and

such

;

cent Bonds Due

shades to match
costumes and in all the

Pending your inspection,

was

shades for

Deposits
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EXTRA AND MATINEE COURSE.

iMTETcIir

for

photo-

flowers,

LAST

FINANCIAL.

newest

BIG OFFERS

a

facts of the case with the purpose of asEverybody has
certaining the truth.
seen from the first that the only purpose

departments for

of the

Yet there

souvenirs

in the

season

his office in

On Thursday the Democratic majority
of the joint judiciary committee of the
New York Legislature refused to hear
William A. Sutherland, who was prepared to testify in the so-called investigation of the charges against Judge
Maynard of the Court of Appeals. The
majority also refused to grant the request
of the Republicans on the committee for
the subpoena of half a dozen material
witnesses, and adjourned without fixing
We
any date for a subsequent hearing.
are inclined to think the committee acted wisely; Nobody has looked upon the

Easter;

things

paper

dainty

—

is

SAVING MONEY in your

we

measures.

new

pavilion

graph frames,

_

OVER because

Democratic
occasionally sending
legislator and instructing him as to what
attitude he should assume in regard to

pending

a

be

should

favor of the senator, who sits in the executive office from morning till night,
for

Department,

ENORMOUS

were

important legislar

practically abdicated

such art and beauin
their
makeup.

desirable

tion will be enacted by the Senate until
he clears out. Governor Flower appears
to have

pretty,

were never so

The tissue

MONDAY

elected to perform. Even the Democratic members of the legislature are getting
sick of his presence at Albany, and his
constant intermeddling with legislation.
Two Democratic senators have flatly announced that

lets

There’s no end to the
choice and you’ll wonder
ftt the cheapness.

THE BARGAINS

This

There seems to be a loud call upon
Senator Hill to go back to Washington

ought
things

Easter

and there’s much to talk
about.
Cards and book-

ty

Crockery and China Department.

together.

nearer

of

thT"

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. 0. ALLEN, Cashier.

yard.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

First Consolidated

dressed dolls,
sachets—all made of tis-

years.

irisssisiML

VI

a

—-

candles,

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.

between the two factions at
There the Turks and the “better element” in point of numbers draw much

be

full of

decaying

ployed nearly fifty-five

by no
proportion
the polls.

the

list of

partial

a

_i..'1

to

Boys' Gtothlni Department,

colors at 25c

AMUSEMENTS.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

inches
Ribbons, three
wide, in a large variety of

receive

to

week’s offeringsThe first word

Hat and Gap Department,

He entered the service as a midshipman
Nov. 9, 1S13.
Commodore Bruce was at
sea a little more than fifteen years, on
shore duty nearly nine years, and unem-

convention

fairly represents

ready

are

1-2C

12

pair, and a special offering of fancy Millinery

the pace for spring shopping and send abroad a
benefit that is yours if
you
it.

at

socks

a

of

never

overgrown with shrubbery,
remains of the big
tree that was blown across the tomb
years ago, smashing it as it fell, still lie
there untouched. At Pineville is the old
Episcopal church whose bells rang out
for the first time in many years on the
day of Jefferson Darns’s funeral.
It is thought that Mr. Justice Lamar’s
wretched health is largely due to his
Hs is
great absorption in his books.
passionately fond of reading.
The oldest officer of the United States
Navy is Commodore Henry Bruce, now
living in Boston and on the retired list.

from the result of the election in Rhode
Island. The Hill organs are watching
their performances with
undisguised

cotton

Here’s

ruin

a

Even the

be

to

daily throng of buyers, set

our

Gent’s Furnisig Department,

The tomb of Francis Marion on the
Belle Isle plantation near Pineville, S. C.

their favorite

for

good

Ming Department,

fied person, while Mr. Wolff, who is of
German origin and appearance, is called
“the Teutonic.”

is

likely

fair

Ch

Sir Edward Harlan and Mr. Wolff are
both members of the ship-building firm
that built the White Star Line steamers,
and both |are members of Parliament,
sitting for Belfast. So the sobriquet of
“The Majestic” has been invented for
Sir Edward, who is a stately and digni-

Mr. Cleveland’s newspaper organs are
still assiduously at work trying to excomfort

of the

had in store for

we

t hem in

of the

per annum.

Hon. Wm. H. Dresser, of Standish,
who has retired frdm the board of State
Prison inspectors, leaves m that office an
honorable record, as he has in all other
offices to which he has been called by the
people of his county and State.

tract some

things

Ex-Premier Mercier of Quebec has
beeu offered the position of chief adviser
to the Grand Trunk Railway, at §10,000

11.

APRIL

great public

uir,

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

PRESS.

MONDAY,

DAY PAPERS to tell the

another revelation.

__

Ti-M-1

vruuui

We omitted in the SUN-

practice polygamy witiiout incurring the
penalty of imprisonment, another revelation may be received telling the faithful
that the practice may be renewed again.
As the Mormons are in a majority in
Utah, the admission of that territory
to statehood would probably do away
with the penalty and very likely bring

for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, aud all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates,
Iu Maine State Press—81.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co.. U7 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

polyga-

doctrines of their re’jgion;
that it was liist taken up through divine
revelation, and that they may st ill receive other
revelations regarding its
practice. Mr. Browne is fearful, and his
fears are shared by other Gentiles, that
whenever it becomes safe in Utah to
one

$1.50 per square.

week,

that

to

FINANCIAL.

ADVEllTISMEENTS.

Monday mornirtg a
bargain in Men’s heavy

today

TRIUkeep

a

uauuuu
Vreoige
and Lorenzo Snow, the leading men of
of tlie church, testified that while polygamy was no longer practiced, it was still

rates.

ner

revelation,

weather

clever store keepthe curing
rent ot business up to its
highest volume, draw the

vember, 1891, before Judge Loofborrow,
over one year after this declaration, on
the question of escheat of certain lands
accumulated by the Mormon church,

Every other
tions or less, §1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these

cents

divine

a
no

The

MPHS

i

Mr. Browne shows

one.

NEW

PORTi.ANB, April 11, 1M2.

longer practice of the Morchurch, yet at a hearing held No-

was

my

Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press Sl-50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inser-

or,

The Sin of Omission

that although at the general conference
of the Mormon church, held in October,
1890, President Woodruff announced,

rate of

and

erroneous

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

the proces-

Mr. Causten Browne, Jr., a Salt Lake
Gentile, in a note to the Boston Herald,
points out that the prevalent impression
that polygamy has been eliminated from
the doctrines of the Mormon church is

Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance). Invariably at the

column and one inch long.
Want, To Let. For Scde

NEW

un-

sion.

MAINE STATE PRESS.
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CARDS.
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MT. VERNON

LODGE, 169, N. E. 0. P.

-will give

a-

Fair and Entertainment

April 12th, 13th, 14th,

at Williams’

Hall.

Course tickets 25 cents; single tickets 10
cents. Supper served from 6 to 8 o’clock; tickets 15 cents.
Tuesday, April 12th, Musical Entertainment
13th, Turnverein Club; 14th. Mesmeric Enter
tainment.
v s.—Afternoon free
aplldit

--

MILE TRACK ASSOCIATION,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

\

i STr.

Kccltnl.

l'iano

The piano recital given by Miss Neatly
Stevens, Saturday evening, assisted by
Mrs. Kathinka Paulsen-White soprano,
under the auspices of tlio Kossini Club,
drew a musical audience that completely
tilled Kotzsclimar hall.
Miss Stevens, who made her first appearance in Portland, is a Chicago girl
who was educated at Vassal-, went abroad
and studied with Liszt, Von Bulow,
Kullak, Moszkowski and Scharwenka.
She has

a

good 6tage presence, a pleasing
dashing player, and
display of technique, has evi-

is a bold and

figure,

from her

dently been a very hard student. But
Miss Stevens was placed at the disadvantage of appearing very soon after the
great genius Paderewski had thoroughly
aroused great audiences here by his
wonderful interpretations of the same
Miss
composers from whoso works
Stevens’s selections were made and it is
not strange that she should be a sufferer

Thomas B. Haskell

praiser of

the

Appointed ApProperty.

the Maine Mile Track
held at the Preble House
Saturday afternoon, with President Geo.
Burnham in the chair. Directors Libby,
Fletcher, Stanwood and Atkinson were
present. Clerk Barrett read the record
of the last meeting.
Chairman Fletcher of the committee
A

meeting

Association

of

was

NEW

CAUCUSES.

APRIL

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Delegate.
Caucuses have been held in several of
co unty for choice of
delegates to the F irst District Republithe towns of tlio

The only
Convention at Portland.
contest is in relation to choice of delecan

hear from.

Mr. Atkinson moved that the treasurer
be authorized to notify all subscribers of

The district delegates were instructed
to vote for Hon. Charles F. Libby.
The caucus was also held in Standisli

the

TSUI,—

to lack most is sentiment and that
essential for a thoroughly en-

joyable rendering
pUdCID

H UUCC

of

some

of

_j

UlSUXt/O

the comCl_i

J

UW1.U1UMJ

giuvvu

Miss Stevens was

night’s programme.
presented a bouquet o£ beautiful

Boston

__

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, GEN’L MANAGER.

and the Boston & Maine railroad will
help the enterprise in every way possible.
It was voted to employ Mr. Thomas B.
Haskell of Cape Elizabeth, in behalf of

association, to appraise the
of II. H. Jose at the site of the

the

Hinkly, C. W. Deering, C. Eugene
Westeott, J. W. Hale and Lewis L. Files
were chosen to be delegates to the District Convention and they were instructed
property
to support Ex-Governor Robie.
proposed
So far

have been held in

caucuses

track, and report as soon as possible. seven
towns, resulting as follows, as near
be used by the asMrs. White, the vocalist of the evening, About 1,000 acres will
as can be ascertained:
for track, site for stables, etc.,
displayed a voice of good power and sociation
FOR ROBIE.
FOR LIBBY.
a mile and three-quarters of
and
about
execution
and
range, whose phrasing
Freeport. 4-! Gorham. 7
2
3
will
be
Sebago.
required.
Naples.
But the quality fencing
show capital teachers.
Standiali. f>
9
7
Elizabeth.
is not so agreeable as many of our conCape
3
FOR THE LADIES-

“

roses.

well what

appeared

to be a

The piano used by Miss Stevens was a
Knabe grand and was tuned at the new
Piano Manufacturers’ Association international pitch, A 435, by Mr. Stone.
Duff Opera Company.
The Pittsburg Press, where the Duff

Opera Company played lately, comments
upon the production as follows:
A better pleased audience than that
which left the Grand Opera house at 11
o’clock last night could not have been
found in the city; not but that the other
houses had good attractions, but certainly they haa none that would delight
the people more. The Duff Comic Opera
company has become so well known that
it is sufficient to say that it is good. It
matters not what Mr. Duff sends forth
upon the tides—it comes back to him
This season he
with unfailing credit.
has added some strong people to his
company; he has dressed it in bright,
unique costumes and he has surrounded
it with scenery that is new. The Duff
company gave a new opera to Pittsburg
last night, “The Queen’s Mate.” It is
not new in the sense that it was recently
written by the
charming composer,

'jecoeq, for it was not; but Pittsburg lias
It is one of
not seen it and it should.
the brightest, cleanest comic operas beThe music carries you
fore the public.
along with the people on the stage.
seats at

get

Attractions of the Next County

Stockbridge’s

Fair at

Gorham.

of

meeting

At a

trustees of

the

the

Cumberland County Fair held Saturday
at the fair grounds at Gorham it was
voted to hold a four days fair this year,
Sept. 13 to 16 inclusive. The third day
of the fair will be “Governor’s Day,” the
exercises to begin at 10 a. m. On this
day there will be an exhibition of ladies’
horseback riding at 11.30, with [prizes of
fourth
On the
$6, $4 and $2.

day the ladies’ competition for speed in
harnessing and driving horses on the
track will take place at 10 a. m. The
grand cavalcade of all prize stock will
take place at 11 o’clock.
Premiums will be offered for the best
matched pair of colts, 3 years old and under, to be shown in harness. Other fea-

I

ever so

There’s

no

place like home.”

.22

Freeport has elected six delegates; but
the preferences of two have not been
ascertained.
Dinner to

George H. Winslow.

Saturday evening, a very complimentary dinner was given to Mr. Geo. H. Winslow by the members of the Westbrook
Republican city committee. It was a delightful affair and thoroughly enjoyed.
Mr. Winslow is about to remove to North
Adams. He has been prominent in Saccarappa Lodge of Odd Fellows, and on
Friday evening was presented a solid
gold watch chain and charm by the memMr. Winslow has been a promibers.
nent worker among the Odd Fellows, and
an active member of the Republican
committee for many years.
New

England

Order of iProtection.

No matter Where you go
what you do there’s no
comfort like HOME

Lodge,

The Mt. Vernon

N. E. O.

l/UC

aiuu

CHAMBER

Beal Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the

RAILROAD NOTES.
Plans of the Maine Central for the Ap-

proaching

TiA<v!p+wtr of

floods

should be

Westbrook—Joseph Deshales to John Gaudet

Season.

§1 etc.

Deering—Filesia E. Motley to John Mills.

Concerts.

®1

pleased

to have

Cecilians have many engagement yet to
fill this season in this state, among
the Buxton Center, High
which are
School graduation concert; also concerts
In Augusta, Rockland, Belfast and Ban|or.

Notes.

The Singers’ Club will give a concert
at Pine street church with Misses Long
and Pennell, Messrs. Harry Merrill and
Nickerson, vocalists, and Miss Von
Stosok on the violin.
April 25th is the date on which the
Haydns will give Barret’s “Ancient
Mariner,” with Mrs. Fellows, Miss Rice,
Mr. Barnard and Dr. Nickerson, soloists.
The Haydn Quartette will give a concert at Westbrook April 21st, assisted by
Miss Eva Goodwin, violinist.
Tickets to the Stcckbridge extras and
matinees will be on sale this week only
at a discount
IJoerlngCHy Council.
At the regular monthly meeting of the
Deering City Council, held Friday night,
Mayor Merrill presiding, in the supper
room of the Village Improvement Association, a petition for the extension of
Nevens street was referred, as were bills
from the Portland Water
Hot of 1fU

names was

Company.

A

nresented and

approved.
It

was

voted that the various commit-

tees audit the bills in their

departments

thus relieving the city clerk of that duty.
J. L. Watson and Martin Burke were
elected weighers of coal; W. C. Knapp
of
hay; E. N. Thornes lire

weigher

warden in place of Mr. Chenery resigned.
The other two vacancies of fire wardens
have not been filled yet.

season’s work.

At the Maine Central yard in this city
is a freight car which has been refitted at
the Maine Central shops at Waterville

with an air brake, steps, Miller coupler
and buffer, and an alarm line like the
ordinary passenger car. It is intended
for use between Portland and Rockland
in connection with the City of Richmond.
As has

already

been

announced,

this

steamer will not run from Portland eastward, but from Rockland. In order to
of freight the
they formerly en-

give Portland shippers
same

facilities that

freight car will leave Portland
in the afternoon, going as far as Bath on
Thence it will be taken
a freight train.
by the night Pullman, which will run to
Rockland this year, arriving in that city
in time to transfer the freight to the
this

joyed,

Richmond.
A

Sailor’s Fearful Fall,

The schooner Florida, which put into
this port Saturday, bound from St. John
for New York, brought with her a badly
disabled sailor who had met with a fearThe sailor’s name is Edful accident.
warn

ilLIlbUU,

AUU J1U

UClUUgO

Ail

umwus,

When the Florida was about 40
miles NNW from Portland Eight, Milton
was at work on the main truck, 110 feet
above the vessel’s deck. In some way
ho lost his hold and pitched headlong
Ashe fell he struck some
downward.
of the rigging, from which he glanced
outward enough to clear the deck and
The vessel was at
strike in the water.
onoe put about and a boat lowered. Mil-

England.

In Camden, March 19,1 AV. A. Mink and Miss
Loronda P. Berry.
In Danforth, March 30, Wellington F. White
and Miss Mabel E. Hamm, both of AVeston.
In Oakland, Daniel Jones and Miss Edith

Worthington.
In East Parsonsfield,

March 22, A. Forest of
Madison and Miss Jennie Perry of Farsonsfield.
In Brooks, March 22, Herbert M. Cole and
Mss Dora L. Small.
In Camden, March 18, Chas. E. Brackett and
Miss IJUie E. Young, both of Lincolnville.
In Canaan, March 10, Arthur Cummings of
Belgrade and Miss Alice E. Chase of Canaan.
In Bar Harbor, March 22, Frank A. Robinson
of Bangor and Miss Grace Gertrude Clark of
Bar Harbor.
In Lubec, Irvin AV. Ramsdell and Miss Mildred Eaton.
In Perham, March 26, Edward S. Durgin and
Miss Lillian May Buzzell.
In Orland, March 24, Jos. A. Mank of Orland
and Miss Rosilla H. Dyer of Thomaston.

picked

up very

Woman’s literary Union.

is its perfect healthfulness.
Its raising power comes
from cream of tartar and
soda, the whciesomest leaIt is
ven, nothing else.
ammonia
with
not drugged
with alum.
or cheapened
is
Cleveland’s
perfectly
wholesome; leavens most,
and leavens best.

The Woman’s Literary Union met Saturday afternoon at Bosworth Post Hall,
to listen to the reports of the various
clubs in reference to their season’s work.
There was a large attendance, and the
proceedings were listened to with much
The reading of the reports
interest.
Twenwas limited to five minutes each.
ty-five clubs reported, and three did not
At the close of the
respond to the call.
reports the president addressed the club
in

an

earnest

manner,

relative to the

work of the meeting to be held next Saturday, at 2.30 o’clock, at the same place.
At the request of some of the ladies,
Mrs. E. S. Osgood gave a brief summary of the programme at Chicago.

CARPETS
GALORE,

Best Union Carpets,

50 cts. Per Yard.
All Wool Carpets,
7S

In this city, April 10, Soren Bash, aged 27
years,
Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from No. 177
Fore street.
In this city, April 10, Sadie Bell, wife of
Charles L. Cameron and daughter of Edwin and
Jennie Jackson, aged 25 years 1 month.
W Funeral AVednesday at 10 o’clock ^rom No.
18 Montreal street. Burial at Freeport.
Ill UUIO

**

U1UIUM11U

J.WUHU

Mark L. and Eva GS. Plummer, aged 4
months.
Burial at Eaymond.
In this city, April 10. Edward, oldest son of
Edward and Hattie A. Erickson, aged 17 years
0 months.
Funeral Tuesdav at 2 o clock from his late
residence 78 Dauforth street.
In Durham, April 8, Hiram J. Drinkwater,
aged 63 years 4 months.
Ill Biddeford, April 8, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith,
relict of the late Jabez Smith and daughter of
the late Capt. Elisha Chadbournc, of Kennebunk, aged 82 years.
In Wiscasset, March 16, Mrs. E. T. Simpson,
aged 84 years.
In Wiscasset, April 22, Edward Emerson,
aged 69 years.
In Randolph, Mrs. Florence Bailey, aged
sou

of

„„

Flsli, aged 84 years.
In Winthrop Center. March 27, Mrs. Sarah A.
Hussey, aged 80 years.
In Waldoboro, March 27, Jas W. Martin, aged
46 years.
In Waldoboro, March 29, Moses Levensaler,
aged 88 years.
In Pittston, March 22, James M. Carpenter,
aged 78 years.
In Damariscotta, March 30, Mrs. Clara Wales.
In Damariscotta, March 23, James Little, aged
76 years.
In Newcastle, March 22, Joseph Wharf, aged
76 years.
In Warren, March 27, Joseph Eastman, aged

$7.00 to $20.00.

Irish Point

$6.50

Silk Draperies

$10.00 to $50.00.

assist more in making the coming hot weather endurable than
the possession of a

Common Sense Practical Range.

REFRIGERATORS!
REFRIGERATOR
FOB THIS SEASON.
the necessary
Onr stock of
household articles is not exceeded by any concern in the
State.

PAIR

Strong,
Artistic,
XIV Century Finish,
Cane Seat,
Close Wove,
the best Rocker ever offered in
Portland for the money,

READY MONDAY MORNING.

$5.00.
One of the most striking designs of the season is found in

With ail the accompanying work
of cleaning,
renovating and
sprucing up that the word
Spring calls to the mind of the
thoughtful housewife.

OUR $20.00 SET

our

$7 PORTIERES
in Maroon, Red, Brown, Terra
Cotta, Blue, Grey and Drab.

EMRROIDERED DRAPERIES

IN ASH
with Antique finish, is attracting
It
a great amount of attention.
is a beauty for the money we ask
for it. From this point up to

$350.00

very popular this

season.

$20 we have styles particularly pleasing.

our

stock comprises everything
that is desirable.

our

and

take special pride in
to the people of Port-

land the most complete assortment in this line ever offered
here.
The extent of the stock

be imagined when

we

say

PRICES RANGE FROM

$ 1.00

to

$ 105.

Baldwin,
Belding
All sizes and prices.

Cleanliness
-AND-

Furniture,
Crockery,

Capacity
are

two very essential

points In

the selection of an article of this

kind.

well appointed din-

found in

a

ing

at moderate

room

we

presenting

and all the celebrated styles or

Dining Tables,
Dining Chairs,
Sewing Tables,
Sideboards,
High Chairs,

OVER

AGAIN.

-FOR-

Particular attention has been
to selection of fabrics for

given

""

Glass,
UF»0]V

Portieres

DRAPERIES.

can

Silverware and

__

69 years.
In North
16 years.

$3 Each!

and all the articles of

-OF-

For

We have two bargains for you
in Rockers, at the ridiculously
low price of

It is about time you were think-

_

Chenille

this.

Drapery
RANGES! ROCKERS. Department,

important factor in house
furnishings. We have the most
complete line of furnishings for
Dining Rooms in the State of

are

TWO LEADERS

ftKr: & $! Por Yd.

VERY PRETTY

naturally best

-IN-

an

A

its

$105.00.

Brussels

new

Maine.

coneern of

Curtain

_

to $45.00.

FURNITURE PRINC
is

popular styles of

and all the
finish.

largest

can

to do

Oak,
Antique,
XIV Century,

ing about your

DINlflOi

46 years.

In Prospect Harbor, March 26, Mrs. Henry
Handy, aged 31 years.
In South Hope, Maren 20, Mrs. Carrie W.
Gregory, aged 24 years.
In West Gardiner, March 20, Mrs. Charlotte
A. Fuller, aged 50 years.
In Fairfield, March 24, W. R. Nye, aged 66

$1.00 upwards.

Swiss Draperies

purchase of $10,000
worth of Roxbury
Tapestries
will be put on our Carpet Floor
Monday morning.
A

DEATHS.

badly injured.
When the vessel arrived in port he was years.
In Norridgewock, March 6, John D. Nye,
taken to the Marine Hospital, where his
aged 40 years.
condition is pronounced precarious.
In Livermore Falls, March 27, Mrs. Fannie N,
ton was

The chief excellence of
Cleveland’s baking powder

YOU

__

r*nm

Lace from

England

Natural

in endless variety.

Nottingham

the

being

help you

NOTHING WILL

To-day the 1.45 p. m. train on the
Manager Morrison of the Cecilian
Windham—Abby L. L. North to Elvin A.
Mountain Division of the Maine Central, Soule.
$1300.
Quartette has been offered an engagethe
Deering—William Sinnett to George H. Bangs
has been off during
winter,
ment of sixty conceits the coming season which
make any examination of it.
etc.
$1
n/vmilor
orfo+ffl
rinQf'f'l of
will begin again for the season. It will
run right through to Quebec and will acAttention is called to Cressey & Jones’s
Misses Brown, Knight, Morrison and
commodate the pilgrims who are begin- advertisement in another column.
of
one
is
from
Mrs. Morrison. The offer
to the French shrines.
the largest bureaus in the country and ning to go
The travel from the lower Canadian
MARRIAGES.
Bhows that the Cecilian Quartette is fast
now at its height, hunis
becoming famous, not only in this but provinces just
In Plymouth, March 27, Wilbert A. Peasley
The dreds coming into New England for the and Miss Sadie Eldridge. both of Etna.
other states in New England.
mi

kind in New

LAKE AND SILK DRAPERIES

wv

"Uio

or THE ATKINSON COMPANY

COMFORT.

FURNITURE

U1I

everyone’s desire,
To do it well and cheaply,
You probably aspire.
Is

humble

P.,
tures of interest and additional premi- will give a fair at Williams’ Hall, April
for trotting purses, 12th, 13th and- 14th. Supper will be
ums will be given
particulars of which will be given as soon served from 6 to 8 o’clock. There will
be a musical entertainment Tuesday eveas decided upon.
an exhibition
by the Turnverein
The lumber for the new grand stand is ning,
Club Wednesday and a musical enter- Occupies one entire Department
gu/uuu
tainment Thursday.
in our store being located on the
once.
third floor, Vine Street side.

now.

Sixty

New Gloucester.

Norwegian

song.

Be sure and

PRIZES

Her best

number was Delibe’s “Daughters of
Cadiz” and for an encore she sang very

To make home attractive

’Mid pleasures and palaces,
Tho’ we may roam,
Be it

—

cert soloists we could name.

advertisements._

Results of Contests for Choice of District

capital stock of the association, that
resulting in the choice of
in full be requested on or be- Saturday,
payment
AT
«nooL’fov
filer*
comparison.
by
fore May 1, 1892, and it was so voted.
Perhaps her most satisfactory numbers
chose Libby delegates.
A fine station will be built for the conwere the cradle song of Kroeger’s, and
In Gorham Saturday, the caucus was
venience of the patrons near the track,
Stevens
Miss
What
tarantelle.
the Liszt
held
and Edward Harding, Stephen
is most

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

gate to represent the Cumberland section
at the Minneapolis convention. The two
candidates are Hon. Charles F. Libby
appointed to see to laying out the track, and Ex-Governor Frederick Robie. Satreported that the proposed track had urday, the Cane Elizabeth caucus was
been staked out and levelled, under held at 4 p. m., and tho following deledirection of Civil Engineer Jordan. A gates were chosen:
To the District Convention-M. B. Fuller, Eplan was shown of the track, which was
M. Waterhouse, E. C. Robinson, A. D. Boyd,
accepted.
Henry Walton, E. N. .Jordan, E, T. Benner, J.
F. O. Bailey, chairman of the soliciting B. Chase and J. F. Fickett.
To the State Convention at Bangor—M. A.
committee, reported about one thousand Hanna, W. I.. Studley, J. L. Parrott, D. E.
E. C. Reynolds, Charles C. Tnckey and
McCann,
more
to
more
dollars
subscribed, with
H. E. Cole,

the

seems

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WE WANT

prices.
the

1,000,000

housekeepers of

Maine to

remember that the

Quaker
Ranges
ARE IN CONSTANT USE

we believe them to give the
best satisfaction of any Cooking

and

Range yet produced.

Atkinson Co.
has

everything they

can

need in their house,
search from

possibly

let them

Attic to Cellar!
We want to furnish you with
what you need, on the

this

summer

by discarding the

that gives you
much annoyance and getting
old

Range

QUAKER!

so
a

BEST TERMS
an
New Engof any concern
Won’t
land.
you give us a
rnance!

Anson, March 28, Belle Scott, aged

In Methuen, Mass., April 4, Albion It. Gile,
late of Alfred, aged 66 years.
In Boston, April 9, David Robinson, aged 73
years 8 months.

THE ATKINSON COMPANY,

Flowers
DENNETT the Florist,

70 Congress Street.

|

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Geii’l Manager.}

Middle. Pearl, Vine streets.

name

Finder will be rewarded
address.

Bluebird s

once.

and robbins made their appearance th 5
second iust, and the ice left the Andros
coggin here, Sunday P. M. the third. Bu
little snow to be seen here hut the labor
er wending his way to Kuniford Falls
through the mud, can be seen at a]
hours of the day. I hope they will Irm
work but I fear they are a little “previ
ous.”
J. K. Welch has put a new and steepe

a Cure where Hospital
Treatment Failed!

house, stripped

off the oh

clapboards and put on new ones am
painted white, also put in new windows
of large glass. Welch is one of our mos
thrifty farmers. He and his wife, jus
marfied, came from northern New Yorl
19 years ago with only $300 bought om

of those abandoned farms on Eaton Hii
for $600, paid part down and got time oi
the balance. They both had pluck anc
health and determined to make a homi
and a competency. Ton years ago Ik
bought the intervale farm that he non
lives' on for $295f). Paid $1500, that yea:
and five years ago lie told me his farir
was paid for, he
owed no man $5 anc
ovcnrH thn
T-7ill fnvm n/nrl liar
additions
to
matte
it by purchase so thai
;
| it was then worth $1000. He winters 3(
licad of cattle this winter, has a largi
dock of sheep and some 8 or iO horse?
and colts. He lias bought another small
farm above him and he won't have to gei
into debt repairing liis house. They
have raised up a smart family of childrer
! in the meantime, three boys and one
girl. Why go West young man where
Maine lias such opportunities.
E. E. Abbott has commenced fixing his

Wa'cefleia.

S. Wakefield, of «Tay, Maine, make5 the

following remarkable statement: “Lust September 1 received a {larfiul sunstroke, attend-

ed by the usual dizziness and vomiting.
Could nor. walk without support, and even then
with great pain. In October a painful bunch
appeared on my leg. Sore was lanced, and
discharged freely. Could put iny lingers into
the ulcers to the depth of one inch. Fleshy
part of my le*; was honeycombed. Twenty
ulcers appeared on either side of leg —some as
big as silver half-dollars. Everything indicated a Bone Sore. Was treated in a Maine
Hospital without relief. At this time amputawas much swollen.
tion looked probable.
Had to keep it bandaged, as the secretions
which cozed out caused new sores. I have
taken a little more, than two bottles of Kifig'*
The r.icers are healed. My
gy saparllift.
leg is strong; my appetite is good; and bodily
health is thoroughly improved. I know I owe
iny recovery entirely to King's Sarsaparilla,

buildings

over.

Bridgton.

Misses Eastman and Atherton.
V ocal Solo.Selected
Mrs. Alice Jordan Smith.
The Witch’s Daughter.Whittier
Characters—Mallei,Miss Grace Dyke; Esek
Hamden. Mr. A. G. Hebb; buskers,

The Monarch of Health!

neighbors,

|

new

Cumberland,

before

ss.:

Subscribed and

1892.

sworn

to

me.

.Justice of tlie Teace.

Miner’s Sarsaparilla is beyond doubt
the undisputed

XING OF BLOOD PURIFIERS!
For nolo by

KING

oil

Drngglstt.

Prlee

75

MANUFACTURING
Bridgton, Maine.

HE MY mm OF PREVIOUS EFFORTS,

etc.

Instrumental Solo.Selected
Mrs. Annie Illsiey Jordan.
Vocal Duet—Listen to the Wood Bird’s Song
.Glover
Misses Hill and Atherton.
Delsarte Drill.By Nine Young Ladies
Miss 1.1. Brown,
Miss L. M. Brown,
C. W. Cleaves.
F. A. Dorman,
M. L. Freeman,
E. L. Hill,
K. B. Mead.
E. M. Spring,
Miss A. F. Whitcomb.
Concluding with Sandaiphon Pantomime.
Piana Solo—’’Lonre”.Bach
Miss Lily Brown.
Vocal Solo.Selected
Mrs. Smith.
Comedietta—Mrs. Willis’s Will.
Mrs. Robinson.Miss Nettie W. Kemp
Lady Spindle.Miss Fannie A. Dorman
Mrs. Dwindle.Miss Bessie M. Weils
Jenny.Miss Hattie F. Eastman
Rachel.Miss Sadie G. Millikeu
A sociable followed.
The summer
term opens Tuesday, April 19th.

a

they

had full
There

interests of
the state and with the welfare and happiness of the people. Tiie first step then
for tiie saloon men of whatever grade or
name to take is to show that the grog
shops do not directly or indirectly load
to poverty, pauperism, insanity, crime
and premature death, and that they are
in uo way in conflict with tiie general
welfare.
In London I was dining with John
Stuart Mill the famous philosopher of
of that lime who had written books on

liberty, especially

on

the

“personal iiberty.”

In course of conversation he said to me:
“Do you deny that people have a right
to drink whatever they like and as much
as they like provided they do not interfere with tiie rights of others?”
“Xo, we do no: deny that.”
•‘Very well then, they have a right to
demand that places lie established, at
least, tolerated where they can obtain
their dim?:.”
I beg pardon Sir. Mill, I do not think
that follows from our conception.
That
is tiie point in contention between us.

with the rights of other
people; they do this more than all other
mischievous places combined. At present they get their drink and we have to
pay the bills: we object to that; wo protest against that.
If they can discover
come plan by which they "can have their
drink—not at all injurious to tho public
welfare, wo cannot object. At present
the drink shops are an intolerable public
nuisance and we propose not to tolerate
them longer than will be necessary to
change public opinion upon this subject,
to our way of thinking,
Mr. Mill made
do interfere

no

reply.

We can have no claim upon the legislature for the enactment of prohibition
upon any other ground than that tho
liquor traffic is a tremendous evil to the
Nation and people, and absolutely inconsistent with tho public good. Can the
hotel men deny this? They have not yet
attempted to do so. Mr. Gladstone, some
years hgo said in the House of Commons,
Wo have suffered moro in our time from
the liquor traffic than from war, pestilence ami famine combined, those three
great scourges of the human family. No

has denied or even suggested a* doubt
of the truth of that affirmation.
This is the.position of the hotel men;
they wish to fasten upon the state for
thoir own pecuniary profit, a greater evil
than war, pestilence and famine combined.
In 1SS4 the people of Maine put it into
tho Constitution by a majority of 47,000,
that they would not tolerate "the liquor
traffic; that it was in deadly conflict with
every public and social interest, that it
should forever be under tho ban of the
law. The hotel men for personal ends
seek to change all that and to subordinate all public interests to theirs.
Neal How.
one

Hill

ter

house of

a

bath room, nice cemented cellar, furnace, good yard, tine view and pleasanl
location, sun all day, easy terms if taken al
N. S- GARDINER, 185 Middle.
8-1
once.
mo LET—A pleasant, sunny, lower rent wit!
JL bath room, furnace, etc. Close to Congress St., uptown, house nearly new, fine view.
To a small family, $300. No. 560 Cumberland
St. CHARLES S. NORCROSS.
8-1

LET—House No. 89 Park street, containall in nice repair and fully

1

TIXANTED—A capable giri for genera
» V
housework in a family of four.
References required. Ill CLARK STREET.
9-1

JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial block.

would make pleasant summer home.
Possession as soon as desired.
BENJAMIN
8-1
SIIAW, CIVj Exchange st.

cars;

room

Little Ethel—And Cousin Mary is married?
I diiln't know she knew any gentlemen.
Mamma-She must have known one at least
or she wouldn’t have got married.
Ethel—Did you know papa before you were
married to him?
Mamma (with a sigh)—I thought I did.—Yarmouth Register.
For prurigo senilis, that eruptive affliction of
old age, Ayer's Sarsaparilla, Is the best speeiilc.

one

seven

a

a
woman

or

near

vnnr

manner

as-

seen

son

TO ACT AS AGENTS.

THE ATKINSON
■

COMPANY

Middle, Pearl, Vine Sts.
ISAAC C.
aprG

Apply

power.

Address

HOMER N. CHASE &

CO., Nurserymen,

Mention tiffs paper.

AUBURN ME.
mar28eod&w4w

to GIANT

MOTOR

TRIC

ELEC25

COMPANY,

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

_

What She Got.

Chicago grain speculator,
year past nothing had been coming his way except expenses.
Misfortunes never flock by themselves.
One day bis daughter informed him in a cold
and unfeeling manner that if lie did not give her
a diamond tiara worth at least $1,500 spot cash
she would elope with the coachman.
“Come to my arms, my darling child.” he exclaimed, as tile tears of joy coursed down his
wrinkled cheeks: -‘come to my arms.”
“lio I get the tiara?” she asked, hesitating |
and

for

a

to

JOHN F.

PROCTOR,
7-1

SALE—In western part of city, near
Congress street, a French roof cottage
containing eleven rooms; nice location for a
physician, large lot of land, sun all day. Apply
to JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block. 7-1

FOR

to close
estate.
Immediate possession.
spacious second §ain
.pply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
7-1
floor over our store, with
for sale—a g horse power
made by J. W. Penney
engine good
steam
central ftEngine
Hon. For sale at
heat,
bargain by HASKELL &
JONES 470 Congresst St., Portland.
7-1
location, very light.
SALE—A farm five miles from the city
an

as new
a

ASSORTMENT

That has been under medical
treatment
three months without relief, we will send one case
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

‘CLOTHIHQ

FOR

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
dtf
mar31

BOARD.

private family,
WANTED.—In
walk east of City Hall,

IF

New Spring
Stock, which is now complete, and beg to add a
word with reference to the advantages offered by
us.
The particular care exercised in the selection
and manufacture of all Garments, the perfection
of style, and excellence of fit, all guarantee the
best value at no higher prices than are frequently
Let us
asked for goods of inferior workmanship.
show yon our line before you buy your Spring
our

one

manent

ten minutes’
or

hoarders.
For further
“Hx,” in care this office.

men

tion address

Paralytic
under

two per-

informa6-1

Our

SALE—Two
FORwagons
and
if

new
one new

Agents for ROGERS & BOWLING'S TROY LAUNDRY.
Shirt* Made to Order.

known
we

man

a case

we

three

relief,

we

above

have

never

of paralysis that
or very much

consumptive that

or a

has not been cither cured

or a

strong testimony that life has
been very much prolonged by

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

its use.
In all

of Disease bene-

cases

tained by the

use

be

ob-

of Murdock’s

Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of

IMiirs and Men’s Furnishers,

THREE THOUSAND oper-

over

ations in

MONUMENT SQUARE.
eodtl

IMS. ANNUAL OPENING -1892.
-

Elm St., Cor. Cumberland.

Himi^ElSS!

I3S[^F5JV3E3SIS2

and Double, Riding and Express Harnesses of rite very Best
Custom make. Made expressly for us by PORTLAND’S BEST Mechanics-during the dull months of the Winter Season and are miequalled in quality for the price. Our “DBRIGO” DRIVING HARNESS is the acknowledged leader at a moderate, price. Also a large
stock of Plush and Wool Robes, Whips,
Currycombs,

Single

Blankets,

©od2m

WM. M

Card

—

U ffldertak er§,

and-

NO.
PRINTERS’
D7

!-‘i

86

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

St., Portland.

JOB PRMG

SPECIALTY.

For a 2c. stamp, sent with address to f.vdia \
K. Pinkhani Medicine Co., I.ynn, Mass., ladies j
FINE
A
will receive free, a beautiful illustrated bool:, ;
AII orders by mail or telephone promptly at“Guide to Health au<l Etiquette.”
novlleodtf
tended to.

And with entire new stock arc ready to
answer calls
as before.
TELEPHONE
mar 5

CONNECTIONS,
tmayGeod

_,11-1

wanted—Man
with
small
family, who understands farm work, and
of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland,

Farmer
care

9-tf

Me._

cash trade.
week if you will

We can save
trade with us.
you $1.00 a
Pure home-made jelly, large tumblers, 12V2c.
New eastanas nuts, 10c; home.made pickles,
10c qt or 25e gallon; fine mixed pickles. 12c
qt; fine Eastport sardines, 8c; new Persian dates,
6c; nerv Turkish prunes. 6c; new buckwheat,
16c; new maple syrup, 2Gc qt; good cooking
raisins, 8e; round steak, 10 to 12y2c; nice
corned beef, 2c and 3c per pound; 8 pounds
fine sweet potatoes for 25c. Orders called -for
and delivered to any part of the city at JOHNSON & LAMBERT’S, 24 Wihnot St.
8-1

WANTED—More

Gray

street.

6-1

for SALE—A fine family horse. 6
years old, sound, weighs 1100 lbs. At A.
G. SAWYER’S, corner Federal and Market
streets.
6-1

HORSE

for safe—In Cape Elizabeth,
three miles from Portland; contains thirtylive or more acres, about twenty under high
state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address 0. G. R., Portland P. 0.

Farm

5-4__
and desirable house lots;
loams for filling. Inquire
RICHARDSON, Peering Centre. 5-8

FORalsoSAFE—Dry
gravel and
of A. L.

SAFE—At Deering Centre, stock of
Goods. Fixtures and team. Only store in
the place. Good reasons for selling.
DAVIS
& CLARK.5-tf

FOR

from

andplain ironing
SAFE—Will sell two lots,
WANTED-Washing
good families; also, position to drive team 171011
Pickett street, South Portland,
work at anything in the city, by capable

young man; good references; American
Apply at 37 Merrill street, Munjoy Hill.

people.
6-1

persons in want of trunks or
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
29-2
evenings until 9.

WANTED—All

public to know that I make
a specialty of dress suits and overcoats.
I guarantee every fit and only the best of
trimmings used in making garments. S5.00 to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. M. M. NANSEN
25-4
tailor, 502 Congress st.., Portland, Me.

WANTED—The

one

at

corner

or will sell
one, and built block of two houses with purchaser ; would also build single house for anyone who desired and have them pay by installments.
F. II. HARFORD, SIVs Exchange
street, orE. T. NICHOLS, South Portland.

5-1

SAFE—A farm,
stock and
tools at Spurwink, Cape Elizabeth, Me.,
Beach.
Fine
sea
view.
opposite Higgins
Eighty
acres of land, one-half tillage; about 500 cords
of wood; will pasture 15 cows—ready sale for
milk at creamery; cuts 30 tens of English and
10 of salt hay.
House of 10 rooms, buildings
and fences in good repair.
Spring water in
house and barn. Near church, school and new
Grange hall. For terms apply on premises or

including

FOR

address, EDWARD I“. CARMAN, Portland,Me.

__5-1
SAFE—In

contain-

Windham;
of excellent land:
FARM
ing forty
two miles from Maine Central
FOR

good
Depot.

acres

buildings;
Inquire of C.
Portland, Me.,

Pond.

give any inquirer the further
facts, but the above is convin-

call at your store or house
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of- all kinds. If
von have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 58 Hanover
11-ltf
street, city.

OR SAFE OR TO FET—A nice Cottage
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRAN KLIN STREET, Portland Me. marlOtf

that Murdoch’s
cing
proof
Liquid Food is not an artificial
stimulant

to

though it

the

can

system, but
be given in the

extreme cases of

most

exhaus-

tion with perfect safety, its influence is permanent and with-

reactionary influence deleterious to tiie system.
out a

We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
lias a record in any way approaching
the results of the Murdock Liquid
Food in the past 12 years.
eodtf

aprS

CLASS

FIRST

or

‘irlrlroea

lottor

nr

rvnutal

tn Si

auglOtf

MALE KELP.

in an office as soMust- have had
iieitor
and
furnish
references.
first-class
experience
Address, OFFICE, care Daily Press. 11-1 w*
young man
\%TANTED—A
v V
ana collector.

WTANTED—Situation

as

travelling salesman

for groceries, cigars and tobacco, boots
shoes, or gents' furnishing goods, twelve
years experience in one of the largest stores in
references.
iirst-class
Address,
Maine;
11-1
SALESMAN, this Office.
T»
and

TT/'ANTED IMMEDIATELY—A man to
v V
Must be steady
take charge of a farm.
and competent and able to furnish good references. A single man or a man and wife can ap8-1
ply. Address ISox 1716, Portland.
three American boys to

dry goods business,

those living witli their parents preferred.
box 1391.

P. o.
8-1

situation by a young colored
horses or to do simiGood references furnished. Apply
7-1

A situation as watchman by a
temperate and honest middle age man
Address "WATCHMAN” tiiis office.
u-1

WANTED

dtf

WANTED-About 15

10 years of
age. for office and errand work.
Give
name and age, and how far advanced in school.
Address M. N., Press Office.
0-1

BOY

House

Wharf, will deliver Lobsters to any
AT..
fresh boiled each
of the

part

city
morning and
through the day. Telephone 211-S
apSdlw

or

5X7ANTED—Assistant bookkeeper.
Apply
in own hand writing to box 1075, Port-

land. Me.

5-1

agent for Androscoggin
County; position worth #2000per annum
to right man. Also two local agents at $10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
lav, March 22d. at office of MUTUAL
KESEKVE, Room 1. 170 ’A Middle street, cor.
11-tf
Exchange, Portland,

WANTED—General

XiOBSTEItS.
Custom

nr

LEVI, 97 Middle street.

lar work.
at 54 Lafayette St.

Plain at

6

nnot.u

man

HASTINGS’.
No.

TETOTICE—Wanted to buy from $1000 to $15,000 worth of cast-oil clothing; I pay the
highest casli price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overrt

WANTED—A
to take care of

NO. 314 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

JOHNSON,

WANTED—To

or

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

in

WANTED—Two
learn the wholesale

os

P.
EXCHANGE STREET, W.
dec 17

Opposite Masonic Hall,

Ad-

Press

MERRILL,

Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore
ana Union Sts.
janlStf

-HAVE EE MO VEX) TO-

Ids invitation.

"Of course not,” he smiled delightedly; -‘you 1
get the coachman. 1 owe him eight months' i
wages.”
That ended it.—Detroit. Free Press.

11

lias Uo. stock.
A. B.
C.,

price,

Office.

dog.

plating establishment

org-

Book,

to E.
6-1

and many of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall he pleased

Brushes, Dusters, Hitch Weights, Sponges and all goods needed
for stable use. Prices always the lowest, quality considered.
apr4

Portland

Wanted—
dress, giving

prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
public to know that we do
WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and nickel plating, polreported of a loss by death of ishing, buffing,
etc. Silver plated ware repaired
and enameled to prevent its tarnishonly five patients in a thousand, reflnished
ing. The only complete manufacturing and
a

to

CARRIAGES and HARNESSES,
ZEN AS THOMPSON & BRO.,

first class express
beach wagon will be

for soon.
Apply
Cor Preble and Oxford St.

a

or

ficial results are sure to

applied

or

city.

have not cured

helped,

CUSTOM MADE DRESS SEITS TO LOAN,

ara-8

that

are

cheap
MORRILL,
sold

a

for the

reasons

TiOR SALE—House No. 14 Avon St. coptain-*?
ing nine rooms all in good order, nice lot,
fine location and sunny exposure. Will be sold
on easy terms of payment and immediate possession given. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.
6-1

a

will give one case of Murdock’s
Liquid Food free of cost.
offer

Manufacturing

no

near Higgins Beach 2 %
story house, two
barns. 200 bearing fruit trees, 75 acres of land
with the live stock thereon. The owner wishes
to sell at once as he is about to leave the country. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 Vq Exchange
St6-1

smart active
once,
SALE.—A "Great
German
with
few hundred
dollars to take
WANTED—At
of
safe
FORmastiff, twenty monthsDane,”
old, promises to
money making business.
charge
good
make first-class watch
DR.
Address “II. A. R.” box 1879
11-1

for

treatment

months lias had

Clothing.

w

“I have taken Ath-lo-pho-ros for rheumatism,
and it lias been the means of selling more than
50 bottles.”—B. C. A. Pingree, Norway, Maine,
Aug. 1, 1891.

Apply

bargain.

IjlOR

The

ATKINSON, C*en. Mail. ritf

a

Centennial Block.

SALE—The two story brick house, with
Frencli roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
street, has 14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bar-

TO LET.

®

doin’

fornist a candle, and hin
his mouth to a
Fawuee Ike shoots at th’ candle lie blows it
out.—New York Weekly.
hole

one
a summer
a

acre

once

at

MEN,

RELIABLE

ioight comedian, is it?”
He stands beyant a hack curtain, and

accepted

a

rnns

“Yis!

she

IlVUlUA

one

Everybyody knows that we are the largest mannfaettu'ers of
and dealers in Carriages in Maine and we leave oniy to say t5>at we
Mrs. O’Rafferty—Sure, he’s adopted the stage
are now ready with our Spring Stock of SEASONABLE VEHICLES
as a perfession.
adapted to town or country use.
“A Fift’ Avenoo stage, is it?”
We also want E VERY BODY TO KNOW that we carry a large
“Be awav vvid y'r nonsense. It’s an actor he
is, He do'be a loight comedian, is it?”
line of

ere

oil.

a

110W?

was a

JiAUiaa^C

a

a

Extract, the household remedy for
cuts, burns, bruises, etc., cures Pain and Inflammation like a charm. Avoid any spurious
imitations.

He

V2

—

»

HASKELL & JONES,

Pond’s

■‘A

_11-2

SALE—Second hand furniture wagon
a bargain,
Inquire of
& CO., 4 and 6 Free St.

will be sold at
FRANK P. TIBBETTS

or

PulL’*

quarter of tea and

is

KNOX. Brunswick, Me.

or

FINE

Small Boy—Well, it’s something that way,
and oh, I forgot; send us up a barrel of onions
and half a dozen Bermuda potatoes and a peck
of eggs; now don’t forget.-Street & Smith’s
Good News.

AfeMoriartv—'Whet,

six horse power marine boiler
Soirl for no fault, but
Address HERBERT

v <

Giving an Order.
Small Boy—Mamma wants you to send her up
quarter of a pound of coffee and a pound of

ATi-c

FOR SALE.

one

a

Baby cried,

a

PROVIDENT

rooms,

Mother sighed.
Doctor prescribed: Ca3toria!

of coffee she wauts?

_

OflA

new

What became of her?”
into a cat.”—Street &

Careful Grocer—Isn't it

PICTURES!

a

rooms

before?

tea.

PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
would do well to call onus.
Flush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con29-2
gress streets.
Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 26-8

iven

ac-

Little Niece (in surprise)—Why don’t you
know?
“I haven’t heard a word. Was she poisoned?"
'•No’m.”
“Drowned?”
“Oh, no.”
“Stolen?”
“No. indeed.”
“Hurt in any way?”

pound

as

other house in Portland.o-l

care

Aunty—What became of the kitten you had

Smith’s Good News.

provide

For

an
once.

rooms

Keep gray hairs from forming by using Hall's
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

“No’m.”
“Well. I can’t guess.
“Why, she growed

low rates.

RENT—The well-known and attractive
FORin SALE—A
excellent order.
? “Silas Broad” house with garden and orch- to replace with larger.
IJCR
ard at Stroudwater close to terminus of horse

a

We invite your attention to

here

HOTEL.—From April 1st I will
travelling public the benefit of
$1.00 to $1.54 per day I will
good rooms and good table as any

PERRY’S
give the

8-1

WANTED.

was

i OUR

substitute,

rooms

QPR1WS

when I

no

room

word to show that

that is in conflict with

Munjoy

near

permission to sell intoxigood deal of talk

rumseiling was in harmony with the public good and never
consistent with the welfare of society.
Without showing this they had no case.
There is no principle of law more universally received and more firmly established than this, that no one has a
right to do anything whatever it may be

rno LET—On
JL
rooms, flue

a. m.

was a

among them as to their undoubted constitutional right, to sell rum, but not one

JL

Take

DRUGGIST.11-1

I^OR
STREET, Leering, between
Th is Columbian year is to be a memorable one theWOODFORDS
hours of 9 and 12
9-1
KENT—Store No. IB Temple street.
_11-1
IjlOB Middle street, adapted for apothein the furniture business and the Parlor Furniture
lady to do writing and office
BENJA- T^OR SALE—A substantial brick house in
cary store; possession given at
frescoed
MIN SHAW, SI1,'2 Exchange st.
S-l
Jf upper portion of the city;
in oil; diuing
black walnut finish, steam
Industry has made a strong bid to come out at PEARSON, Gospel Mission, 3 to S p7m. 8-1 mo RET—Brick
house 125 Free St., nine apparatus most approved; sunny exposure and
one
good cook,
willing tc
JL
with hath
and pantry, Hot ml good neighborhood; good plumbing.
the head of the list.
BENJAWANTED—A
wash and iron for
family of three at 2 cold water and furnace. Possesiong
May
Storer street.
8-1
1.
CHARLES
B.
2U4 CumberMITCHELL,
453
which is so populas
Our famous suit ft3o.
land St^7-1
AOli SALE—A jump seat carriage in good
wanted—One who is
condition 3S HIGH ST,9-1
LET—Two very desirable front
has been made up in more attractive style ever Seamstress
customed to repairing children’s clothes
and who is willing to assist in the
with first class table board. Inquire at 92
of them.
TO
"SAOE SALE—At Oakdale, two-story house,
Jt
10
hath room, steam heat,
Apply to J. HENRY K1NES at Hines Brothers’ FREE STREET.fi-J
bay
than ever.
Six pieces, upholstered art crusnec store.
8-1
windows and piazzas,
of the best locations,
LET—At Oakdale,
house, pleasant
mile from City Building, Portland.
Free
TO and desirable down stairs rent of
pSush. A pretty durable suit at the phenomenal Vt/'ANTED—Situation by Danish girl in rooms,
mail delivery twice
electric cars,
day,
with bath room and pantry: two bay good stable. N.S. GARDINER, 186 Middle St.
small private family to do general house8-1
work
would like to be second giri.
Is very windows, Mebago, water closet., perfect drainprice of $45.
cement cellar. Apply at the house, No.
willing and obliging; only small salary expected. age,
5-1
SALE—A good all wool suit of clothes
23 William street. I). It. FROHOCK.
7-1
Our No. 457 is going to be a big seller this Please address J. N., this office.
]71011made to your
in good
for
Oak & Ocean streets, 812, 814. 816, ,$18. $20 and upwards at
LET—House
girl for general house- 1IO WoodfordsJ 6 rooms, stable, hennery, gar- SAMUEL WATERHOUSE & SONS,
367
&
year. 6 pieces in crushed plush, very attactave WANTED—Capable
work in family of two. Call in forenoon
den, fruit, &e. Sebago water; everything in fine 360 Fore street.
8-1
7-1
evening at 204 Spring St.
order. Horse cars pass the door. $12.50 per
for
$50.
design
Pneumatic tire. ’91
month. Small family only. F. O. BAILEY, 32
SALE—Bicycles
XETANTED—At
IjlOR
Spring,
capable Plum street.5-1
pattern; but little used. Columbia Light
Our No. 482 is a perfect beauty, 6 pieces, in V smart girl Raymond
to
Roadster Safety; good condition. Can be
middle-aged
LET To
sist about the bouse.
family without small children, at 149-51 Middle street.
(Just the place you
and convenient lower rent
TO very pleasant
Give reference.
Address Box 33,
want.)
Tapestry or Plush, $75.
with three front chambers. Apply at houso 30
SALE—On Peaks Island,
of the
North Raymond, Me.
E-l
5-1
IAOR
most desirable locations for
Spruce street.
All these suits must be seen to be appreciated.
of
half
of
l l
land,
place, consisting
AGENTS.
story house, situated directly opposite Diamond
TO LET.
When it comes to Easy Chairs and Odd Pieces
Island lauding, property
to low water mark,
nice beach for bathing, fruit trees in bearing.
--WAITED-and is offered
we’ve a floor full for you to select from.
Floor space with
heat and This property must be sold at

To the Editor of the Press:
On the 1th of June 1891 the hotel men
of Maine held their annual meeting in
Waterviile, at which they were loud and
long in their complaints of the Maine
Law because it interfered with them in
the prosecution of their, business. They
stigmatized the law as harsh and unjust
because under it they could not make
their calling so profitable as it would be
cants.

LET—Good tenements of three and sii
rooms: prices $8 and .$12 per month; als;
sale houses in all parts of the city. By J. C.
9-1
WOODMAN. lOSVa Exchange street.
mo

for

Price 25 cents.

TOing 11 rooms,

HELP.

FEMALE

ST._9-1

up-town house, well locate:
and desirable for a residence. Moderi
imurovements. Inquire of GEO. W. VERRILL
101 Middle
St.__9-1
mo LET—An

~

22

CO.,
“A Man with

tile lowest prices to be found in Portland
Good yellow' peaches 12%c.. fancy Tropin
tomatoes 10e., best blueberries 12 V-c., ties'
Arctic salmon 12 V3C., best sand soap oc., Bab
liitt’s 1770 washing powder 9e.. 100 cracker;
25c;., choice Porto Rico molasses 35c. gallon
Calumet 2 pound can beef only 15 c., best rasp
berry jam 10c., a regular 50c. mixed tea foi
35c.. choice Formosa tea for 25c., good Javr
coffee 30c., Fancy Kio 26c. Bead our prices it
another ad.
8-1
and

a

WIT AND WISDOM.

cents.

Johnson &Lambert’s,24 Wiimo
FOUND—At
street, the largest stock, tire best good;

competent girl for general
WANTED—A
housework in small family.
Apply al

Licensed Grog: Shops.

if

98c; also fine line table glass sets and tun
biers 3,4,5 and Oc each PAGE’S BAZAA1
024 Congress St.
8-1

9929s Productions

j

*•

February 17, A.D.,

9-1

corner

The spring term of Bridgton Academy
closed April 7, with the following entertainment:
Piano Duet—Irresistible Galop.Grass

at:*3 wiil giadlr recommend it to all who suffer
in a like way.”

returning to abovi ;

measure

NORTH BRIDGTON.

Leg

on

Page’s Bazaar, the nicest assort
IjtOUND—At
ment of
patterns in Jardinieres at 24i
to

iFURNITURE.

roof on to his

Sfatt of fflaittf.

beware

a

Spring birds, bare ground and ope: 1
rivers have all come at

Effects

Jay, Maine.

the

ol

many
No. 70 Gray street,
smal
LET—Upper tenement of five rooms plea
CAUTION—Ladies
worthless substitutes of Flora A. .Tones’
LOST—From
Terrier dog; had
collar and blue ribbo;
sent anaconvient. Call in afternoon 6!
TO
article.
the
Roses.
Get
famous
Blush
of
when lost; answers to the
genuine
of Dandy
SPRUCE
on

Eipiit Atiexdiag Doctors KcStoil!
Sons Thought Amputation
Necessary!

R.

MISCELLANEOUS.

TO LET.

FOUND.

LOST AND

Kuniford.

Twenty Running Ulcers!

S. S.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MAINE TOWNS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

G.
or

IRISH, 52 Market street,
GEO. SPEAR, near Duck
4-2

SAFE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East ami West End; known as
Hussey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.
14-3
SAFE—The flue residence. No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first cl;iss in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street.
janl2-tf

Foil

FOR

FOSS

SAFE.

house No. 1 Deering, cor. High street.
For particulars apply at HOUSE between
tlie hours of 3 and 5 p. in.ap9dtf

Brick

Passenger

and

Freight

Steamboats

for

Sale.
N. I,. Wagner. 99 tons net; M. E. Dickerman,
127 tons net. For description and price apply to
M. K. KING, Ueneral Manager.
febl9eod2m
_Norfolk, Va.

HORSES.

HORSES.

HORSES.

Of) Blocky Horses and Mares for sale at the
jZi\J Empire Brewery Co. stables. WcightlOno
to 1400 lbs. Prices $40 to $125. Also, 1 pair,
weight 2000 lbs.: price for pair $100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampshire street electric cars, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
farmers to work; will work single or double in
any spot or place. Take electric ear on Washington street, Boston. Mass. If you don’t like
these horses your expenses will be paid,

apro__;_3w»

SALE!

JPOJRL

The schooner Sarah E. Bateou
16.61 tons burden weil found in
rabies, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
BK,\i. G. WAITS,
ply to
4 Ferry Wharf
Newbury port, Mass,

Mar26_

_

dlmo«

ROOMS.
i,KT—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites.
with board at 110FABK ST. MBS. H. M.
SICE.
28-tf

ro

.•

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.
Stock* and Bonds—Money Easy
Exchange Quiet

Steady

and

..

Sterling

Government

Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Fairly

Quiet

and Firm—Stocks Closed

Quiet and |
I

Steady,.

New 4's coup.116
United States‘2s reg.160
Central Pacific lsts.106
Denver & R. G. 1st.118 Vs
Erie 2ds.ioe%
Kansas Pacific Consols.112%
Oregon Nav. 1 sts.110
Kansas Pacific lsts.
Closing quotations of stocks
Adams Express.145
American Express.117
Central Pacific. 31%
Clies. &Ohio. 24%
Chicago & Alton.148
160
Chicago & Alton preferred.
Chicago. Burlington & <juinoy.l09%
Delaware a Hudson Canal Co!. 147
Delaware. Lackawuna & West.. 158%
Denver & Rio Grande. 18"
Erie. 31%
Erie preferred. 74%
Illinois Central.104%
Inri., Bloom & West.
i.ake Erie & West. 25 ■>
Lake Shore..182l/i
isnns & Nash. 75Vs
Manhattan Limited.120%
:■ lichisan Centra 1.110%

At New York, yesterday, money was easy, !
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan at 2,
Prime mercantile pa- i
closing at 2 percent.
per |was quoted at 3V3@6 per cent. Sterling
Exchange was quiet and stgady with actual Minn. & St. Louis. lo
7.1 inn. a st. Louis ptd. 21%
business in bankers’ bills at 4 86 for 60-day Missouri Pacific. tto%
at
rates
for
4
and
87%
demand;
posted
New
bills
Jersey Central.138
Northern Pacific common. 21%
4 87@4 88Va. Commercial bills were 4 85%@
Northern Pacific pfu. 01%
Government bonds were dull and
4 87%.
Northwestern.1205,a
steady. Railroads were quiet and barely steady. Northwestern ufd.142Va
The stock market remained very quiet in the New York Central.114%,
New York. Chicago & St' Louis. 18%
last hour, without material change in quota(lopfd. 73
and
firm
a
temper
prevailed
Ohio & Miss. 22 Vi
tions, although
Out. & Western. 19%
all along the line.
fractions
small
rallied
prices
North American. 14Vb
The hank statement had no appreciable influ- Pacific Mail.! 35%
ence upon the list, and the market finally closed
Pullman Palace.193Va
quiet and firm at insignificant changes from the Reading. 66
•-

opening figures.

Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

gated 267,200

San Fran.
St. Paul. 797s
do

Retail
Sugar
Portland market—cut loaf 6 Vic ;confeetioners’
7c j pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
Be; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Rates.

PORTLAND, Apr. 9.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand, 115 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 145 cars.
Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Kremlin-657,552
ft lumber.
MATANZAS.Schr Carrie A Lane—295 shooks
882 prs heads 366 cart shook! 1595 empties.

10°

118Va
106%

J>2%
Up
10b Va
145
117

80%
23%

PORTLAND. Apr. 9, 1892.

■Winter Wheat Flour 20®30c higher and
Sprinr about 15c better.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
X' 1UU1>

Corn, car lots. 54@55
Superfine &
I Corn, nag lots.. S7@68
low grades.
X Spring &
iMeai, bag lots. 65@56
XX Spring S4%«4% I Oats, car lots.. .41'a 42
Patent SDrng
jOats. bag lots. .45@47
5 25@5 50 [Cotton Seed,
Wheat".
1
car lots. 24 50@24 75
Mich, str’ght
roller.... $4% ®5 00
bag lots. $26@27 00
clear do... 4 50®4% Sacked Br’n
car ots. S2114@2l 50
StLouis st’gt
bag lots. ®22:®23 00
rooler.$6@5 12V2
1

$4%@4% Middlings..*22®25 00
bag lots.. $23@’26 00

clear do..

Wnt’r wheat
patents... 5 25®5 35

V

provisions.
Fork. Bks.15 00® 1" 60
Flsli.
14 75@15 00
clear...
Cod—Large
short ctsl5 00 a 15 25
6 75®7 00
Shore
Small do.. 4 50®6 OO Beef,extra
mess... !8 00@ 8 25
Pollock-3 50S4 50
Haddock... 2 60®3 00
plate.. .10 00@10 50
Hake.1 75®2 25
ex-plate.10 50@ll 00
....

'Lard,tubs. 5ys@ 714
Scaled....
13@17c I tierces... 6-y< @ 714
; pails.... 0Va@ll
Mackerel, bl
I pure leaf.10 @1014
Shore is..S
.1014 @10%
Shore 2s..$
| Hams
docov’rd.ll @11 Va
Med. 3s...l3 00@J14

Herring, box

...

ou.

Large

8s..
Produce.

[Kerosene. PortCpe Cran’s. bush ..225 I land ret. pet.. 6*4
Pea Beans. 195®2 10 j I.igonia.6V4
Medium do.
I Centennial.614
Ger. med... 1 75®210 I Pratt’s Astral.. 814
Yellow Eyes.l 75®2 00 i Devoe’s brilliant 814
Raisins.
Cal. Pea_2 50®2 CO
Insn Potat’s 35® 40c i Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
3
Sweets
Onions—Na
tives.3
....

75@4

25 London lavT2 00@:3 50

Onpura lay’r.8 @014
25@3 50 Valencia... 61t@i
Geese.
Sugar.
14®15c
Chickens.
16®17tb Ex-qual’ty fine
Fowls. 13® 14c
granulated_413-10
4%
Turkeys— 17® 19c Standard do.
[Extra C. 4 vs
Apples,
..

I
Seed.
No 1 Bald1 75@1 85
wins.1 75@2 25 IRedTop.
atlng.2 25(42 50 Timothy... 1 55@1 65
vap 191b..
8® 10c 'Clover-32 @16
..

Butter.

Lemons.

.3 00®3 75 Creamery.26@28
Palermo
Messina.... 3 60®4 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22@25
Choice.20@21
Oranges.
Valencia_6 00®7 25 Good.19@20
Florida_3 50@4 50 Store.13@19
Cheese.
Sicily.3 76® 4 00
V Y. fet’ry.. 13® 13'4
Eggs.
Eastern ext-14@15 Vermont.. 13 @13Va
Held.
[Sage.14 @14 /a
Limed.

145

159
13

30%
73

104%
25%
132Vs
74%
124

110%
loVa
21%
59%
138
21%
61
llu

142%
114%
I8V3
74%
22%
19

14%
30V2

103%
66%

Dfd.123%

79
1237a
111

pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 1074

114

«o

Union Pacific.
U. S. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.
WesternUnion.
Sugar Trust.
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point.
do Dfd.

46
45

13%
28%
88%
94

9%
537a

47-14
10%
45Vs
45

12%
28 Vs

89%

WHEAT.

July.
90%

Opening..
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

93

May.
92%
94%

9o%

92%

93

94%

CORN.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

Mav.

45 %
46 Vs

»7%

45%

47%

40

48

48

^

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Opening.
Highest..

May.
95%
95%

94
94

Lowest.

93%

95

Closing.

94

95J/a

CORN.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

Mav.

48%
48%
47%
48%

46
40

Lowest.
Closing.

45%
40

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 81 Vs
Closing. 84Va

Mav.
81

84%

CORN.

July

May.
40%
41%

Opening. 38%
Closing.39%
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 84 %
Closing. 84%

May.
86

83%

CORN.

July.

Mav,
41%

Opening. 39%
Closing. 38%

40

The

following

were

Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, April 9', 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, ete.
Fork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50: short cuts at
00 00@14 75; backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 OOiglo 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
Hams at lOVaC; small do lie; pressed hams
ll%e.
Lard—Choice 7Vic ^ lb in tierces and tubs;

pails in cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c f? ib; country

10-lb

do 3 v« c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 23@24c;
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 20@22c;
extra imitation creamrv 18@19c; factory choice
17®18c; Northern creamery, choice 24@2oc;
New Fork ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
19@22c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
22 a24c. Tile above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Nortnern cnoice full creams and
twins ll%@12%c; fair to good 9® 11%; Western choice at 11 % (&12c; fair to good at 9@11;
sage at 12 a 13c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 15c; Vt and N H extras
15c: Mich, extra 14%®15c; Southern choice
at 14
; Western firsts 14%@lc5.

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice

—c; dochickens at 18a20e;fowls 15®16c;Wcstern iced fowls 12® 12 %c; frozen turkeys 16®
17c; do chickens at 15i&16c: fowls 12% @13.
Keans—New York liand-sicked pea, 1 90; marrow pea at 1 80; choice screen pea. 1 60gl 70;
liancfpicked med at 1 77%@1 80; choice yellow
eyes, 1 80® 1 85; California pea beans, 280®
2 40; hand-picked. 2 50:®2 60.
Seed—Timothy. 1 50® 1 70; Western red top
1 50®$2: clover, 11 dlSc jlfungarlan, 80®90c.
Hay—Choice,18 00t®19 00;some fancy higher;
fair to to good 816 ®$177a ; Eastern fine, #12@
$14; poor to ordinary' $18@®16.
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at
1 25@1 37%
bbl; choice Vt and nortnern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40@43bu;
rose 43@45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook
Hebrons 42@45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 2 00@2 50;Green-

ings

2 00®2

25._

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO. April 0.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 800 ;slilpmeuts 1,000 ; steady natives
3 50/1,4 15; Stockers at 2 5o®3 05; Texans —;
cows 2 40®3 10.
Hogs—receipts 8.000: shipments 5000; higher ; rough and common at 3 90®4 50; mixed
and packing at 4 55®4 05; prime, heavy and
butchers’ weights at 4 70«,4 75; light at 4 50®
4 05; pigs
Sheep—receipts 2000; shipments 1000;steadv
to easier ;‘ewes 4 50®5 25 infixed at 5 90®6 15;
wethers and yearlings 6 25®t> 75; Westerns at
5 80@6 30
Lambs 5 50@6 95.
—.

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, April 9, 1892.—Flour—receipts
10,807 bbls and 5216 sacks. Wheat-receipts
41.250 hush; sales
bush; closed firm at
1 03Va cash. Corn—receipts 91.950 bush; sales
bush; steady at 54c cash.Oats are steady and
bush; 38c
firm; receipts 49,200 bnsh; sales
hid for April.
CHICAGO, April 9. 1892—The Flour market is firmer, millers asking 10®30c advance
over the low prices of the week. Wheat excited
and fluctuating; No 2 Spring at 82%c; No 2
Red 88c. Corn heavy and lower ;No 2 at 40y2C.
Oats active but easier ;No 2 Wiiite at 30@30i4;
No 3 White 29Vi® 9A>. No 2 Eye at 76V3c.
No 1 Flaxseed at 98c.
No 2 Barley 55®02c.
Provisions dull and heavy—mess pork 10 10®
at
6
10 12ya. Lard
17V2®G 20. Short rib sides
5 57V2®5 60. Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 50
short
clear sides at 6 17W@6 30.
®5 00;
Receipts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; wheat, 3,000
bush; corn 113,000 hush: oats, 130,000 bush;
rye, 7,000; barley. 45.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 11,000 bblsiwheat. 39,000
bush; corn. 108,000 bush; oats, 197,000 bush;
rve. 7,000 bsk; barley, 43,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. April 9, 1892.—The Flour maret is unsettled and little done; family at 3 00®
3.10; choice at 3 20!f>;3 35; fancy 3 65@3 75;
extra fancy 4 05@4 16; patents at 4 356 4 45.
Wheat closed nervous and excited ;cash higher;
No 2 at 89V2C. Corn higher; No 2 at 36Vic: options %c lower; May at 35Vs ; July 36c Oats
—cash higher; No 2 at 30% ; May 3oy2C. Eye,
no sales.Barley,nothing done Minn. Provisions,
pork, standard mess in job r.lots 8 70 for old and
10 62V2 for new. Lard at
6<>®6 00. Dry salt
meats—loose shoulders at 4 60; longs and ribs
5 65; shorts 5 80; boxed lots 16 more. Baconshoulders 5 25; longs and ribs at 6 30@6 35;
shorts at 6 45®6 50.
Hams 9 00®10 60.
Beceipts—Flour. 6,000 bbls; wheat, 28.000
bush; corn. 28.000 bush; oats. 37,000 bush;
rye. 8,000 bush; barley, 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 4.000 bbts; wneat, 27,000
bush; corn. 70.000 bush; oats, 7,000 bush;
rye, 0,000 busli; barley, 0,000 bush.
DETROIT.April 9.1892.—Wheat closed weak
and lower; No 1 White at 91c;No 2 Red 921Ac;
—

to-day’s quotations

stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka Si Stanta Fe E. 36 Ya
C.B. & Q.108%
Mexican Central. 19
Union Pacific. 45
Boston & Maine E.168%
do
Bell

pfd.146%

Telephone.199

New York and New England E. 39%
do pfd. 97
Portland & Ken E. 6s. 1895.104V«
Maine Central E con. 7s. 1912.137 Ya
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth E.127%
York Manufacturing Co.1055
Wisconsin Central. 17
Maine Central E.ll4Ya
New York

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOEK. Apr 9. 1892.-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Col. Coal.31%
Hocking Coal.13
Homestake.14 00
Ontario.37 50
Quicksilver. 3 Ya
do

pfd.17

00

Mexican.
New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOEK, Apr. 9.1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:

April 9.
News’s regf.-—..116

4iy2c. Oats steady—No 2 White at 33% e;
No 2 at 31%c. Eve,No 2at 79c.
bbls; wheat. 600 hush;
Keceipts—Flour,
coru, 8,000 bush; oats, 2000 bush.
—

Friday’s quotations.
NEW YOEK.April 8. 1892.—The Flour market-receipts 13,480 pckgs; exports 13,680 bbls

sacks; stronger and very active with
sales 5s10c ovel' quotations; sales 52,200

and 7096
bbls.
Flour

of

Arp.

8.

116%

Freights dull._

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, April 9, 1892—Consols 96 3-16(1

and 96%d for tlie
LIVERPOOL. April 9. 1892,-The Cottort
market Is steady: middling at 3%d: sales 6000
bales: speculation and export 1000 b ..es.
LIVERPOOL. April 9. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat at 7s 6d@7s 7d; Mixed American. Corn 4s 4d.
Cheese 66s.
account.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
TIMF.

FOB

I-’ROM

Oregon.Portland
Liverpool... Apl
Saale.New York. .Bremen... .Apr
Maasdam.New York.. Rotterdam.. Apl
LaChampaingeNew York. -Havre.Apl
Yumuri.New York.. Hav & Mex Apl
Newport.New York. .Colon.Apl
Wisconsin... .New York. .Liverpool .Apl
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Apl
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra .Apl
Apl
City of Berlin New York.. Liverpool
Enchantress
New York. .Rio Janeiro Apl
Noordland... .New York. .Antwerp. .Apl
Elbe.New York.. Bremen
Apl
CityAlexandriaNew York. .Havana.. .Apl
Parisian.Portland.. Liverpool. .Apl
Rhaetea.New York. Hamburg
Apl
Servia.New York. Liverpool .Apl
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow
Apl
Spaarndam.... New York. Rotterdam.. Apl
La Gascogne. New York. Havre
Apl
Fulda.New York. .Genoa.Apl
Yucutan.New York. Hav & Mex.. Anl
Arizona .New York.. Liverpool. Apl
Spree.New York. .Bremen.. .Apl
Allianea.New York. .Rio Janeiro. Apl
Sarnia.Portland.. .Liverpool .Apl
Santiago.New York. Hav & Mex .Apl
Marcia.New York. Rio Janero. Apl
New York.. Laguayra
Philadelphia
Apl
Vigilancia_New York. Rio Janeiro. Apl
Portland..
Apl
Liverpool
Mongolian....
New York. Hav&Card’sMch
Saratoga
..

some

Boston Stock Market.

(By Telegraph.)

for monev

quotations—low extras at 2 75@3 40;
city mills extra 4 75@4 85; city mills patents
4 65®5 00; winter wheat low grades at 2 75®

flair to fancy at 3

45@4 45 ipatents at 4 10
@4 90; Minnesota clear 3 65@4 45; straights
do at 4 00@4 60; do patents 4 10@5 00^ do rye
mixtures 3 66@4 25; superfine at 2 35@3 15:
fine at l 90/12 85. Suothern flour is quiet and
firmer.Eye flour strong and more active. Buckwheat 52@57. Cormneal quiet and unchanged;
Wheat—reY’ellow Western at 2 75 A3 00.
ceipts 43,750 bush; exports 79,744 bush; sales
47,600 bush; dull and strong; No 2 Bed 1 00%
@1 01 in store and elev, 1 01 Vs® l 03V2 afloat;
1 006/8 a 1 04 f o b; No 3 Bed at 94@95>-; No 1
No 2
Northern 1 00% 97%e: No 1 hard ni
Northern —c. Bye dull: Western ai
die..
Barley steady and quiet. Corn—re.'
568 bush; exports 59,889 bush; sol
/OO
:• _■ ®
bush; dull higher, and scarce; No 2 a.
on63iye in elev. 51c afloat; No 3 at 5tfi>.
er mixed at 52y2@53y2c.
Oats—receipt.-. 95.325 bush; exports 3710 bush; sales It 1 009
bush; stronger and fairly active; No 3 at 35®
SGViC; do White 37V..@38yac; No 2 —; Mixed
Western at 35 / 37c;White do at 36®41e;White
State 36@41c. Coffee—Bio dull and nominal;
No 7 at 13%@13%c. Sugar—raw steady and
quiet:the market for refined is quiet, unchanged
and steady—the outside quotations are tiiose
posted by trust inside figures cover re
bate. ;No 6 at 3% @4c ;No 7 at 3 13-16@3 15-16;
No 8 at 3%«3%e: No 9 at 3 11-16@3 16-0c;
No. 10 at 3%@3%c;No 11 at3 9-16@3 13-16c;
No 12 at 3y2@36/8C: Nol3 —: off A 11-115
-16®4%e; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16c; standard
e; Confectioners’ at A 4ys@4% c;
at A 4 % ®4
e: powdercut loaf at 5@5%c ;crushed at 6®5
ed 4%@4% c; granulated 4%@4%c: Cubes at
46/8@4% c. Petroleum quiet and steady; unit3 40

..
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MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 11.
water
Sun sets.6 22 Hlg“
l-10 65

a^^Helghttldej;; gggjg
MARINE

Ch£se,

J^

NEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND,

SATURDAY, April

9.

Arrived.

Brig Nile, (Br) Beveridge, New York for P E
Island.
Sch Velma, White, Edgartown.
Sch Allandale, Boston ior Ellsworth.
Sell Florida, Brown, St, John, NB. for New
York. Reports, morning of 8th. about 40 miles
NNW from Portland, a man fell from the main
truck, striking the rail and then dropped into
the water. He was rescued by the crew and
sent to the marine hospital on arrival here.
Sch Valetta, (Br) Fardie, St Join:, NB, for
■LNtJVV

Sch Helen G King, Britt,Calais for New York.
ScliWm H Archer, Ellsworth for New Yolk.
Sch St Elmo, Eockland for New York.
Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bennett, New York—J B
Coyle.
Barque Kremlin, Bray, Buenos Ayres—W F
Milliken.
Brig Ernestine, Stillson, Eockland, to repair—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Matanzas—
Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Francis A Lane, Deveau, Weymouth, NS.
Evan & Kelsey.
Sch ltita, (Br) Berry, Annapolis, NS—Eyan &
Kelsey.
Seli'C J Willard, York, Cheverie, NS—Chase,
Leavittt & Co.
Sch Eva May, McDuffie, Somes Sound and
New York—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Frank P Lee, Vannaman, Clark’s Cove
and Norfolk—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Gamecock, Wallace, Cherryfleld—J H
Blake.
Sch Emily F Swift, Staples, Bangor—Paris
Flouring Co.
Sch Lend H Hopkins, Larrabee, Searsport—
Eyan & Kelsey.
SUNDAY, April 10.
Arrived.
_

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to ,1 B Coyle.
Sch Susie Hoopec, from Cashes Bank, with
30,000 lbs fish.
Sell 0 D Witherell, Bearse, Norfolk, coal to
Kandall & McAllister.
Sch Anna V Mitchell, Burdick, New York,
coal to D S Warren & Co.

International

and Baltimore; Nathan Lawrence,

Haskell,lor

^SldStii, sens Samuel Dilloway, and E S New8th, ship Danl Barnes

SprsCAGOUL&Gth,sch

Sarah

BlNEW
"^PENSACOLA-cfd
SJACKSONVILLE Ar 8th,
^FEENANDINA—Sid 9tli, sch

A

Fuller,

ORLEANS—Cld 8th, sch Clias E Balch,
9th, brig Ellen M Mitchell,
sch

—

^ItAfelEN-Sd 9th, sch

B W

Millford,

Edw H Blake,

Morse,

Rodiek,

B's
AVANNAH—Sid 8th, sch Geo A MeFadden,
New York.
d\niS',»N-Sld
bell.

9th, sch Isaac T Camp-

Boothbay.

T
BEAUFORT—Sid Sth, sell Jos Souther, Hatch
Fernandina.
NORFOLK—Sid Sth, barge Gen McLellan, in
tow of tug Hercules for Portland.
FORT MONROE—In the Roads 8th, barque
Herbert Fuller, Nash, from Mace'io, for orders.
BALTIMORE—Cld 7tn, sch Massasoit, Babbitt. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 8th. sells Elbridge
Souther, Matanzas; Levi Hart, Saugus; Fannie

Portland.
Ar Sth, sell S P Hitchcock. Blair, Savannah.
Chi 9th. schs Maggie Dallmg, Balling, Cardenas; Eui's G Babel. Henley, Havana: EdwtV

Young, Wyman, Jacksonville.

At Delaware Breakwater 8th, barque Golden
Sheaf, from Caibarien for Philadelphia; schs
Lois V Place, from Caibarien; Caroline C Foss,
from Guantanamo for New York.
Ar 9th, sell Mina Belle, Thompson, Nuevitas
for New York.
Sld Sth, sells Caroline C boss, L V Place.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar <>tli, sch Charlie & Willie, New York, (and sld 8th for Saco.)
NEWPORT—Ar 8th. sell Ira E Wight, from
Eall River for Roekland. (and sld.)
NEW BEDFORD—Sld 8th, sch R E Tay, Hibbard, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, schs Andrew
Peters, Providence for Calais; O D Witlierell,
Norfolk for Portland; Charlie Bucki, St John,
NB, for New York; Willie, Green’s Landing for
do; Julia A Decker, Rockland for New York;
Lygonia, Hurricane Island for Perth Amboy;
Julia & Martha, Sullivan for Providence.
Sailed 7th, schs Annie 1 Bailey, Druid, Nat
Header, Alice T Boardman, S S Kendall, and
Two Brothers.
Ar 8th, sch Sarah A Biaisdell, from Providence for Sullivan.
Ar 8th, schs L B Sargent. Amboy for Salem;
May Day, New York for Scltuate; Nightingale.
Hoboken for Provincetown: Mattie Holmes, do
for Castine; Lizzie .1 Call, Seal Harbor for New
York; Richard Hill, Thomaston for do; Mary
J Lee, Rockland for do: Pochasset, Portland
for do; Hope Haynes, Wiscasset for Stamford;
Wide Awake. Rockland for Richmond.
Sld 8th, schs Lygonia, Charlie Bucki, L B Sargent, May llav. and Niglithgale.
PLYMOUTH—Sld Sth, sch Wm Deming, for

SALEM—Ar 8th, schs Hannibal, Port Johnson ; Grace Cushing, Elizabethport; Post Boy,
South Amboy; Moiiliegan, Baltimore.
Also ar 8th, sells Minilie W Gridin, Elizabetliport for Searsport; Palestine, Calais for Fail
River; C R Lawrence, Rockportfor Providence;
Nettie Cushing, Thomaston for New York; AV
M Snow, Rockland for do; Mark Pendleton,
AVm Flint, and Leonessa, Portland for NYork;
M C Moselev. Poston for Darien.
NEWBURYFORT— Sld 8th, sch Hattie A
Marsh, Viiialhaven.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar Sth, schs H L Berry, fm
Woolwich for Boston; Delaware, Rockland for
do; Niger, AViscasset for do;. W F Miller, Saeo
for do; Allandale, Boston for Ellsworth.
At. 8tli, sch J C Haynes, Newdort News.
Sld Sth, sch Adddie E Snow, for Roekland.
BATH—Ar 8th, barque AVestern Belle. Sweeney, Boston, to repair; Geo Nevinger, Richardson, Salem.
Sld 6th, schs Katie Mitchell, Perry, Vineyard
Haven; Aunie & Reubhn, Oliver, New York.
Foreign Ports.
At Kong Kong Mcli 3. ship Patrician, Sterling
and
New York; Gov Robie, Nichfor Singapore
ols, ana Josephus, Smitliwick, for New York.
At Calcutta, Mch S), ships ElCapitan, Humphrey, for New York; Frank Pendleton, Nich-

ols,

unc.

Passed Anjer Apl 1, *hip B P Cheney, Humphrey. Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Sld fm Rosario Feb 19, barque G M Stauwood,
Foster, Poster.
At Montevideo Feb 25, sch Johanna Swan,
Shackford, for New York,
Cld at, Panama Mch 16th. sch Katharine D
Perry, Garfield, Trapani.
Sid fm Tocapilla, Chili, Meh 28, barque Evie
J Kay, Dixon, New York; 31st, John S Emery,
Wooster, do.
Ar ar Cape Hayti Meh 23, sch Lulu, Everett,
Sawyer, Wilmington, NC.
Ar at Cienfuegos Meh 29, sch Jas A Garfield,
Sid fm Cardenas 3d inst, sch Tlios N Stone,
Newcomb, Matanzas; Ella M Storer, do.
Cld at Halifax Oth inst, barque E 0 Clark, for
Port Medway, NS.
Spoken.
March 13, lat 31 N, Ion 39 W, ship St Francis,
Wilbur, from New York for Yokohama.
March 19, lat 28 N, ion 23 w; ship St Paul,
Bruce, from San Francisco for Plymouth.
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Fall and Winter Arrangement.
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pies, produc-

tive of rheumatism and gout.

Sold

by all Druggists.

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
Steamships

25th Feb.
10th Mar.
24th

‘Mongolian

Domestic Ports.
NEW YOKK—Ar 8th, schs Ellen Crusoe. Tapley, St Croix 15 days; Edw T Mansfield, Crossley, Portland.
Ar 9th, schs Luis V Place, Willey, Caibarien;
Caroline C Foss, Crabtree, Guantanamo; Maty
A Hall, Yeazie, Darien; Fair Wind, Bowman,
Eockland; Lucv E Friend, Thomas. Itockport;
Abbie Bowker. Harrington, Friendship; Marv
Standish, Higgins, vmamaven; v lciory, uner,
New Bedford.
Cld 8th, ship Landseer, Baffin, Philadelphia;
barque Fannie Skolfield, Sherman, for Saigon;
Bonny Eoon, Burgess, Pernambuco; schs Fred
A Small, Thompson, Havana; Herald, Lowell,
_

Clef

9th, barques Harvard, Coleord, for Anjer;
Carrie E Long, Stowess, Havana.
Sid 9th, schs F'annie Skolfield; schs Hattie
Dunn. Edward S Stearns, Nellie S Pickering,
E F Mansfield, and others.
Passed Hell Gate 8th, schs Battler, New York
for Eastport; Mary E Olys, do for Hallowell;
Morris & Cliff, do for Bockland; B L Eaton, do
for Boston; Laina Cobb, do for do; AW Ellis,
Rondout for do; Zeila,Hoboken for Salem; Ada
Ames, Amboy for Harpswell; Addie Schaeffer,
do for Saco.
Passed Hell Gate 9th, sells E Arcularius, New
York for Rockland; Commerce, do for do; Mattie J Allen, fni Woodbridge for Portland; Mary
Brewer. New York for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, schs G B Reynolds, Snow,
Perth Amboy; Melissa Trask, Trask, NYork;
Addie Bowman, and Fannie Hodgkius, Duntou,
Damariscotta ; .1 Kennedy, Mitchell, Calais;
J V Wellington, Peterson. Amboy; Frank. Fhilbrook, York; G W Collins, Stratton, Sullivan;
Senator Grimes, Buckmaster, Boothbay; Lucy,
Cook, Hoboken; Sea Bird,-.
Cld 8th. sobs Sami Dllloivay, Smith, Kennebec and Washington; E M Baxter, Gray, Sullivan and New York.

Aotn

uuuu

*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$00, according to steamer and location of stata
room; second cabin $23; steerage $20.
Lil19 Steam®8rv'oe 01

STATE LINE |

A'|p-n

York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $10; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
tlec24
New

Will be celebrated by

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every eveiung, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving In season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.

seplG

_dtf

STEAM& BOOTHBAY
BOAT CO. Winter Arrangements. On
Nov.
and alter Monday,
2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. in., for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for

PORTLAND

Thursday

Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
FridayleavePortlandat8a.nl. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
marldtf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Philadelphia

every

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WIXG
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
F. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston
oct22dtf
Mass.____

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Manhattan and Cottage City
Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare. $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
87.00.
teb4dtf
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
Steamers

leave

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
LINE

—

FOB

—

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and

Outwards and

Homewards

From

I

iSARNIA,
j LABRADOR,

I

From

Portland. I Halifax.
Apr. 9.
Apr. 7.

May

21.
5.

May

23.
7.

Bristol service ended for season.
Cabin, .$40 to $fiO; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage. $20.
DAVID TORRANCE St CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

Square, Portland, Me.oct28eodtf

Rough

on

Bile Pills never

disappoint.

rates:

Portland and all Stations to and Including Lewiston to Montreal
and Levis, and Return
Leave Portland 7.10 a. m., and 1.30 p. m., and
arrive in Montreal at 6.15 p. m and 6.00 a. m.
Leave Portland at 1.30 p. in., arrive in Levis,
(opp. Quebec) 7.05 a. m. Leave Lewiston at
7.55 a. in., and 2.30 p. ni„ and arrive at Montreal at 6.15 p. in. and 6.00 a. m. Leave Lewiston at 2.30 p. m. and arrive at Levis, (opp. Quebec) at 7.0o a. in.
can
secure
desire
Passengers who
through Pullman accommodation to Mon-

treal.

For tickets

or

further Information, call

Grand Trunk Agents Portland

on

Lewiston.

or

W. EDGAR.
N. ,T. GRACE,
Gen. Pass. Agt.
N. E. Fass. Agt.
Gen’l.
L. J. SEARGEANT,
Manager.
aprO
_d5t

Portland & Worcester Lino,
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
'or
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Fpping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
On and after

§er

5.30 p.

in.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. in.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
.1

/-v UWY

-to on

..

o

GA

c

on

a

•>v»rl

11.16 p.m.
For Forest Avenue (Deeriug), 6.20 p. m.
Tlie 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
‘‘Hoosac Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for tlie West and at Union Station,
and New York,
for
Providence
Worcester,
via ‘‘Providence Fine,” for Norwich and
New York, via ‘‘Norwich Fine” with Boston
& Albany R. R, for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.80 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. C0RDWELL, Ticket

Agent. Portland, Me.

J. W. PETEES. Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
dtf.

oct5

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1801:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island. 5. 45, G.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, TrefctUen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15._p.m.
0. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

WINTER

CO.

and after Nov. 2,1801, steamer MF.RRYleave Orr’s Island at 6.40
intermediate landings.
for
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate

CONEAG, will
ON
Portland and
m.,

a.

p.^i^
landiii^at^H3)0,
General

Manger.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
A tvtwi?

VTTA^VTOM will Iaava

Portland

Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside, Cousens’, Great Che be ague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th. 1892.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
marlSdtf

Dandruff Eradicated

and prevented by Leaurelle Oil Balm, it is

IS INVALUABLE FOR

delightfully cooling, refreshing? stimulating.
Cures itching of scalp, stops hair coming out.
50c. and $1.(8, at druggists.

IJo®®

;A

Rats

and Gentlemen
are not in the swim, and miss a genuine treat,
are not
a great luxury, if they
using that inimitable toilet wonder,Leaurelle Oil Balm
for the skin and complexion ; For a rough,
uneven skin, chapped lips, face or hands, fever
sores, abrasions or irritation of the skin from
whatever cause, it is unsurpassed ; As it does
not show, can be used any time night or day,
dries in instantly.
muss, grease nor
soil anything. 50c. & 51.00, at druggists.

Society Ladies

and Auburn, 8.25 a. n.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorill.
N.
8.25
a. ill.. 12.10 and 5.50 p.
ham,
H.,
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.60 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago $20 and $15.75: Detroit $16.75
$1^.50,; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit 823.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANX, General Manager.
dtf
dec8

MAOE^CEATKAL

It. if.

Harbor, St. John, tbo
Whit© Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

Bangor,

For

Bar

and the West.

On
and after April 11, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and *11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p.

m.

p.

m.

Hallowell and
Brunswick,
Bath, Gardiner,
*_rr
ai 11:
r. r\t\
onr)
on
w

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
а. hi., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
m.;
and Xor Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
OakHead
held
and
Monmouth, Winthrop
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
ni., *1.15, $11.30 p. ni.
Augusta, 7.15
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m.. 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. ni.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. ni.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m.f *1.15 and $11.30 p. in., ana on
at 7.20

a. m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. in.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
m.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Ellsworth
p. ill.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. ni.
•Runs daily, Sundays included. $Xight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bride
ton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bar
tlett, aiid Fabyans, 8.45 a. rn4, 1.45 am
St. Jolinsbitry,
б. 15
lU.:
Newport
p.
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p. m.; North
.Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4o a. in.
and 1.45 p.m.

The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 6.15 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “boo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Batli and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton, etc.. 8.20 a.
m.,and 8 p.m.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. in.; Farmington. SKownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor Roclvland, etc. 12.30 p. m.: Waterville. Bath, Augusta and Rockland. 5.35 p.m.; Farmington, Skowhegan. Waterville ancf Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays Included.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.
Steamer CITY

nai-miHiiwrt

OF RICHMOND, (weather

Inovou

Vni’Hoild—SstTP.Pfc

Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. in.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
for Rockland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April 1, 1892.dtf.

R.

Boston & Maine R.
In Effect October

4,

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Station) for

Trains leave Portland (Union

Soar boro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. ni.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 0.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.4o
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Well!
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. rn., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
ni., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. 111.,
12.40, 3.30 p. ill.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav-

ill.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand wav stations. 12.55. 4.15 p. m.

ton

EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in.. 6.00 p.
m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (f2.00 a. m. daily) fO.OO a.
in., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t8.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m., (+9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. in., (*7.00 p. m. daily.)
9.00

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and/way statisns, 4.40 p.
tConneots with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
((Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
-Western Division from Dover.
m.

Tln-niKrh tickets to all noints South and West

Union Station. Congress street.
JOHN \V. SANBORN.
Acting Gen. Man.. Boston.
O. W. SANBORN, Genl. Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and X. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY', Gen. Agt. at Portland.

for sale

at

oct3

_dtf

Finest and

Safest Trains in the World
—

New

York,

LINE.

BLUE

ROYAL

BETWEEN—

Philadelphia,

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.

Irritable Tempers,

on

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston

4.00 p.

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland daily at 6.00 and 8.55 a. m.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m. Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can lie made on hoard the
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
tf
apr2

Thick heads, gorged livers, heavy stomachs.
Sick headache, constipation, nervous and
flatulent Dyspepsia, melancholy, lassitude,
relieved quickly by the little wonders, Rough
on Bile Pills. 2oc, at druggists.

Rough

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
For Gorm.. and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m.
lialu, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
7.10
a.
111.
and 1.30
and
Montreal
Chicago,
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For BuckHeld and Canton, 7.10 a, m. and 1.30 p. in.

erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
t8.45 a. ill., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,

STEAMERS.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

octldtf

1S91,

Baltimore and

Washington

Don't Go Bald.
If the hair is coming out, or if it’s dry, brittle
or lifeless, use Leaurelle Oil Balm, an elegant, cooling, refreshing, stimulating tonic
dressing. 50c. & $1.00, at druggists.

is sold all around the world, is used by all
nations of the earth, is the most extensively
advertised, is the best known and has the
largest sale of any article of its kind on the
face of the globe. It gives satisfaction every
time, everywhere, they Don’t die in the
house.” For Rats, Mice, Cockroaches, Ants,
Bed Bugs, Flies, Insects, &c. 15 & 35c. boxes.

After MONDAY. Doc. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

Sundays only

This is your opportunity. Excursion tickets
will be sold, good going on any regular trains
APRIL 14, and good reon THURSDAY,
turning until MAY 4, 1892, at the following

HARrewirSTEAMBOAT

Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu

ment

...

Excursions to

ISLAND

Steamer.
Liverpool. 1
Mar. 17. IOREGON,
31.
14.

a. in.

GRA5VD TRIM RAILWAY

of Panama.

at Halifax

and

..

Mexico,

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April 11, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

Apr.

at 6.45

Portland and all stations to Bartlett, inclusive,
$6.00.
Fares to either city and return from most
points lower than ever before.
Cumberland Mills $6.00, Auburn $6.00, Lewiston $6.00, Brunswick $7.00, Bath $7.50, Augusta $8.00, Waterville $8.00.
Passengers on points on Portland & Kocliester It. It. can buy regular tickets to Cumberland
Mills, and procure Maine Central excursion
tickets there, and through tickets will be on
sale at. Springvale for $8.30, and at Rochester
at $8.75, tile round trip.
Tickets from Portland will also be on sale at
Blddeford by John B. Morrin. and regular round
trip tickets of the Boston & Maine R. R. can be
purchased for Portland and return in connection
therewith.
Children from all stations at half rates.
Further information, if desired, may be obtained by addressing the General Passenger
Agent at Portland, or Rev. Fr. Charland at
Waterville.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER, Vice-Pres.& Gen. Manager.
Portland, April 5,1892.
apr9 dtd

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

From

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
or
or degree—External, Internal, Blind
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Kecent or Heredinever
been
has
This
positively
remedy
tary.
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $5.00;
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to eacli
when
one
at
of
0
purchased
boxes,
purchaser
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.

Quehee

Tuesday and Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. In
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. It., and
South ny connecting lines, forwarded free o:

Royal Mail Steamships.

A

Tickets good to return until May 4th.
To Montreal via White Mountains, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Canadian Pacific railway.
To Quebec via White Mountains, Colebrook,
Ouilswell Jc., and Quebec Central railway.
Passengers east of Portland should take regular morning or forenoon trains to that place,
connecting with trains leaving Portland for
Montreal at S.45 a. m. and 6.15 p. m., and tor
Quebec at 1.45 p. in. Arriving at Montreal at
8.35 p. m. and 7.55 a. m., respectively, and at

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.

mus

QUEBEC,

Thursday, April 14th,l 892.

THURSDAY, APRIL li.

DOMINION LINE.

kind

MONTREAL m

(Opposite Quebec.)

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

On

DEPARTURES.

-TO-

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

From

a

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Grand Easter Holiday Excursion

FARE OILY
THE

Quebec Line

Mountains and

Montreal and Levis
Jtoamers.
$1.00.

Boston

Calling

Sid fm Buenos Avres March 8, barque Addie
Morrill, Andrews, Boston.
Sid fm Cape Town, CGH, Mch 22, sch H E
Thompson, Thompson, Barbadoes.

‘Nunndian,
Parisian.

| ^iuuu^uuau I

Lit

From

Portland. I Halifax.
17th Mar. I 19th Mar
31st
2nd Apr
I4tli Apr. loth

jelO_dtf

repairs.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

I

From

From

Liverpool

Brig Ernestine, of Portland, 400 tons, built at
Yarmouth in 1868, has been sold to G A Gilchrist of Eockland. She is to undergo exten-

Cld, sell Morning Light, for Mt Desert.
KED BEACH, April 7—Ar, sch Bertha Louise,
Warr, New York.
Sid, sch Sarah Eaton, Hopps, Norfolk.

Liine

Allan

RE-OPENING OF THE

White

To take place

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St John
ami Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (gge-Ereight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St, or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

for inactivity

pels from the
acrid

ANTIDOTE

SAILED—Barque Kremlin; brigs Ernestine,
Carrie A Lane, Frank P Leo, J NickHopkins, and others.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
WISCASSET, April 9—Ar, barque T J Stewart, Blake, Gloucester, in tow of tug L A Belknap. Will take in part of cargo here and then
proceed to Portland to finish for Demerara.
Sailed, schs Franklin, Clark, Sullivan, to load
stone; Pearl, Barter, Boston.
SACO, April 9—Ar. schs Theresa Wolf, Pliiladelpoia: Thomas Boaz, do.

THE

Portland,

—

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and

Philadelphia.

Nile; schs
erson, I. H

sive

Co.

Steamship

—

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

FOR
Rockport?
1
C Taylor, Quinlan, for St
Minnie
St.
Cldlath^chs
Eastport, Calais, John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
John NB- Katie J Ireland, Johnson, Bangor

BRUNSWICK—Sid 8th, sch Rebecca FLam-

Market.

HAVANA, April 9,1892.—Since the middle
of the week ilio demand for Sugar lias slightly
improved, hut the market closed rather weak.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
2 1S%®2 31** gold put!; muscovado, fair to
g
refining, 85 to 90 clegs polarization,2 124i
@2 25; Centrifugal 02 to 96 cleg polarization
2 65% «2 96%.
stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 28 boxes. 847.000 bags, and 2800 libels;
receipts for the week 99.000 bags, and 426
libels; exports for the week 28,500 bags, of
which
Dags were 10 me wmiea dbates.

lOYs
54

—

Friday’s quotations.

(By Telegraph.)

NEW ORLEANS, April 8, 1892.-The Cotton
market is firnv middling 0 U-16c.
CHARLESTON. Apiil 8. 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 644c.
SAVANNAH. April 8, 1892,-Tlie Cotton
market is steady; middling Uvtc.
MOBILE, April 8.1892.—The Cotton market
is flrm;mlddling 6»/»c.
MEMPHIS. April 8.1892—The Cotton market is firm; middlings 6 7-1 Oc.
Havana

Ar 9tli barque J H Bowers, Magune. Buenos
Avres- sells Belle Wooster, Hooper, St Jago;
; Annle p
Se'avey Byrnes, Baltlmoi'e
W B Henick Kelley, HoEllis. Port Johnson;
N'ew Yoik; Harold L
Look,
boken; A B Per®
H h
Boynton, Perry
Berrv Hannah, Woolwich,
Yankee Maid, Fmkham, Rockland;

D1SAN FRANCISCO—Sid

Markets.

94

—

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE
CORRECTEDBY PULLEX, CROCKER & CO.

Cotton

lli0T,
108%

11 00.
Portland Wholesale Market.

ed at 57c. Provisions in fair demand; Pork is
inactive;
quiet and steady; Beet dull; beet hams
tiereed beef quiet; cut meats easy; middles are
quiet. Lard firmer and more active; W estern
steam closed at 6 55; city steam at 6 00; refilled is quiet; Continentat 6 55®692%;
A,ai
7 55. Butter quietaud weaker; State dairy 17
®21c; Penu erm 23c; Western dairy 14® 17c;
do crm at lH®24-c; do fctory 1344@17c; Elgin
at 24 •. Cheese quiet and weak; State at Ova®
12c; fancy 1144@12c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and weak; grain
per steam —d.

US

St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112%
St. Paul & Omaha. 48

..

Railroad Receipts.

100

St. Louis &

shares.
Grocers’

116

,35c. and $1

at all

Druggists.

A.

*

LossofAppetite, Palpitation,Hiccough

*

Nausea, I
For Heartburn, Sour
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach. Distress *
or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,*

-R
*

Offensive Breath and

£

J

All Stomach Troubles?
t For
Dr. Bronson’s Pepsin Troches, made from
i

E. MORGAN & SONS
PROVH5ENCE, R. 1

ap!5___

Simple Remedy
Stomach,

i*

cod&wly

JOHASOA,

Roots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are reliable and effective. 25c. ana 50c. a box.
Of all druggists or by mall.
jL

>

X

5

BRONSON

CHEfMCI^O^PrortdeMe^^

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Ken ter & Co.)
DEALER

III

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,
ALL WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.

maria

eod2m

eod2wtc

decl6

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted b,
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME

sharpened
repaired
Lawn
GABRIELSOR, Locksmith, 15 Plum St.
dlw*
mowers

apr9

and

J. P.

NOVEMBER

16,

1891.

ing car 5.00 p.

m., 12.15

night.

Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on niglii
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York aud New

England.

Boston

dec22

office, 211 Washington street.

Portland & Romford Falls
In Effect November

dtf

Railway.

16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

CONNECTIONS -I>AILY-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixllelcl and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
dtf
je27

STAGE

Lawn Mowers.

TABLE

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00.
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m.,
12.16 night, Sundays-9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 0.00 p.
m.. 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00.
(11.30 with dining earl a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, din-

k

}

f

i

TTIE

FKESS.
Yesterday

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

FOURTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Company.
Ower., Moore & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Company.

AMUSEMENTS.
OHuert's Academy.
Portland theatre.
I.,'('.tore—Rev. N. T. Whitaker.
Fair and entertainments; N. E. 0. P,
The last week; Stock bridge.
EIGHTH PAGE.

Ubhy.

Ijetaoval; Cressey & Jones.
Maine seashore,
lee, prices for 1802.
The Ailaucon Company.
Farrington & Blok. rd.
Free exhibition; Fox’s studio.
William A. Goodwin.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Los*, Found
nnd similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.
Mr*. Whialoiv's Soothing: Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions ot motners
for their cbildreu while Teething, with perfect
the child, softens the
It soothes
success.
Gums, allays Tain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and Is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow1®
Soothing Syrup. 2Se a bottle.

febSMW&F&wly

..ur Castoria.
Whet Baby was tioir,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

eod&wly

decll

For additional Local News see
Fifth

Page.
A PROSPEROUS YEAR.

Work of

The Spring Exhibition of the
;Socl«ty of Art*

Palm Sunday.
valued at

were

$111,812.

SECOND PAGE.

Morning, noon, night.

.T. r.

was

Last week’s exports

Chestnut Street Church Reviewed
By Its Pastor.

At Chestnut street M. E. church yes-

1 J

1

»_

C J-

TV_v

L L TV_11

1*1.1

X1U.11

_

J

painted

man

Forty oords

Geo. F. Morse,
Melvin ]!. Gilbert,
Clias L. Fox,
C. B. Fresbrey,
Anna E. Hardy,
C. M. Jenckes,
Cicilia E. O iver,
Elizabeth W. Brown,
John C. Barrett,
Metta R. Maun,

Friday, and broke his wrist.
The Pythian Sisterhood fair at South
Portland realized $236 more than was
needed to pay the balance on the piano.
Ayer, Houston * Co. will not remove
their hat factory to Kennebunk but will
add two stories to their present plant.
The overseers of the poor have eleoted
C. H. Stevens, engineer, and F. S. Foster,
teamster, at the almshouse.
The
city electrician will decide
whether to continue the police signal
system or adopt another.
Mr. William A. Goodwin, late city
engineer, has opened an office at No. 57

Tlie eun-ent expenses have been $6,In addition to that and for the pur642.

pose of reducing the church debt the
committee asked for $7,000, and the result was that $7,700 was raised, $700
The amoun
more than was expected.
given the regular channels of church

benevolences will aggregate over $1,100.
The Sunday School is in excellent condition and the largest in the state. The
total number of scholars belonging to the
school at the present time is 845. There
were 175 now scholars admitted during
the year.
The Sunday evening meetings have
been attended
usually to the utmost
the
of
vestry and class rooms
capacity
and there have been about one hundred
conversions during the year.
The board have extended a unanimous
invitation to the pastor of the church to
remain another year and to lighten his
labors will provide an assistant pastor,
Rev. Israel Luce.
The years work is highly gratifying
and reflects much honor upon the church
and pastor.
PERSONAL.
Rev. Dr. Fenn has gone

on a

southern

trip.
Mr. \V. E. Donnell, of the New
Tribune, is in town.

York

Col. Haines, U. S. A., has returned
from bis visit in Washington.
Wm. D. Little, Esq., will celebrate his
85th birthday on April 14th.
Engineer J. B. Coyle, of the revenue
service, has been transferred from San
Francisco to the Woodbury.
Miss Helen L. Coe of this city, will
teach physical culture in the Auburn
schools.
Lieutenant George Waldron, U. S. R.
M., and Mrs. Waldron are visiting in
Chai’eston, b. t.
Hiss Florence Knight has been engaged
for the High Street Church evening
service for a year.
Miss Lillian Hortense Small has been
engaged as a teacher of music at Hebron

Academy.
Rev. Dr. Whitaker of
ture

before

Lynn,

Chestnut street

League April 13th,

on

will

lec-

Epworth

“Success How

Won.”

City Solicitor Lynch

has been confined

to bis home since last Thursday by a
We hope it
strain of tile optic nerve.
may prove
Hts

nothing serious.
Fiftieth Anniversary.

Comrade James M. Safford having
reaohed his fiftieth birthday, in accordance with custom, entertained the Old
Guard of Bos worth Post, G. A. R., with
supper at Atwood’s, on Saturday evening. The supper was excellent, and reAfter the plates
ceived full justice.
were removed, Comrade R. K. Gatley
called the “boys” to order, and in a few
00pleasant remarks appropriate to the
castor., presented Comrade Safford with
a “grip,” which was filled to the brim
-vith smoking materials, including a valBefore the inuable meerschaum pipe.
from this
recovered
had
fully
cipient
surprise, Comrade, Gatley handed aim a
a

handsome ring, in whioh was set a fine
ruby. :Wi also a package containing$55
in gold and $15 to greenback* Comrade
&U&Hd-3M£&sd0d 'B &1#»g Tertis,

evening

late

impressionist,
pictures are

are

well

represented,

grades of
excellence from the finished production
of artists of note to the modest attempt

Mr. Mellon Ahead.

recently offered three
prizes to his salesmen; namely, a nair of
$7 pantaloons for the salesman making
the largest sale the opening day; a fifty
dollar gold watch to the one making the
largest sale for the week ending April 9;
and a sixty dollar diamond ring to the
one making the largest sales to April 16.
Mr. J. H. Wolf

the winner of
Mr. Walter O. Mellen
both the first and second prize. The
third will not be decided for a week.
is

Ella Sargent has added the
house No. 94 in the Park street block to
her other houses, so that she now controls the four houses in the block above

on

Vaughan

got dry from disuse, and leaked
badly when filled Friday that a stream
poured out all day and some people
thought that the reservoir had broken.
John E. McKenna was accidently shot
in the leg last Wednesday by a bullet
from a revolver with which a companion
It was a
was practicing at a target.

Mr. Warren D. Wentz
of Geneva, N. Y.,
Tells of His Fearful Sufferings After
Gastric Fever and His Cure by

Hood’s

flesh wound.
There were 20 arrests last week of
which 14 were for drunkenness. Deputy
Sheriff Mitchell, of Skowhegan, is here
looking for a peddler of silver polish
who stole $45 from a girl's trunk in that
town, and Henry Wall is wanted in Bos-

a

Gillespie eloped

stealing

Lewiston

a

in

named

man

with

city

that

from

bicycle

a

and took her three children and
The
of her husband’s property.
officers tracked her to Portland, where
her husband followed her and got posman

some

session

The Death Bate

The number of deaths in this city
for last week was 13, from the following
,-Wards.-.
2

4

5

6

7-T
1

1

Abscess, pelois....

:
Gangrene.

3

i

: =: : :

______

Heart disease.

—

i
1

|

j
i

Hemorrhage,inter.

11---

6

of this city,

residing on Brackett street, [by the upsetting of a boat. He was 55 years old, ;
and leaves

s

widow aud

••

3

3

Checks.10-0°

Patterns, French Bedford
Cords, (gray).
Bedford
2 Patterns French
Cords, gray.
Novelty
3 Patterns French
Stripes, tan and brown.

2

one

child.

9.00

a.uu

7-00

6

Patterns

20 pieces French Whip Cord, in all the
new spring shades, marked down to. 75c.
9 pieces, line French Henrietta, in new
spring shades, reduced from 62c. to.... 50c.
One lot All Wool Cords, 38 inches wide,
superior to the 50c. Tricots and Serges,
reduced from 50c. to. 89c>

9.00
9-00

One lot of Homespun Mixtures, 38 inches
wide, reduced from GOc. to. 29c.

12.00

o.ou

One lot best 50c. Mohairs, in colors, 36 Inches wide, marked. 29c‘

9.00

14.00

Crocodile Cloths,

taU:....blUe...and
Patterns French Brocade,
cadet, blue, tan and mode...

pieces French Brocades, in brown and
gray, marked down to.87Vic.

H-00

Patterns French and English Novelties, gray, tan,
cadet, green brown and
mode...§12.00 and

7

60 inches wide,
2

new spring styles,
reduced from $1.50 to..$1.25

pieces French Plaids,

10.00

10

7.0%

6.00

One lot (entirely new style) Novelty
Plaids, reduced from 50c. to.37Vfec.
One

case

38c. Plaids, 86 inches wide. 29o.

10.00

8.00

$26 Pattern, shirred novelty,
ra.uu
mode shade.
The above (except three patterns) are all new
most
in
the
popgoods (imported this season)
ular styles and colorings.

15c.

25c.

One

1

50 pieces Half Wool Bedford Cords. 15c.
20c. Half Wool Challies. 15c.
Best French Challies, in superior selected
styles, reduced from 62% c. to. 50c.

We have just purchased from an importer
an entire lot of fine French Black Goods,
consisting of All Wool Brocade Hernanis. Lace Batiste, Open Work Checks,
and French Cords, worth from $1.25 to
$1.50, all to be sold at.69c per yard
Also one lot of Black French Dress Goods
including Serges, Whipcords, Armures,
Henriettas and Diagonals, in polka spot
and brocade patterns, worth $1.00, all
to be sold at the one price.69c per yard
5

pieces Black Brilliantine, 46 inches wide
regular $1.00 quality, included in this
sale at.50c per yard

One lot Black All Wool Henrietta, reduced
from $1.25 to.

8 cases Pacific Suitings, 35 inches wide,
dark colorings, excellent styles, three
times the value of prints for common

dresses, regular wholesale price, 10%
cents, and retail 12% cents, all to be
offered at..614c per yard
200 pieces Columbia Suitings, double fold,
washable goods, fine styles in Plaids,
checks and stripes at. 614c
1 case best American Ginghams In 10 to
20 yard lengths at.
1 case 10c

89c

8o

Outing Flannel at. 614c
4o

3 cases 614c Challies at.

BLACK SILK WARP HENRIETTAS
Manufactured expressly for Arnold, Constable & Co., and guaranteed superior
to any in the world, at.
.$1.00, $1.15, $1.25, $1.35 and $1.50
All 25c per yard under price.

100 pieces Llama Cloths, soft wool finish
beautiful new styles, per yard at.

10c

(These should not be confounded with
the very inferior goods in the market.)
Sliantong Pongees, best imitation
new styles, just
opened at.12% c

1 case

of India Silks, entirely

FIGURED INDIA SILKS.
patterns of 16 yards each, 24 inches
wide, that were displayed in the window,
in good condition, superior in texture to
any in the market at 69c, will be offered

20

Genuine Anderson Scotch Ginghams, at.

40c

Genuine Scotch Ginghams (fine) at.

25o

Best French Organdie Muslins, largo
assortment of exquisite styles at.37%o
50c

in this sale at.
One lot Figured China Silks, 18 inches
wide, worth 50c, at only.

31c

1 case French Broche Satins, new Cotton
Dress Fabric, very attractive styles

at...87% c

season is the result of ©nr unprecedentedly
This remarkable sale so early in the
and March, far exceeding osar expectations, making this
larse sales through Febrncry
advisable ai this time, which usually comes
Clearance Sale of the many Broken lots
the
necessity of an early call, as many of the lots
the season. We would surest
will not last Ions, and first choice is very important.
_aPrlldtt

Ste“*in

Important Notice!

CROCKERY
DEPARTMENT!

SPECIAL SALE
-OF-

Glass Set 4
pieces (sugar, cream, spoon
holder and butter disli) new
shape and design. The coinset retails for 65c; for
[onday 19c each.
No. 2. Large half gallon Ice Water
Pitcher to match glass set,
regular retail price oOc; for
Monday 15c each.
Full
No. 3. Greatest Bargain of all.
size Crystal Goblets, beautiful
design, regular relail price
75e per dozy for Monday TWO
CENTS EACH.
Not over one dozen to each customer.
Come early and avoid the rush as well
1a .»oi-o

to

permit

me

to

express

the

praise

|

I have known Mr. Warren D. Wentz for
years and can vouch for him as a man
of veracity and one well known about here.
i iiave sold him several bottles of

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s Pills

Live? Ills

ee*s

UNDERWEAR
AT

—

J. B. LIBBY’S.
dif

apll

_

EXHIBITION
OF

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS
Together with the Fifth Year's Work

of the

Fox studio.
Open Day and Evenings, and Sunday
afternoons, from April 11 to May 1,
inclusive, at
O’.

o

wearinglunifornas

at prices that must
meet tlae approval of

all.
We

On ArRiL iith, 1873, Capt.
appre- JACK, during a conference held
orders near Lake Klamath, killed Gen.
ciate
yoaar
and will gaiarantee CANBY, Dr. Thomas, who parentire satisfaction or ticipated in the conference, also
refeand in every in being slain.
a
For this cowardly crime
stance.
red
skin
of
illustration
signal
treachery—the murderous Modoc
T33CJ3
was, with three other equally
guilty savages, executed cix

should

—

—

-1892.- -ICE- -1892.- Atkinson

Cor. MIDDLE & PEARL STS.

monies

company.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Man.

Prices for Families and Offices:

-$1.50
month,
per
Daily,
“
“
“
“
2.00
15 “ “
“
“
2.50
20
.15
50 lbs.
.25
100 lbs.
BY THE CAKE, per 100 lbs., .20
10 lbs.

•

Atf

aprll

REMOVAL.
from our
About May 1st, we shall
present location to store No. 538 CONRincs
Bros.),
GRESS STREET (opposite
M. Owen & Co.,
formerly occupied by E.
and until removal shall offer our stock of
second hand Pianos and Organs at low
prices to close them out.
Also some
special prices in upright
Pianos.
remove

Congress

ALL ARE

Street.

WELCOME.

teodlDO

apiidiw

WILLIAM A. GOODWIN,
(T.ato Cily Engineer.)

Givi! Engineer & Landscape Architect
57

Exchange

ayll-eotm

Street.

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will (>e continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Anv customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will be entitled to ft proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for carelessness. or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will he attended to prompily.

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
RCRNHAM & CO.,
LIBBl & CO.,
C. S. BATES,

CUMMINGS BPvOS.
iiprll

eod2m

inter.

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD, 1
642 Congress Street.
)

We promptly execute

clothing.
For small boys

for

orders

our

we

might

GRESSEY & JONES,
394
apr21eocUyr

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE

CITY HAIL*

MAINE SEASHORE.
SALE OK TO

LET,
the sunny residence of the late
FOKBrambles,”
Casco
Ooddard, at l'almuuth

Judge

furnished, “Tile

Eorestde,

Bav, live miles out of Portland, Me.; largo
house with broad pizzas, 16 large rooms, 11 open
House
tire places and modern conveniences.
stands on high land close to the water, commands beautiful views on every side, good boating and bathing; two miles from steam cars,
eight minutes from boat. House and one acre
of land $8,000, more land can be purchased it
desired. Kent for the season $850. Apply to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 Va Exchange St.
deod6t
aprll

tell

stories of suits at $2, $2.50 and
and all other grades cheap
but good—but you know about

$3

selling children’s suits at half
price already. The special message today is about our new
D. B. two piece suits and three
our

piece suits for children 4

Xj.

many

during the past few months’" M. H. Partkidge, Druggist, Geneva, X Y.

-AND-

—

t

uniform the Police,
Car Condaactors and
©Ewers and all otla-

—

478 1-2

Pie and Cheese

The Atkinson Company have made arrangements with the
manufacturers

HOSIERY

Crystal

c.eoAiirinff a har&rain.

FREE

I took pepsin compounds, bismuth, charcoal,
cod liver oil and malt until my physician
confessed that his skill was about exhausted and he did not know what el3e to
try. Everything I took seemed like pouring melted lend into my stomach. I hapto think 1 had part of a bottle of Hood’s
arsaparilla that had been in the house for two
or three years, that I found had benefited me
previously for dvsoepsia. I began taking it
and soon began to feel better. I have now
taken a little over two bottles and can truthfully say I feel well again and can eat anything without distressing me, even to

A Good Voucher

1
A despatch was received from Machias I
1
of
the
drowning
Saturday, announcing
Mr. VV. T. Harmon,

10.00

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen Ian.

13

William T. Harmon Drowned.

a mason

12.00

fever and my chance for recovery was considered almost hopeless. After 7 week3 the
fever slowly left me, but I could not eat the
simplest food without terrible distress. It
seemed that I had recovered from the fever to

I would like to give to Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
W. L>. Wentz, 18J Castle St., Geneva, I*. Y.

_

4

6

The Atkinson Co.,

enough
1

4

10.00

All who know Mr. W. D. Wentz
give him the best of recommendations
for honesty and integrity. For many
years he has worked for Mr. D. P. Wilson, the harness maker and member
of the Geneva Board of Health. He says:
I was taken sick last October with gastric

which I have been unable to touch for years.
The English language does not contain words

Inanition.
Peritonitis.
Phthisis.
pneumonia.
Suicide..

Toll).....”.,.

Sarsaparilla

gened

causes:
1

2

Die of Starvation

of the children.

Diseases.

9.00

Slete

so

of

12.60

Patterns French Cheveron,
brown, blue and mode. 12.60
Patterns side band Camel’s
Hair, blue, tan and mode.... 16.00
Patterns Silk Stripe English
Novelties, gray and mode— 14.00
Patterns, English novelties
brown, tan, green and blue
12.00
mixed..... .•
Patterns English Novelties,
changeble stripes,gray, mode 13.00
and tan.
Cheviot
Patterns
gray

No. 1. Beautiful

street

charge

$ 6.00
10.00

IAR6AINS!

street.

Services will be held in the Church of
the Messiah every evening this week except Wednesday and Saturday. This
evening Eev. Dr. Twitchell, of Augusta,
will deliver an address in connection
with the praise service.
The Sprinkling Co.’s tank

16.00

Three Great

trustees and fire committee.

that city.
The wife of

3

return

Miss

ton on a

6

for the

meet this afternoon. The committee on
estimates will hear from the public

Gray

4

Patterns, tan and gray.
Patterns Gray Cadet and Tan,
Novelty..

5 pieces French Vigoureux Suiting, 48 inches wide, in tan, mode and gray mixtures, marked down from $1.25 to.$1-00
8 pieces India Twills, 48 inches wide, in
new spring shades, $1.00 quality, mark- «•
ed down to. 76c.

of

Grand Trunk Bridge.

The now bridge to be built by the
Grand Trunk road between Portland and
Deering will be built on piles much
larger and more solid than the old and
will be 1650 feet long, with stone abutments at each end, with a granite pier 32
feet square in the centre for the draw.
The draw will be of iron and will be 180
feet wide, giving a span of 75 feet clear,
The
the old draw having but 40 feet.

from channel will be dredged ten feet, the
plush piles then driven and sawed off to the
and the granite blocks
mill this week and the building 226x90 required length
placed in position.
feet will be commenced at once.
The special committee on July 4th will

library

..

slightly soiled.$10.00

2

of the young amateur.

to cover its expenses.

Patterns,

Dress

Single

3

of various

The exhibition
will be open every day until April 30th,
at the usual hours and the catalogues will
be on sale at the door. It is hoped they
will be generally purchased as it is by
tlieir sale alone the society will be able

-Veio

Price

Price.

Patterns

WONDERFUL BARGAINS.

Black Dress Goods.

PIECE GOODS.

DRESS PATTERNS.

SINGLE

Old

are

and the

of P. will confer the rank of Esquire,
and also complete arrangements for visiting Fort George Lodge No. 37, April 19.
A large attendance is desired.

Mr. Ackroyd expects to
New York with the plans

Suitings, in Single Dress
and Broken Lots, making a clean sweep
the Dress Goods Department.

Entire stock of Novelty

Chas. II. Woodbury,
Jacob Wagner,
Walter Brackett,
J. Foxeroft Cole,
J. J. Ennekiug.

Mrs. C. W. Jones,
Helen M. Knowlton.

DOWN 00 THE PHIGES!

-

TO CLOSE OUT

Anna E. Klumpke.
Helen M. Knowlton,

treated in this exhibition, landscapes, marine, still life,
flower pieces, fish, game, etc., and the
various schools from the older to the
All subjects

K.

Lodge

THE EVENT OF THE SEASON!

These exhibit black and white:

hundred feet of

Ivanhoe

a.

W. E. Beman,
Vesper L. George,
Mary Hallowell,

L. S. F. Kimball,
Carolyn Hudson,

carried in the patrol wagon.
Mr. Soule, the contractor, will begin
extension to
on the electric railroad
Westbrook this week. His crew arrived
on the Boston boat yesterday.
John P. Davis wished City Electrician
Mason to let him have a dollar to make
change with. He didn’t bring the money
back so Judge Gould, Saturday, gave
Davis two months.
Tomorrow

Henrietta

These artists exhibit water colors:
Alice M. Gould,
,T. B. Hudson.
Catharine P. Talbot,
Chas. N. Pepper,
Helen M. Pettes,
Emily P. Mann.
Marv K. Longfellow, C. B. Presbrey,
Adeline Moffatt,
Mary M. Burgess,
Lilian M. Parker.
E. J. Shaylor.
Le Bas.
Mrs. S. P. Warren,
Charles Clapp,
Mrs. C. W. Jones,
E. Mary Schellenger.
J. E. McAllister,

men at fires to rope off
space each side of the building in flames,
and more if required. The rope will be
a

Misses

by

china

Jordan and Emma S. Holland, some fine
carving by Anna E. Clark and frames by
John J, Pollard.
In oils these are the artists exhibiting:
Thomas F. O’Neill,
C. F. Kimball,
Mrs. G. W. Sylvester,
Mrs. Chas. A, Dyer,
Clara L. Tasli,
Harrison B. Brown,

v, .1

Exchange street.
terday afternoon the pastor, Rev. MatThe Sarnia of the Dominion line will
thew S. Hughes delivered an interesting
The Mongolian of
by due tomorrow.
work
acthe
discourse concerning
good
the Allan line will be due Monday the
complished by this prosperous church 18tli.
and society during the past year.
All the oil, waste, engineer’s supplies,
Mr. Hughes’s pastorate commenced
are now stored in the upper story of
etc.,
He was a
about eleven months ago.
the Central station and only given out on
ministerial
his
in
this
section,
stranger
orders signed by Chief Norton.
work having been confined to the West
The annual election of officers of Canis
a
he
the
of
section
which
country
of
ton Ridgely No. 2, P. M., occurs this
Harbor
of
the
Ann
native and a graduate
evening and every member should be
University of Michigan.
present.
has
been
church
the
the
year
During
Saturday was rainy in the morning,
peculiarly favored from loss by death clear in the afternoon and a fine moonand there have been seventy-five new
evening. Sunday was much colder,
members who have made public profes- light
rain and glimpses of sunshine.
with
hail,
sion of religion and have been admitted
Marshal Swett has ordered the policeiuuiuucibxujj*

NEW DRESS GOODS.

Nathan Clifford. There are 64 oils, 45
water colors, 7 black and white besides
a number of pieces of beautifully hand

for $150.
of wood that had been cut
and stacked on the road near Coal Kiln
Corner were burned Friday.
The subject of Mr. Bellows’s lecture
this evening will be “The Ideals,Methods
and Duties of Modern Culture.”
Thomas Walsh fell, in jumping over a
meat block in a store on Munjoy hill
York

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

land

XT,.-—

IV

VV

NEW

Portland

The twentieth exhibition of the PortSociety of Art began Saturday
evening with a private view to the
members of the press and society at the
There
art building on Henry street.
was a good attendance and the exhibition is very attractive. It is not confined
to the members of the society as many
well known professional artists from
Boston and elsewhere show some of their
latest work. The pictures were hung
under the direction of the hanging committee, Messrs. Charles F. Kimball, John
Calvin Stevens, M. B. Gilbert, F. A.
Tompson, John B. Henderson and

Willie G. Taylor, of Pleasantdale, fell
and split his tongue badly last week.
The raft of the Cumberland Association will be all ready for use this week.
The contract for caring for the city
culverts has been awarded to John Cady.
Out of 100 barrels of oysters that
arrived Saturday not one barrel was
sound.
Emerson and Lunt are at the head in
the Young Republican Club whist tournament.
The joint committe on the celebration
of Odd Fellowship will hold another
meeting at 7.80 o’clock tonight
The annnal meeting of the Fresh Air
Society will be held April 21st at the Y.
M. C. A. rooms.
James White, of Brackett street, has

advertisements.

new

A FINE COLLECTION.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

to 15

years. Vou may seek our kind in
other stores but you’ll return here
to find them and our prices are
consistent with the goods.

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD
Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

Congress

Street.

alt

